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Abstn'aat

Historically, berdache were seen in a negative light in both Aboriginal and
European cultures. Recentiy, the term two-spirit was chosen to identi$ these people
thereby creating a positive spiritual path bridging the historical experience with the

contemporary. In the modern sense, the term two-spirit has come to be seen as inclusive
while allowing people to use the term tn away that fits their own personal ties.
This thesis will illustrate a few ofthe ways the termtwo-spirit canbe used. It will
also examine the historical and contemporary importance of the term.

It will focus

primarily on contemporary two-spìrit Abongi?ral people's opinions and provide a closer
look at how they choose to define and identify themselves. The journey that two-spirit
people have taken to get where they are now will also be examined. Further, a closer
look
at their history and the reclaiming of their voice, as well as qualitative interviews with

people who identify as two-spirited, wtllbe presented. In the final analysis, there
is much
more to identi&ing oneself as two-spiritedthan just speaking the words. It is a process,
a

journey and, for some, a drearn Two-spirit Aboriginal people were
chosen by their
Creator to walk in both worlds

-

the physical and spiritual and they were chosen to

mediate between men and womerr. Two-spirit is a positive word with a beautiful and
harmonious balance that encompasses all people and it has a definite place within

Aboriginal culture.
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{: lnÉnod¡¡c*ion

Two-spirit Aboriginal peopie may not be who we think they are. In recent years,
the term has been used to describe Aboriginal people who identify as gay or lesbian.

However, not everyone who identifies as two-spirit is, in fact, part of the gay or lesbian

lifestyle. The confusion over the term can be traced back to the arrival of the Europeans
in North America and their misinterpretation

ofthe people they met. The lack of

understanding ofAboriginal customs and beließ inevitably created stereotypes and
prejudicial attitudes. As well, the language ban'ier made it most difficult to transfer
thoughts and ideas. The language made it most difficult to appropriately speak about
this
phenomenon in the English language. The original term, berdache, isa European
invention used to describe what the early Europeans perceived as a deviant role within

Aboriginal societies. Europeans thought that the two-spirit people were homosexuals and
cross-dressers because they saw amanwearing women's clothing or a fiurrl living

with

another man and they perceived this as deviant behaviour. Therefore, they postulated that
these people were homosexuals and cross-dressers without inqut y into the reality

ofthe

situation.

Historically, two- spiri t people were spiritual leaders, matchmakers, visionaries,
artisans and role models for the rest of the community. Sexuality and sexual orientation

were only a small component ofthe two-spirit lifestyle. Modern two-spirit Aboriginal
people have chosen the term two-spirit to separate themselves from the derogatory
terms
used in the past. TheS in effect, have distanced themselves from past experiences
with a

fresh term that incorporates the spiritual component that has been misplaced for so

'uuty

yea-rs.

Frior to 1990, the tenn used was berdache, atermused today almost exclusively
by anthropologists to describe "an American Indian phenomenon" (Fulton &Andersor¡
1992,

p.603)- The word originates in the Arabic

language from the word, berdagand the

Fersian word bardaj (bardah). Courouve (19S2) reports that by the 16ú century, atleast
three languages

-

Italiar¡ Spanish and French

passive male-male sexual intercourse (Fulton

-

had borrowed the Arabic term to denote

& Anderso ry 1992,p.603).

The term berdache can be defined as a passive male partner in a homosexual
relationship (Fulton and Andersor¡ 1992;Epple, l99s). This term is derogatory when
applied to historical Aboriginal people; it is and was imposed upon thern, was not defined
as such by therr¡ and is similar in connotation to the term "savage".

Aboriginal people had their own terms and their own method of describing what
was sacred and spiritual. These terms were far removed from the term berdache, and,
sexuality and sexual orientation may not have been included in their definition. Inevitably,
the academic use of the termberdache catsed.the focus of the research to shift solely on

to the sexual components surrounding the term.
Early literature on the berdache listed the qualifying characteristics possessed by
the subjects, and homosexuality was the prominent factor. However, when thetermtwo-

spirit came into use, it replaced and took on everything that the term berdache stood for,
including its assigned characteristic of homosexuality. Current literature suggests that the
term was actually chosen by Aboriginal people to separate themselves from the previous

derogatory connotations of the European termberdache andto escape negative sexual
perception.

Before colonization, people who became a part of the berdache did so because of a
dream or vision undertaken to develop a supernatural

gift. This ability was not defined by

gender, and often the berdache could fill any male or female role during ceremonies.
They
were also often mediators between male and female spirits (Callender and Kochems,
1983;

Clark, 1984: Williams, l9ï6;Roscoe, 1995)After colonuation, Aboriginal people who were granted this role and title feared
for their lives and were often forced to live underground and to lead secret lives in order
to protect themselves from possible execution by white settlers (Two-spirit people of the
First Nations,7997). Europeans imposed their male and female roles upon the Aboriginal
people based on the teachings of Christianity. It is not surprising that, as a result,
researchers found that the berdache seemed to vanish from many communities. In
the last

few decades, by means ofpolitical movements demanding social justice, Aboriginal people
have commenced the long process

ofhealing. At the

same time, one specific group

of

Aboriginal people decided that it was no longer appropriate to hide from the reality

of

who they were that and they could feel comfortable again with being a two-spirited
Aboriginal person. They recognized that embracing their lives as two-spiril people
included embracing their history, which included the term berdache.

An intriguing aspect of the berdache is the spiritual component, a complex subject.

It

refers to a sophisticated understanding

ofthe balance ofthe physical and emotional

concepts sun^ounding life and death. People who recognize themselves as spiritual have
a
connection that allows them to respect and to be respected by themselves, by others,
by

elements such as wind, fue, rain and properties such as earth, water, rocks and a greater

being. In the literature there are, unfortunately, only clues and hints that point to this side
of the berdache. In particular, researchers commented briefly on the supernatural gift that
v/as seen as highly prestigious in some Aboriginal communities.

In order to overcome some of the negative interpretations, they selected

a new

title

which would redefine themselves and, at the same time, shed any previous derogatory
elements; the term they chose was two-spirited- The literature also shows that the

purpose of the new term was to reclaim the spiritual side of "two-spiritedness". Despite
this, homosexuality continues to dominate the definition.
The concept of two-spirited recognues people who house both the male and
female spirit within themselves. These are individuals who have come to identify with this
term and have taken it as their own. The concept also includes people who recognize
themselves as the former berdache- Besides a recognition
behind the establishment

ofthc spiritual, another reason

ofthe new term was to commence the heating process by taking

control of their spiritual being and learning their own history. As well, an attempt was
made to separate themselves from a non-Aboriginal perspective. This was the people's

choice with their voice.
The recent literature on two-spirited people ignores references to the spiritual
aspect, and is closely related to the literature on the berdache, while the strong emphasis

on homosexuality remains. However, recent literature is also more positive and there is
less reference

to deviant and submissive roles.

The question that arises is, do all Aboriginal people who see themselves as gay or
lesbian identify as two-spirited?

Ifyes, do they know their history and what it means to

identify as a two-spirit Aboriginal person? The previous literature on the berdache that
docurnented sacred roles seems hidden in the term two-spìrit. Apreliminary interview

with a person who defines himself

as

two-spirited heightened the awareness that the

spiritual component had been misplaced; he is also unsure as to why homosexuality is so
predominant (Interview #1,1999). The subject of the interview does not see
homosexuality as a defining characteristic, nor is he a homosexual. This is the voice of an

Aboriginal Elder who has defined himself as two-spirited since he was an adolescent.
Contemporary two-spirit Aboriginal people are found in many places. This is the
beauty b€hind the new definition of two-spirit. It is inclusive, rather than exclusive, and
was brought forth by Aboriginal people themselves. The wheel is not being reinvented,

just re-oiled. Inevitably, it is up to Aboriginal people themselves to determine how they
identify as two-spirit. This thesis allows the Aboriginal voice to be heard in the literature

with their own definitions- It demonstrates the reality that people aÍe more complex than
how they identifr sexually, and that there is a spiritual component to their lives.
For years researchers have written about Aboriginal people. This thesis will act in
conjunction with Aboriginal people. With the permission ofAboriginal two-spirit
participants, I will ask them how they identify as two-spirited? The term is an inclusive

ternl which therefore allows

anyone to identify as such using their own guidelines. The

term leaves room for people to take from it what works for them in order to make a place

for themselves. An interesting component is that historically Aboriginal spirituality has
been misplaced from this term; however,

it will be replaced with the aid of the voices of

the present generation. Doing this, sheds a positive light on how two-spirited people think
about themselves.

This thesis will also illustrate the lack of Aboriginal voices in historical literature
on the berdache. The historical literature will also clearly point to the derogatory
and
deviant descriptions that were placed upon two-spirit Aboriginal people. Another
component of this project will examine two-spirit orgaruzations and other organizations
that are affiliated with two-spirit Aboriginal people. For example, every year, atwo-spirit
gathering is hosted and held in North America by Aboriginal people who identify
as such.
These gatherings are increasingly popular and are a safe environment for two-spirit people

to corurect with one another on a sacred and spiritual level. This information is imperative
in understanding the lives oftwo-spirit people today. In order to put forth a variety

of

definitiors from the mariy people who choose to identify themselves as two-spirit, all the
variables must be examined. The examination

will include the historical identities of two-

spirit Aboriginal people, the transition to the term two-spirit fuom berdache and the
otgantzations that are affiliated with two-spirit Aborþinal people. Every two-spirit

Aboriginal person has a story to tell; their feelings are real, how they got to the place they
are in is real and, most importantly, their story is worth telling.
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ChapÚer"2: F{isÉonåcat ldereúiúües ÅssocüaÉed wåtå¡ the ..Ahorigivaa1 Berdøeke

Since the arrival of Europeans on the North American continent, the role of the

two-spirit person within Aboriginal culture has been the sou¡ce of much speculation"
debate and intrigue among scholars. Despite an abundance of literature on the
topic, few
researchers have successfully captured the totality of this

role. European

scholars, ranging

from 16ù century Christian missionaries to contemporary ethnographers, have attempted
to describe the definitior¡ the history, the writings about, and the numerous historical
identities associated with the Aboriginal two-spirit person. However, despite the
diverse
backgrounds of and the sheer number of writers/researchers, this focus has fluctuated
somewhere between sexuality and spirituality. In order to gain an understanding

ofthe

many different interpretations that researchers have imposed on Aboriginal two-spirit
people, it is imperative to comprehend the cultural biases in the literature, the
overemphasis on sexualitS the discussion in the literature on spirituality, as well
as the

path undertaken to become a berdache.

In Western European culture,

a same sex relationship is defined as being between

two men or two women. In the Aboriginal culture,
two-spirit

and a male is

a relationship that is between a male

not viewed as a same sex relationship because the two-spirit is

considered a separate gender. The two-spirit partner belongs to an alternative, or mixed
gender, neither rrutn nor woÍurn (cf. Calender and Kochems 1983; Williams
l9g6a l9g6b;

Lang 1990; Jacobs and Crornwelt 1992; all sources in Jacobs, Thomas and Lang lggT)Therefore, a same sex relationship in mrmy Native American cultures, at least traditionally,
is not necessarily considered a same gender relationship. This can be interpreted
to mean

that a relationship between a male two-spirit and a num or a fernale two-spirit and a

wonuln may be seen as homosexual on the physical level but not on the level of genderr.

Ifyou

are a man and you are having a sexual relationship with a two-spirit, you are not

having sex with another man, you are having sex with a two-spirit person. The same is

true for a female having a sexual relationship with a two-spirit person. This means that the
partners of a two-spirit are never havitrg a same sex relationship because they are not
having sex with the same gender (Terry Tafoya in Levy, Beauchemin, and vogel in
Jacobs, Thomas and Lang 1997). Choosing or deciding which sexual relationships are

culturally acceptable depends on how each varying Aboriginal group defines gender and
sexual behaviour.
One

ofthe main objectives here is to thematically sort through the historical

literature according to the limited information that is available. It is clear that sexuality
w¿ìs a

focus, but the question that needs to be arswered is

'\vhy?- Why

was the focus not

placed upon spirituality and what was involved in the spiritual side of two-spirit people?

Describing and analysing the literature on the subject helps to reinforce the argument that
there was an alternate focus; that spirituality was missing and that two-spirit is the ideal
term for the present. Most importantly, understanding the literature gives the appropriate
grounding to understand the path that was taken to come fi¡ll circle back to a spiritual
focus.
The majority ofprevious writings on two-spirit Aboriginal people, or the former
berdache, focuses extensively on the sexual or gender aspects of the terrn These writings
deliberate on whether berdache are men, women, or a separate gender, with whom they
I For the purpose
ofthis project gender refers to the role that someone plays and is not necessarily the
European construction ofthe term gender, which is based on one's physiological sex.

are having sexual relations, as well as the varying roles and dress. From Jonathon Katz

(1976), an historical researcher who compiled the earliest references about Native
homosexuality, to Will Roscoe (1998), who documented contemporary Aboriginal two-

spirit culture, the writing on Aboriginal two-spirit people nearly always reverts to
sexuality. The role of the two-spirit persorL after years of such one-sided referencing, has
become clouded. Inevitably, the true essence of the role is obscured by years

of

eurocentric, sexually-oriented analysis.
The variance in labels, definitions and terminology surrounding the concept

two-spirit Aboriginal people is a clear indication of the complexity of the issue,

as

of

well

as

the sexual focus. Over the past decade, Aboriginal people have identified themselves as

two-spirÌt. This was

a collective decision made

to separate themselves from the label

berdache that they felt was inaccurate and offensive. In effect, the term two-spirit is a
"contested compromise to move forward the debate in eliminating culturaþ inappropriate
terms and includes a wide variety ofNative persons: cross-dressers, transvestites, Iesbians,
gays, transgendered or those otherwise 'marked' as alternatively gendered" (Jacobs

&

Thomas, 1993, as cited in Epple, 1998, p.274).

However, something was missing in this sexually-focussed berdache terminology;
Aboriginal people felt they were more than sexual beings and that the spiritual component
of the role had been displaced. Despite this realization, even in recent literature, the term
berdache appears frequently. It is therefore impossible to give an historical overview

of

two-spirit people without examining the history of the berdache. To early writers and
researchers, the sexuality of the berdache was often depicted as a foreigr¡ deviant, or even

supernatural phenomenon. Due to the variety of people putting forth definitions on a

group ofpeople who held sacred and spiritual roles in their communities, it is very difficult

to know which definition is most suitable or accurate.
The tenn berdache refers to special gender roles in Native American cultures that

anthropologists have interpreted and described as ceremonial transvestisrr¡ homosexuality,
and gender va¡iance/multiple genders (Jacobs, Thomas &,Lang,

1997;L^g,1998). Epple

(1998), a more recent researcher, states that the termberdache ß a o'catch all term that
ethnographers use to describe males who in some way take on at least some of the
garments, occupations and./or sexual partners culturally prescribed for what AngloEuropeans might call the opposite sex" (p.269). This type ofrelationship was attacked and
described as "sodomy'' by the Europeans.

It

was a concept framed by European ideals, the

collapse of Aboriginal religious traditions, and the reluctance or inability of contemporary

Aboriginal informants to describe the position of two-spírit Aboriginal people in
precolonial life (Fulton & Anderson" 1992, p. 60a).
To further illustrate the variance of definitions, the following are examples of how
a number

of influential researchers define berdache. Jacobs, Angelino, Shedd and

Whitehead define berdache as 'bne who bhaves and dresses like a member of the
opposite sex" (Goulet,1986, p. 68a). Callender and Kochems (1986) define berdache as
a person, usually male,

and behaviour

who was anatomically normal but assumed the dress, occupation

ofthe other sex to effect

a change in gender status. Therefore,

without

having the appropriate sex organs, the person was able to change gender status merely by
assuming the dress, occupation and behaviour of the opposite gender.

It was also a

movement toward a somewhat intermediate status (Callender & Kochems, 1986, p.

a 3)-

Herdt {1994) st¿tes that the berdache, as a biological and psychological destiny, would

l0

automatically assume socially deviant roles (Goulet, 1986, p. 6Ba). In other words,
they
were destined to live their lives as "deviant" homosexuals. Blackwood (19S4) describes
berdache as a separate gender within a multiple gender system. Roscoe (1998)
suggests

that the berdache occupied a third and fourth gender role. By third and fourth gender,
he
is refening to the possibility that there is something other then men and women.
This

would be the space that two-spirit people would occupy, it is for those individuals who
identify as having a male and female spirit, not a combination of male and female sex
organs. The idea being that because they treat both spirits as equals and are considered
to
be an elevated status that they are not the same as a female or male that do not treat
their

spirits as equal.
Just as there are nnny opinions on the suitable definition

ofthe berdache, there are

also a wide range of views on the role of berdache in Aboriginal society, as well as the

path taken to assume that role. Early writings on the berdache were heavily influenced
by
the Christian world view of the European colonialists and focussed on the ..deviant',
aspects of the

role. Unfortunately, this influence has resulted in a biassed and incomplete

view ofthe berdache.
The Bible states that men and women were put on this earth to procreate
and have children. Western European ideology uses the binary system ofmen and women.

Men are at one end of the spectrum; women arc atthe other. For Christian writers, the
berdache, who arguably fell somewhere in the middle of that spectrurn, were a source

of

great interest and, as a result, there is an abundance of early European documentation
on
the role.

11

In the Keres Pueblos ofNew Mexico, male berdaches were seen as equals,
however, they talked, dressed and acted like women. Miller (198û) references rù/hite

(1943), who describes boys as being manipulated and pressured to take on the needed role

of berdaches in the society during the 1940's.
Hauser (1990) introduces his theme by describing the term berdache. He defines
the term as a male Aboriginal who takes on a female role, dresses in women's clothing,
performs women's work, has similar restrictions placed upon him as women, and pursues
"sexual relationships with both males and females" (F{auser,7gg0,p. 45). Hauser states
that from the earliest recorded encounters with the lllinois, French observers described

their disapproval of males who aspired to be like women and "glory in demeaning
themselves to do everything that the women do"
1934, p-329, in Hauser, 1990,

(Marquette,IgS9,p.l}9;cf, Deliette,

p.45). For the Frencl¡ women were not considered equal

to men and it was not seen as a positive trait to aspire to be like a woÍum or to do
u¡omen's work.
Hauser (1990) uses four hypotheses to explain the berdache phenomenon among

Aboriginal groups:

1)

to accommodate homosexuality, 2) male berdache were unable to

fulfil demanding male roles, especially that of the Warrior, 3) a religious phenomenon
including a widespread pattern of transvestitism arñ 4) occupational prestige. This
creation of theory and labels regarding the'þhenomenon" of the berdache is itself an

indication of narrow-mindedness, prejudice, or moral objection

-

an implication that there

is something wrong with the berdache. If it were normal and acceptable, no one would
need to develop theories, to look to accommodate homosexuality, or to

role. Hauser's

fill a'\¡/eaker',

emphasis on sexuality allows him to establish a sense of order amongst a

t2

non-Judeo-Christian group of Aboriginal people. For Hauser, it is important to have a
sense of order and to have answers because the European

world view is based largely on

questions, answers and theories. Hauser probably felt safe with the semblance of order he
created in a culture that he did not understand.

Hauser's article is divided into sections. one section, simply titled

"Homosexuality," includes the following introductory definition of the term to which the

title refers: "any description of the berdache must deal with the question of sexual
orientatior¡ insofar as this is possible, even though social standing is more important"
(Hauser, 1990, p. 50). If the latter statement is true, then why is the focus on sexuality?
There is much more to the status and culture of the berdache and Hauser clearly admits

this. Hauser us€s V/alter Williams to point out that not all berdache were homosexuals
(Williams, 1986, p. 93) and Pierre Deliette to emphasize that not all lllinois homosexuals
were berdache (Deliette, 1934, p. 329, as cited in Hauser, 1990, p.50). Hauser also
quotes LaSalle (1901), sayrng'they are accused of being addicted to the sin against
nature, having men set apart from childhood for this detestable purpose" (LaSalle, 1901,

p. 45, in Hauser, 1990, p. 50). It must be noted that Hauser does state that "it

is possible

that observers merely assumed that the Illinois transvestites they saw were homosexual"
(Hauser, 1990, p. 50). Hauser's statement illustrates that a fücus and fascination on
sexuality does exist, along with a lack of Aboriginal participation in deciding the focus. As

well, Hauser's statement is also an example of the dependency of chronological
referencing. Finally, such literature also depicts Aboriginal people as subjects, not

participants. The people were not asked for their opinions or voices.

13

Centuries of researchers would fall into a similar trap of trusting previous
researchers by citing the errors of the generations that proceeded them. This process
creates a bias in chronological referencing;

If

an error was made, there is a good chance

has been documented as fact by more recent researchers.

it

In other words, alternate

methods needs to be used, not just chronological referencing. An incorrect reference can
lead to decades of false interpretations. This makes

it extremely difficult to sort through

the references. In additioq many of the terms and definitions used were externally
determined, and Aboriginal people had little,

f *y,

voice in the documentation. For

example, Miller (1980) cites an earlier reference by White (1943) who obtained a
reference from 1851 that showed boys being pressured to fill the role of a berdache to
argue his point that these berdaches clearly occupy a separate gender status. He points

out that'the berdache can be seen even more clearly as occupying a separate status,
belonging to neither gender but standing somewhere between them'(Miller, 1980, p.279).
This means that individuals have a choice, or can be forced to switch their gender identity.

If this concept were true, then the berdache would

have had a similar choice. "This implies

that there is not so much a continuum of human variation in Native America, as there is a
set of cultural categories with which individuals can affiliate at

will or via supernatural

sanctions" (Miller, 1980, p. 279). rt could be argued that the French European
researchers had an agenda when visiting these groups

-

to purposefully paint a pictwe

of

abnormality and primitive behaviour. What better way to complete this picture than by
including a discussion on sodomy, anact clearly contradicting European Christian morals?

t4

According to Hauser (1990), a heterosexual or bisexual berdache created serious
problems for his female partners. F{auser goes no further in discussingwhattypes

of

problems this created, or how he knows the subject's sexual preference. This
demonstrates the point that information is missing and that sexuality is the focus. Why
else would Hauser mention fhat a heterosexual or bisexual berdache causes a problem

for

the female counte{part and not say why? Such literature is biassed and skewed. Hauser
again uses Deliette to help argue his point, stating

that'the women

and girls who

prostitute themselves to these wretches are desolate creatures" (Liette 1702, as cited in

Katz, 1976, p.10 and Deliette, 1934, p.329-330, as cited in Hauser 1990, p.5l). Hauser
follows this with another equally disturbing statement:
The dilemma was compounded for married partners, because a cuckolded
husband might attempt the revenge characteristic of the double standard
maintained by lllinois men: he might drive his wife from his horne; have her
scalped, murdered, or g¿mg-raped; or cut offher ears and nose. (Hauser,
1973, p.302, as cited in Hauser, 1990, p.51)
This statement's sole pu{pose is to illustrate the hon'or that would be experienced

if

a woman were to look to a berdache

for sexual or personal fulfilment. The literature is

clearly biassed to persuade people to think of Aboriginal people in a negative tight. This
aids the Europeans in their quest to disregard the Aboriginal people, and has no place in
an objective discussion on the berdache.

Nevertheless, Hauser acknowledges the vast differences in opinion by many of the
researchers regarding views on the berdache. Some researchers feel that the Aboriginal

communities were ashamed of the berdache, while more recent researchers feel that
reverence was the more appropriate emotion. Hauser points out that this difference in
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opinion may be because of the misunderstanding and confusion of the roles of berdache
and transvestites (Hauser, 1990, p. 53).

Without questioning, interaction, and dialogue, it is difficult to have an accurate
historical account. F{auser hypothesizes that there might possibly have been confusion on
the part of researchers. Researchers may have mixed up the berdache with cross-dressing
(a punishment form for cowardice), hermaphrodites and/or homosexuality (Callender

&

Kochems, 1983, p.443, as cited in Hauser, 1990, p.49). with no dialogue between the
researchers and the Aboriginal people themselves, effective analysis is problematic.

Cowards dressed in female clothing but were not berdache. As well, a hermaphrodite

might dress and live as a woman, but because of this sexual ambiguity, he could not

qualry as a berdache (Angelino & shedd, 1955, p. 124, as cited in Hauser, 1990, p. 50).
Hauser (1990), along with Angelino and Shedd (1955), is stating thar hermaphrodites are

not berdache, but current researchers like Jacobs, Thomas and Lang (1997) place
hermaphrodites on the same level as berdache and in their definition of a two-spirit

Aboriginal person. Unfortunately, there are many discrepancies in the historical accounts
of the identities of the berdache. These definitions and unexplained theories leave the
present generation in search of the reality regarding the role of the berdache.

The steps to becoming a berdache is another area clouded in bias and

contradiction. However, the documentation on these methods is one of the few areas
where the spiritual nature of the berdache plays a central role. It is through this section on

spirituality that we finally see that being a berdache goes beyond sexual preference and
dress. For example, the Winnebago and Dakota people believed that in order to take on
the role ofa berdache one is first blessed with a supernatural power by means of a vision-

t6

quest or dream. In both these groups

it

is

told that when a boy or rnan set out on his

vision-quest or had repetitive dreams about the moon or buffalo (both are female spirits)
and chose to go with them that he was agreeing to take on the life of a berdache (Lurie,

1953: williams, 1986). According to the Arapahos, haxu'xan (their name for the
berdache), possess this lifestyle as a result of a supernatural gift from birds or animals

(Kroeber, 1902-1907; 'Williams, 1986). This tifestyle would often include wearing
u/omen's clothing, possessing the mannerisms of women and doing women's work. The
berdache were known for their various powers in healing, prophecy and matchrnaking.

They also had a special role in the narning ceremony of babies. After the parents had
given the child a naût€, the berdache would then give the child a secret name

¿N

a means

of

protecting the baby from sickness and wishing the baby a long life (Simms, 1903; Lurie,
1953; Thayer, 1980, Fulton

worh generosity

& Anderson, 1992). They also had a reputation for hard

and mediation between men and women (v/illiams, 19g6).

The berdache was at one time a highly regarded figwe in Winnebago culture, but
they became ashamed of the custom pertaining to the berdache because '\,vhite" people
sabotaged the custom. European missionaries and researchers taught Aboriginal people to
be asharned of themselves, including the sacred and spiritual components

ofthe berdache.

In fact, in Winnebago society, if a man took on the role of the berdache without the
blessing of the rnoon, or chose to ignore the supernatural, then he was disgraced and

dishonoured (Lurie, 1953: 'williams, 1986). The winnebago only recognized as a.true
berdache" a person who obtained his status via the supernatural and not through personal
choice (Lurie, 1953). T'hrough the stories of the Winnebago, the spiritua.l conrponent

of

l7

the berdache is validated. The berdache played avery important role among the
V/innebago culture and it was a serious and spiritual role.

V/illiams (1986) believes that aberdache is a combination ofphysiological
characteristics of the male and female and that such a person is a hermaphrodite. He also
states that there is an "acceptance of the idea that gender can be combined, other than by

physical hermaphroditism" (williams, 1986,

p.2l).

The berdache who was not a

hermaphrodite was physically "normal" but had the spirit of the other sex- This berdache
was somewhere between the two sexes and the spirit was distinct from either men or

womeni they were accepted spiritually as "not mart". Berdache was both male and female
by virtue of his physiological maleness and cultural femaleness while at the same time
neither male (because of sexuality or paternity), nor female with reference to marriage or

maternity (Douglas, 1966).
Among the Keres people, boys were permitted to take on the role of a berdache,
but girls did not have the choice. Miller argues that the reason why boys can become
berdache while women cannot is because women are considered to be the inclusive

polaflty which means that they are dominant representing the social construction of the
pan-human norTn equation of inclusive versus exclusive. Inclusive refers to the dominant,
the right side, while man, animals, winter, and exclusive would be everything opposite

of

inclusive (Miller, 1980, p. 280). Men are the exclusive polarity, therefore men would be
enhancing their status, while women would be demoting themselves.

The idea that the berdache were considered a separate gender did not fit into the
Judeo-Christian binary system of male or female as the only gender options. The berdache
had powers to mediate or cross sexual boundaries and

roles. Since the berdache was the
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creation of a visior¡ similar to other shamans, the berdache could mediate between the
divine and human worlds (Miller, 1980; Thayer, 1980; Williams, 1986). This idea was not
present in the Vy'estern world view and therefore negative labels were placed upon the
berdache. The Westem world view did not have aplace for men who understood what

it

was be like to be a woman and vice versa. If and when a person took on the characteristic
roies of the opposite gender, they would be considered an outcast in a European

community. It was away ofkeeping order in society. It is unfortunate that previous
researchers did not expand on the mediating role in order for us to understand the totality

of what was involved in the role of the berdache. However, the berdache can be analysed
as a symbolic figure who occupied an interstitial place in the religious and social systems

of the Plairis peoples. Because of this interstitial nature of his "calling", the berdache
served as a mediating figure between sexual categories and roles as well as between divine
and human categories (Thayer, 1980, p. 287).

The role of the mediator was to hold the polarities together; for instance, earth and

sþ, plants and animals, fire and water. The mediator
women

in

between the polarities of men and

American Indian religion is a being that is a combination of both elements

of

the male and female gender (V/illiams, 1986; Miller, 1980).

It was from this interstitial character that his mediating
powers spring: as halÊmanlhalÊwonËn he had powers to
mediate or cross sexual boundaries and roles and, since he
was a creation of a vision like other shamans, he mediated
as well between the divine and human worlds. (Thayer,
1980,p.292)

It

was by this ability to be halÊmanÆralÊwoman that the berdache could simultaneously

violate and reconcile the categories of male and female. The important aspect is the
acceptance of the idea that gender can be combined for other means thanjust physical

r9

hermaphroditism. The physical aspects are not nearly as important as the spirit of a
person. Berdache are spiritually distinct from either sex (williams, 1986).
The berdache were linked closely with Aboriginal spirituality, were viewed as

spiritual and healing specialists, and were present at all sacred ceremonies (Marquette,
1959, p- 129, as cited in Hauser 1990, 52). The Illinois group treated both berdache and
shamans with honour, as they were viewed as being on the same spiritual level as

manitous, the "generalized essence of spiritual power" (Miller 1955, p. 279, ascited in
Hauser, 1990, p. 52). Hauser is actually one of a small number of researchers who has
been able to tell us about the supernatural role of the berdache in

their setting. According

to Marquette, the berdache attended'the solemn dances in honour of Calumet (the sacred
pipe) Marquette, 1969, p. 729, nHauser, 1990, p. 52). Apparentl¡ they sang on these
occasions, but the Illinois forbade them to dance. The above statement indicates that there

is so much that could have been learned from the berdache, but too marry researchers
focussed on sexuality and other more controversial subjects like infidelity and gender. We
are also told

that councils were unable to make decisions in the absence of

a berdache,

"and nothing... [could] be decided without their advice" (Marquette, 1,969, p. 129,

n

Hauser, 1990,p.52).
Historically, a child's tendencies to become a berdache were often apparent early
in life or by the ages of 9-12 (before puberty). The Mohave (their term for berdache is

alyha) held a ceremony when the child was approximately ten-years-old. The ceremony
was both a test of initiation and of his true inclination to be an alyha. The boy was placed
in the middle of a circle, a singer would start singing and as soon as the boy would hear
the music he would begin to dance as a woÍutn.

Ifthe boy was unwilling to assume the
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life of an alyha, he would refuse to dance; but if his spirit is alyha then he would dance for

four songs and then he ca¡r be proclaime d an alyha. Following the ceremony, the boy was
carefi.rlly bathed and given a

skirt. He

was then led back to the dance ground as an alyha,

and introduced with a new feminine name (Williams, 1986).
Hauser points out that two other researchers, Callender and Kochems, have

concluded that there were two main ways for an Aboriginal person to become a berdache.
The first means was through an expression in early childhood. The child would express
interest in the role of the opposite sex, begin to associate with them and, eventually, be
accepted in their new roles by their society (Callender

p.47). The second way to attain

& Kochems, 1983, in Hauser, lgg0,

berdache status was through a vision-quest validation,

which permitted the people to recognize the transformation formally (Callender

&

Kochems, 1983, in Hauser, 1990, p. 47). Those berdache who assumed the role during

childhood were seen using tools associated with women's work such as an axe, spade and
spindle, as opposed to more "gender appropriate" tools like the bow and arrow. Due to
this preference in tools, these Illinois children were essentially raised as female, wore

women's clothing and styled their hair like women. It was also noted that they were

'tattooed on their cheeks like the women and also on the breast and the anns" (Deliette,
1934, in Hauser, 1990,

p. 47). Even though these two methods of determining berdache

status appeared most ofter¡ there were still many other debates and discussions as to how
someone obtained the status

ofthe berdache.

In Thayer's search of the literature pertaining to the berdache, he found that
Hoebel (1949) noted that many boys "could not be wrenched from their mothers, and
could not live up to the demanding ideals ofmasculinity''(Hoebel in Thayer, 1980, p.
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287)- It was such boys of the Northern Flains that became berdache as a way out of their
dilemma (Thayer, 1980, p. 257). þIarrrette Whitehead (1981), who studied the berdache

of the Southwest, examined the River Yurman groups and felt that the cornmrn route to
leading the life of a berdache was visible in childhood as the child took on the mannerisms

of the opposite sex. A male berdache became a womar¡ or began the process of becoming
a worna¡L as a young child by doing women's

work and by picking up women's tools.

This was thought to have developed and progressed through behaviour and social roles

of

one's surrourdings. As Liette noted, 'there are men who are bred for this purpose from
their childhood" (Liette, inKatz, 1976, p. 10). These boys made no use of the bow and
arrol¡¡ but rather used ferninine tools like the axe and spindle.
Witliams (1986) notes a similar story described by Ruth Underhill in rhe 1930s
regarding the Papago. Parents who thought that their middle child might be a berdache

would test him by putting a bow and arrow and a woman's basket inside a small brush
enclosure. They would put the boy inside and set the brush on fi¡e. The adults would
watch to see what he would take with him as he ran out of the brush.

If it was the basket,

they concluded that he was a berdache.
Hauser is one of very few researchers who outlined the limited roles of men and
v/omen in an Illinois setting. This is extremely beneficial in urderstanding what roles they
were taking on when they crossed gender boundaries. The occupational roles of men and
v/omen arnong the Illinois were as follows: men were responsible for hunting and raids and
the only way to acquire public praise was to gain respect as a skil:fuIhunter and warrior
(Rasies, 1959, p. 17l, as cited in F{auser, 1990, p. 53). The role of women included:

nurturing childrer¡ constructing and tending cabins, gathering wood food preparation,
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dressing skins and tilling fields (Deliette, 1934, p. 329, as cited in Hauser, 1990,

p.

53-54).

Berdache "gradually became women", which underscores the notion of women as a social
category rather than as a fixed biological entity. Physical biological sex is less important in
gender classification than a person's desire or natural instinct - one's spirit (V/illiams,
1986)_

Literary sources tend to offer an incomplete testimony of women's roles. Hauser
feels that

'this is understandable in view of the more visible role played by men" (1990,

53). He feels that European men, who referred to Illinois women

p.

as "slaves" of the mer¡

reached this conclusion because they were "unable to cross gender barriers which
separated them from the Indians" (Binneteau, 1959, p.67, as cited in Hauser, 1990, p. 53).

Social standing amongst women was achieved through birth child rearing, food
preparation, preparing the cabirs and dressing skins.
Hauser does an excellent job in discussing the intermediate nature of the berdache,
stating that status was not as well defined for the Illinois as it was for other societies.
Hauser states that the berdache obviously engaged in gender mixing rather than gender

crossing. Mixed gender, according to Callender and Kochems, refers to engaging in
certain ritual ceremony because the participation was "associated with non-based power,"
and "also depended on their definition as non-women" (Callender and Kochems, 1983, p.

459, nHauser, 1990, p. 56-57). Crossing genders, in this case, meant wearing women's

clothing, assuming women's occupational roles, and warfare restrictions, such as not
going to battle with other men.

While Hauser's review of the intermediate nature of the berdache is well presented,
he shifts his focus and leaves many questions unanswered. He does this by stating that the
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berCache rnix genCer roles 'q¡¿hen the.,, engageC in sex both ',vith rnen in the frrnale role,
anC

"'vith

wcrnen" (Hauser. 1990, p.57). I{e does not elaborate f¡rther cn this point. The

reader is left r.',cndering hol'"'I{a¡.Ìser can ûlake statements *4thout any refrrence or

clarificaticn as to

."','hat he means

Hauser rff-Lres a number

by "frmale role".

cf excellent pcints that other researchers fail to menticn.

Examples of this incluCe Cescibing',\.'cfiren's roles and definire genCer mixing and
crossing (F{auser, 1990). I{tH,€'"€r, there is still toc much cf a fccus on sexuality. Instead

of f'ocussing cn the religious or spkitual cornpcnent of the berdache, Hauser places a gteat
deal of ernphasis on sexualit.y', elossing o."'er other valuable ch¿racteristics of the berCache.

Hauser, is certaild'r'by no rneans the only researcher to de'i'iate from spkituality a:rd tc
fccus on sex;alifr'. IIe is also nct the cnl.r'researcher r.vho has depended on pre';ious

documentation. F"{any identities associated ."r'ith the tern berdachc ha,¡e been imposeC
upcn the contempcrarr'tt'"'o*spirit person by earli'Ewopean rnissionaries, ethnograÞhers
and historians. These identities incluCe the many definitions anC descriptions of hc.*'a

person beccmes a krCache, r,r'hether the status l",as obtaineC though a drearn, .,.isionquest cr b'¡ choice. These are identities that have been placeC upcn the krdache and are
immersed
glirnpse

ir

the contempcraÍ!'t!',c-spüt identit¡. Evel-.¡ nor,v æld then hc-*'el'er, .,tre get a

ofthe spiritual nature that cculd lead us to the rncCern rneaning of the termtvsc-

The berCache, a higþJy respected person among sarne of the Aborieinal
communities, should be lookeC at frcm an "enìic" perspective. From this angle'¿,e shoulC
see that berCache'*as at once an

interstitial and mediating figure, rl'ho u.as both feared

and honoureC due to the supernatural vocation anC pc.,ver cf his

lìfe. It is from this
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perspective that the berdache shculd be placeC amcng cther figwes such as manitous and
sharnans anC grcups in

relgicus crganizaticns

r,'"'here. because

cf their visicnarÌ'

experiences the','also came to occup"r'rneCiating and/or interstitial pcsitions (Tha.¡er.
r

oaA\

It

is this point of ta"kirg an "er¡lic" perspective that brings th-is Chapter to its

conclusion. Both Tha.;er (1980) anC \4iilliarns (1936) toucheC on a pcint that is absent in
the histcry cf the berdache: personal reflecticns. ,Anthropclogists and ethnographers spent
such a tremenCcus amount of tirne on the aspects of sexual crientation of the berdache

that the','neglected to lvrite about the peoples' lives. What is rnissine

ir the literature are

the peoples' thcughts anC ftelings cfthe sacreC roles they helC tr thek comrnuities.
The rncdern Ce','elopnìent ofthe identit¡l of t.,r.c-spirit people is also lacking the
perspectir,'e cf the people- Tq,c-spirit people .ffant to mct'e arvay from the histcric term

"þ-rCache" as they Êel it holds tcc man'r'dercgatorr'ccnnctations. Tr.vo-spirit people are
also in the process cf healing and unCerstandìng the rcles

cf their berdache ancestors. It

is a challenge to attain this goal withcu+, the aid of Elders and r.r'ithcut exarnining the terrn
"b€rdache" to its firllest extent. It is also Cifficult to inccrporate the I'aricus identities and
people to '"1'hcm the tenns "berdache"

It

e,r^d,

tv,a-spirit refer.

is cnly in the past ftrv'/ears thar, researchers have beg'un to exarnine the li'¿es

of

the sacred pecple kncq,m as tr.r'o-spirited. I{o."'"'e.¿er, tr.vc-spirit people are still not being
given a .,.oice in the research. This Chapter illustrates that there are far tco many
discrepancies among the

defütions available in regards tc tlvo-spirit pecple and the

berdache. A ljnk, needs tc be maCe to help bridge the gap and clear up the discrepancies

*'ltþin the !-iterature. It is the Aboiginal people themsel.,¡es v;ho hold these ans.wers; it is
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their ';cices and horv the.r'make sense of the histcical rcle of the berdache and the tr,,,cspirit personthal '."'ill allcw us to ma"ke sense cf the literature.
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ChapÉer

-ê

:

HnÉex"",'Êew l1€eth

cds

ô{^
¡ å Þvervtew

.n-

Tto-spirìt Abciginal pecple

ha."'e sufferec a histor-¡

cf shame, negati',,e

-iudgernents and falsehcod, l'"'hile their.¿oices l.¿ere left unheard. Thei¡ acticns, custofiìs
anC ceremonies l'¿ere seen as Ceviant. Ewcpean rnissicnaries, historia.rs, ethnographers

a'rd anthrcpologists tenCed to ignore the voice cf the people the.¡ were.,r,,riting abcut, and

the early Eu¡opean."'cice'"tr'as nct cne of ernpathy or tclerance cf diversif¡. Due tc this
lack oftolerance, ,A.bcrigina! people suftreC ïnany horrific lcsses. One lcss in particular
'*'as the loss of their voice and traditions. Tu'o-spirit

Abcieinal people w,ho

",'¿ere

once

held in high regarC, beçame a so'lrce of shame to themselves and to their ccmmunities. In

crder tc recti$ this lack, this thesis allo.ws Aboriglnal tuta-spirit people tc use their voice.
trn

the prccess it shculd allo'çv their versicn cf histcry tc be tcld anC it v¿ill also allcr.'",the

pecple to Cefine thernselves.
This thesis rvas founded on the ccncept of a cornmunity-based participatory action
lesearch methoColcg¡. The research involves pecple r','ho ha'¿e traditionally been the
'?esearched" in the fcmlulation of the purpose, prcblems, ob.!ectir.,es, and intent of the

researcþ the collection cf data., and the interpretation, use, and ccntrcl cf the data anC
resr:lts.

;t"? R{eth cdclctr': Farticipatcrv

z{,cf

ic¡l

R eseanch

Panicipatorí actianresearch (PAR) is a tool used tc prornote eccnomic anC sccial
change m Aborieir'al communities (SSFR.C Task Force, 1983). This rnethodologl, seeks
'otc eÍilpc"'"'er and elel'ate the 'lesearched'

to participate ilr anC steer the research process...
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and

tc empcv,'er the com¡nunit',' groups by frcilitating paLicipation in decision-making

develcping 'partnersh-ips' in the research process" (\"Vard, 1996).

methodclcgy, it is

fur recording cral histcr¡ befrre much of it is lost (I{care, I-er,y &

a meticulous methcd
Pn}.i-o^^
¡\uvuÐvt¡,

,4.s a

anC

lt//J
OO?\l.

P,4,P. is a

fcrrn cf qualitati'u'e research that puts an emphasis cn the respect for

individuals and palticipants as.ro'ell as a commitment to social change to enable research tc
empolver Filst Naticns communities (St. Denis, t992; Nickels, 1997). This is achie."'ed by

relying on the experience and knc'¡¿leCge cf the people anC their cult'¿re (Hcare, Lew &,
Pnlri-o^^
I\vv4,¡.rutà

1OO"\
t2/J r.

As a method anC techique for gathering infcnnation
r.vhen '¿'orking 'with rnarginalised

P,^JR.

is a pcpular choice

people. There are fcu¡ reasons that illustrate '"','hi'this

methcC'was chosen. PAR ccntributes to a balancing cfthe historical record'"r'ith an

Aborieinal vcice; it increases the chance cf developrnent eftcti.,'eness anC lcngevity; as
'¿,'ell,

it contibutes to

a healing

cf social ills; and the rnethcCs are ccnsistent

."r'ith

Âboieinal values (IIcare, Lew &, P*obiruoa 1993; \¡,/ard, 1996).
One wa'¡ that a balance to the histcrical recorC can be attained is bl' spea"king rvith

people i'r the ccrnm'.ìÍiit'r",r'hc are farniliar','v.ith the subìect in question. By dcing this,
rnore Aboriginal people and/or communities v,.ilIgain the confidence anC skills to discover
vr'â'/s to take control

cf thei¡ ftture (Floare. Lev-¿ & Robinson 1993; \¡,iard 1996). The

use

cf P,{Fr aids prciect effbcti','eness and longevity because it increases the Ekelihocd that
prc,iects I'i'ill be successful and r'¿ill rernain an actirc part cf the ccrnrnuiti."s Cevelcpment.

The particiFation of the people helps them to understanC the research process r.','hich also
equips them to

k

advocates cf change. Participation in the research increases the
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in"'estrnent that the people have in the success cf the

Cebiefing,

""'hich

prciect. The constant feeCback anC

is'ffique to the P,^-R methcd, alsc inprc.,'es the relaticnship

understanding bet*'een inter','ie','"'er anC interyie.;¿ee- This

r¡i]l

anC

in turn, strengthen the

apprcpriateness of the Catathat is being collecteC. Finall.,', increased understanding, trust
in the data and perscnal h."'estment of time, increases the participants serse cf or','nership

of the pro_lect (Y/illegan et al., 1989; Hcare, I-e.¡y' & P.obinsca 1993).

Aboieinal culture and history were often

CenieC because of colcnial policies that

have been rcccgtt:zeð, as prirne ccntributors to the legacy of social pathologies (Elias,
1991; I{care, Lery

& Robinsoq 1993). Using P/,R. contributes to healing these

patholcgies b1'allo"r'ing,Aboriginal cornmunities to ta"ke control cver local concems and

b','r'aluing oral traCitioa history anC cultwe (Hoare, I-ew &Robinson 1993).

3.3 Methodology {JseC In This Studv

Within the framervork of a P,AP. rnethcdolog-¿ a vaÍiet.r'of rnethcds l';ere used.
The follc"ving sections discuss the methods used in rnore detail anC also discusses

hc.¿¿

other researchers hal'e used such methcCs. These other rnethods include literary souroes,
interviervs, reflection and -io'mraling.
Pecple'"r'ho iCentiÊ/ as føc-spirited Aborieinal people t'/ere encourageC to
participate in this research pro_iect. The pro-iect allov,'ed Aboriginal people to use their
"'oice

in a pcsiti"'e acaCernic frameu'ork. As well related organizaticns, for L-,stance the

,À'boriginal ÆCs Task Fcrce anC the Gay and Lesbian Associaticn,

tr¡,¡eÍg

consulted at the

initial stages cf the project. Generally, the lritial idea and concept of this prciect were
extrernel'¡'¡;ell receiled, as it is a relati'"'ely nerv area l','ith frw rescurces.
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Researchers rvhc r.lcrk r','ith Pl,R. are constantli'faced v;ith a n'¿rnber of challenges

that enhance anC reflect thei¡'¿'ork. In th-is case, due to the sensitüti'cf '"he topic being
researcheC. perscnal

reflections'rill be ic'arnalled r.vhich should illustrate the grou'th that

*'as experienced alcng the v"'ai'by a non-Aboriginal, Èmale, acadernic researcher.

? ?
J.Jô¡

X Enéon¡iawr
R/fa*[rn.I^l^*'
Ã!¡&V!
V ¡Utt
¡r¡VEttUUUtVË

Initidy, the objective

'r"'as

y

tc inten'ier','ten people v"'hc identified

fa'o-spirít,Â.bcrigtlal people. tr{c!','e','er, it

r.vas

nct pcssible to ccnduct ten intervie\¡,.s so

tu'o qualitati','e inter"'ier'/s rvere chosen insteaC. Unfcrt'¿nately, it
tr.';c maìn interviervs to inten'ie'ø a

thernselx'es as

ftrnale. ICealh'thjs v,'ould

,was

ha.¿e

not possible in the

benefited the research

and altered the pro_iect ho'¡¡ever, there rn'ere nc frrnales that came fcn'¡ard
Ho\,',€ver, this rnay be a possibility

tc participate.

fcr future projects. There ."vere a frr.v females in the

nelvspaper article that r.vas used. These inter,'ier','s allov,'ed each indirddual
rr-.'ith
vvrllr t!.o.ooo..
Llrv lvùvovrlvlho. ".ifh
vvrlrr +!"o
Lrrç Soa'lnlrüùl¡ul¡¡

tc r','ork clcsely

+^
LiJ wi¡ti.
^li+ ',^l;.1-+Var¡¡i(¡a¡Lit ¿l'iiu
^-,{ .,^:^^
VLiiUä +L^:-:^Ä:,;J,,^l
ttlüli ü¡ilivi(lu¡ii

inteloretations of hcr','each identifies as a fi+,a-spírit,4.boieinal person. In Cditicn to the
inter¡iews, Cata'¡,'ere taken åom a recent publicaticn that asked Aborieinal f,+c-spiril
pecple hovr the¡i iCentified thernselves. The publication is a monthly

ner.¡,/s rna,qazine

for

rndividuals who ha.¿e chosen an alternative lifesti'le (eay, lesbian, bi-sexual, transgendered,
crc ss-dressers, Crag

q

ueens anC two -spirit,A.boiginal people).

The participants consisteC of t',1'o rnales, cne in his niC- twenties anC the other, in
his late fifties. The pafticipants fur this pro_iect',vere selected based on't¡,'crC of mouth"
ccntacts, since attempts in newspapers and postings at crganization offices lvere not
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successful. Ðuring the intervie'J,'sessicns, a list of general quesr"ions l','as used as a guide
arr,i ba-si-* fi:'r e¿.:h iníerview.

The data that were collected l'"'as far superior to ',vhat .¡,ere anr"icipated. Follow.ing
the initial reccrded segment, consiCerable tirne

.,¡,'as

spent transcribing, analysing anC

revisiting the participant for Èedback. trt rapid.ly becarne obr4ous that Cue to the tirne
required for each intervie'¿'that conCucting ten inten'ie.¡s ./,'culd not har.'e been ftasible.

Ccnducting intervie';¿s r,r'ith ccntemporar'r' t,vc-spit"it,^.bcrieinal pecple allc'¿'ed
this pro-iect to Cocument the histcry af tao-spÌt ited ,\boigiinal people

to the fact that the term is ne';"', it

.¿'as also an

i- the rnakjrg.

Due

excellent opportunit ¡ tc record histor.r' a:rC

change as it.,vas happening. For example, in the initial stages of this thesis, the Rainbc,¿,

Resource Centre lras still knovm as the Gaii anC Lesbian P.escurce Centre. Since the
name change, it has rnade space a','ailable fcr l,¡¿c-spirrl,A.boriginal people in the centre.

Similarly, Nine Circles Cor:cmunity Health Centre

."r'as

not in place at the onset of this

prc-iect. In fact, the ,À-bcriginal AIDS Task Force

\.¡,,as

an initial contact for this proiect

but, Cue tc their over',vhelming lvorkloaC, by the tirne this oroject
arnalgarnated r"'ith a

r,vas '¿nder ."\,ay the.r, had

fru'other services tc fonn Nine Circles Ccrnm'.mit¡

Ftrealth Centre.

êJ the present time, the Aboi#,141Æds Task Fcrce has disrnantleC anC beccme part

of

the Centres' overall respcnsibilities. It was iCeal ti'ning tc have the cpportunity to
docurnent first hanC acco.¿nts of the f,vo-spiriÍ Aboieir,al ccrnrn'æity in Winnipeg,

N{anitoba. The changes that tock place had an irnpact cn this proiect. It'À,as Ciffcult to
hal'e pecples' ti¡ne tc speak

"vith

them. As

.,','sll, do

to the changes it rnade it hard tc have

pecple follc'¡'thrcugh on the project and reccmrnenC that pecple who identjf¡ as tvl,o-

spirit participate in the prc,iect.
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I{istoricall.,', the literatwe that is a'¿ailable on the histcrical identities
,{boriginal pecple ha'"'e ta}*en cÍr,
spfuiÉual

r,','âs

th^at

t,t,c-spirit

one sideC, derogatorr' anC lackeC cultural and

inftrrnaticn. Using oral accounts inccrporated bcth the cultural

and spkitual

acco'mts af t'ao-spi¡"¡r Abcrieinal people. Ðccumenting this infonnaticn is absclutely
crucial and vital to the history cf t-,ua-spirít î,bcúglrlal pecple.
Inter'"'ie'øs tffere reccrdeC b'r' auCio-cassette tapes, lwitten nctes and icurnals.
'""'as essential

to use tape reccrding as a tcol.

feeCback anC Cebriefing

trt rvas alsc

It

extrerneli'beneficial in the

cf the hterl'ie'¿s as r,vell as, allcr';ing for reflections and further

shaping cf the pro_iect.

A list of basic inteft4e.,t'questions l¡as prepareC pricr tc rneeting with the
participants. Ðue to the fact that

r.'L'e

collaborated and discussed a.",ariety of topics

together, the questions tì'ere used as guidelines anC the pa¡ticipants.øere free tc elaborate

or discuss an'r'issues pertinent to the subject that the'r'felt.,l'as valiC or important tc
incluCe in the project.

3.3"2 Reftrectians ar¡d .Fournaling: rJse in Sther St¿¡dies
R.eflections and-iournaling are essentials tcols used in researching. "Any events
CescribeC and thoughts recorCeC

bi'the researcher becorne observations anC reflections

respectiveM' (Kirb¡r anC McKenna" 1989). lCrby anC &{cKenna (1989) both describe the
important use cf reflecticns in the research prccess. Initiall.,',

r.','hen

beginning research or

interr,'iervs, it may be raluable to divide the paper in half so that one siCe has the notes
lak-et ûc'm ihe rnierview

anj ihe ¡-'¡iher iiiusiraies íhe refice:iion-q,-rn wlui ihe researche¡

ha-s
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beglrning of the ongoing analysis. The

researchers' thoughts becorne nnore fccussed on the thernes that are present in the data.
Reflections on process are equally as irnportant tc the overall analysis of the Cata.
Continuous reflection th¡oughout the research prccess also er,ables the resea¡cher tc
beccme rncre skilfu! and intuitive as a researcher (Kirbl'and llcKenna, lggg).
FJickels (1998) used this methcC in his research cn caribou skin preparations of the

Nelson House Rcck;r'Cree to aiC him in personal Êro.¡/th and to dccument experiences he
encountered along the t.,'a¡i. He also useC this rnethod tc rernind h-irnself of r.r'here he .,l'as

coÍing frcm as a non-Aboriginal

rnale researcher tn'ilne to make sense of his place in the

uni.,'ersit.¡ envfuonment dcing app!-ied comrnunit.,/-baseC participatcry action research in the

sub-é¡ctic reÊions of Manitcba.
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the research process. Often it'¿'as easy to see the steps anC thousht Þattems thef t++l:
place to ma,ke this project a completed one. B.,,reflectinÊ. the researcher is free
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It

r'"'as essenr,ial ,rcr

tc notice patterns ofthcught that

neeCed

this ressarch to

tc be adiusted.
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This project used participatcr! action research as a method cf gathering
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familiar tvith the culture, Aboieinal.,/cices lvere used in a pcsitive acacemic

frame'¡¿ork. This rnethod ccrnbined v¿ith icurnaline anC reflections enabled the historical
beeinnines ûf a netv lerfijb twa-spirÌÍ, tc be doc'¿mented and Cescribed.

A unique secticn cf this thesis is that due to the irnportance of the ,Â.boriginal vcice
the interview transcripts is included as part cf the thesis and nct_iust the appendix. It w'as

felt that it ';"'as essential to eCit the inten'ie..,ì/s but that it l'"'as absolutely essential tc keep
f'he Cata as apart of the overall pro-iect. The large arncunt of rich data cnly
er,hances the

pro-iect and puts a."'oice to pro-iect. In the past Aboriginal pecple .,vere studied, they r';ere
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Abciginal Þerspecfive. thereftre the Abcrieinal.,'oice is a rnain frctor and
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component to this prc-iect. In order to follorv the Aborieinal voice and'.¡nCerstanC

hor,'¿

conclusions '"vere rnffde, there ûre rnany reflection rnoments thloughout the proiect.
Flar"ing reflecticn mornents anC commenta$'throughout the inter.,'ie.¿'portion

of

this prciect brea"L,s up the vcice and allows fbr ccntinual attention to be paiC tc the

Aboriginal r.'cice. It also allcu's the reader tc visualize the inter,'ier.'"'s ta.king place, ma.Ling
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The inter",'ie',v segrnent of this project lvas r,he rncst re\.vaÍding and pov"'erful piece
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long period cf time searching through historical docurnentaticn, it'ñ,'as pure

nirt'ana tc 'work rr,'ith inCividuals rvho t','ere able tc recognize the impcrtance of the

The vast amc'.int cf infrnnation gathered far surpassed any arnc'.mt that this
Fro_iect set out

to obtain. The genuine nature of the participants allcl'¿ed fcr full and rich

inter,'iews tc be ccnducteC and anali'seC. Due tc the rich Cata that u'as collecteC, each
interyierv became a chapter r,r'ithin this proiect. Sorne of the information'*'as edited as it

did not al.ways pertain, but the infcrmation that is in the next Cþ*apters is

ital

in

understanding the persÞectir,'e of trvo-spirit .Abcriginal pecple anC hcw they iCenti&. In

crder to better unCerstanC and follorv the ir,frrrnation, a cornÍnentary'of thoughts and
reflection is among the data. It was felt that it n'as important to '.mderstand the exact
rnethcd cf thought that was involved in this pro_iect. It allor,rc the reaCer to see fi¡st hand
accounts cf the participation and lcice of tnc -spirit,A,boriginal pocple.
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1)

At what

age did you reâlize you were two-spirite¿fÌ Was

fhie
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Was there a particular experience that made
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3)

Does your community of origin and/or your family know
that ycu iCenti& as't'r,'o,spi:rlted"?

4)

Does your community of origin use the term two-spirit or
clc'es ii use aflcìther tenn?

5)

Does your community of origin view'two-spirited" people

you realize that

in o
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nec'ntir tc lttçtt?
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insight as to why you,.
'tr.vc-spirited" as a negative ccmpcnent of Abcrieinal
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6)

Are there differences in the role of 'two-spirited" people
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In -/c'.¡r c'J,Tì ."vords, .,vhat is a fiuo-spirjf person?

I{c'*'

diC ./cu come

to Cefine .,/ourself as a taa-spiril person?

Is it possible fur anlcne to be'twc:spiriteC"?
'What

dq you associ4te the terr4 ¡wo-spirit with?
HomosexualitÌ'

Another sex besides male/female (third gender/ fourth
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Spi¡ituality
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Does a person's sexuality play a part in the role of a'two-spirited',
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Ðo you think anyone who identifies himlherself as a homosexual is
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Ðo you think anyone who identifies him/herself as a "two-spirited"
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Dc you thi,nk the rcle cf a fi'¡o-spirìt Þ€rscn is a spiritual rcle?
Do :¡ou ccnsiCer yo'.lrself tc be a spütual individual and hc.w so?
V,ihat,

if any roles dces a Í-vt¡o-spiril person play' tr ceremonies?

At6e'nn:¡le lìe¡¡cten

Some literature suggests that people who identify as'two-spirited"
are in fr,ct a separate gender frcm male anC frmale. ,^,re .¡oì.t
.familiar
with this theory and do you have any thoughts or opinions
IrqrqcÅin¡
vliøsu¡¡i

olfa-nof ir¡a
orlvr¡lOL¡
Vú -o-áo.o?
F,úiiuli ù :

If l'es, do i'cu identify'r'ourself

as a

third or fou¡th genCer?

MiseeEE¿nec¡us

Recently there have been some discussions between various organizations,
Elders anC people r,vho identi& thernseh.es eæ tv¡o-spírít peaple. These
discussions/debates are about the use of the term two-spfrl¡ and who
shoulC and should nct be using the term.
,Are

lcu

awa.re of these discussions/debates?

trr,fhat is 1'our

opüon on bcth the discussions/debates?
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Ho.*'anC rvho dc 'r'cu think shculC be entitleC

+,o

use the term h+,o-spirit ?

How do you feel about various arganszatio;ns such as the
Rainbo'¡'R.esource Centre and the,^,bcriginal Æds Task
Fcrce adCine fi";c-spirit literature to their resources?
Do you see this as a positive step towards awareness or is
this possibly stepping cn sacreC and spi.ritual grounC that
sh,tr-rlci be ielì c'f ihe shelves?

Do you know any myths or legends, historical accounts/documentation,
phctographs, or traCitional kncr','ledge that lcu fèel.,r.ill enhance this
i".""r"h prciect?
Is there anything else you would like to tell me that would heþ me to
¡¡'tn oni-ìtiti:
tt¡r7a¡cf onrT tl¡.ø
u¡uvtùr4¡s
t¡¡w +am
Lv¡¡i¡ ¿r/v-.tpaÍ

rh+ôñ';^!!,
{+l
Y AçIY Íi

T!!IUI
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Rishona:

It is currently I 1:30am on the morning of the 18ù after my interview with
perscn #1. This intervie';¿ was r,','ith an Elder and because the teachings are held ",,ery
sacred, the interviewee would not sign any sheets, nor wâs I allowed to tape-record or
tak'e notes Curine the interuie'.¡¡. This is frcm memory, as soon as pcssible after as to r,vhat
I renaernber frcm r,'hat this perscn said.
,4's

I bega:r tc ccllect all rnl'thoughts on u,hat the first inten'ie.w

haC saiC

I realized that

the fi¡st thing is to start by saf ing that there are fiì¿ìrìy discrepancies in the literature.
Thev lurnp terms tcgether like "berdach,e", tt';o-spit"it arÉ, "coÍttrar.r," and the literature

pcrtrai's thern all the sarne. This is not the case at al!; atl three are dif,lerent.

#1:

Person
r,vould har,e.

A two-spirit ß aperson with a twir¡ they have atwin inside just like you
I vlculd have a male rnside of me and there is a ftmale rnside of a male. That

ic ¡¡v
hnr',vr fLio
¡ù
rr!ù -o-o^v^}/¡4ulvu
[/v¡ ùvt! -*l-;-^,{

i+
*^
rL +^
LU ¡¡Iv.

How someone becomes a two-spirit is that they recognize that they are equal and
the','share the same persorL but thei'are eq'¿al. So, they are ccrnfcrtable i.','ith both thei¡
rnaie and thelr frmalà. But that Coes not rnean thaf the.i Cress like the cppcsits sex.
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Someone that is dressing as the opposite sex and is choosing to take on that
specific role of the opposite sex then they are not identifi¡mg with two-spirits they are only
identifyine with one and thev are giving up the one they are born with.

According to this person there are only twos sexes the rnale and female. That is it.
come from mother earth and the sun is seen as the father. There are only two sexes.
There is not this third sex, the idea of the third gender and gender variance comes from
"berdache". That is what they are speaking about, they are not sÞeaking about lwo-spirit
psople.
'We

Two-spìrft people are very spiritual and sacred and are very cornfortable with who
they are, they do what society portrays as opposing roles. So for exarnple, Éhis person
used childhood to convey that when, if his children were sick or so on he had no problem
laking care of thern, or doing the laundry, or changing diapers, things like that weren't
uncommon. FIe didn't tum his nose up as if it was not a role for him to be partaking in
He is very comfortable with himself and there are life skills that people have to learn.
The two-spfrif person does have special roles. Another example that he shared
with me was that he was at a cerernony and the.¡ needed a female to smoke a female pife
and he was able to because he is seen as "two-spirit'. You know when he did that he was
taking on the female part ofhim.

Another very important thing to comment on is that a 'qtwo-spirited" person is not
homosexual. They may be but sexual orientation is not part of it. As it is not part of
being a contraire or, but it is part of being a "berdache".
Á,nother point that

tr

found fascinatine was that a person can also be'two-spirited"

and "berdache" or a person can

not seem to olay part in

it.

be'two-spirited" and "contraire" but homosexuality does

That is a misconception.

Another thing though that was very interesting was that much that was said in the
literature noted that 1990 was the year that the terrn'two-spirited"

\ryas

coined. I asked

this person about that and he told me that this is by no rneans a nelv tenn and it has been
,roorl
yç€J.
uDvu fat¡v¡ troo-o

#1:

He remembers his grandmother talking to him about it back in the 50's it
generaticns befcre that. The reascÊ or as a reason fur',1'hy this rnight be he saiC
is that y** k ro* people might be just learning about these teachings and to ihem it is a
ile'ff teì:r'n the tenä itseHis not so recentPerson

'¡¿as useC
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He stressed over and over again the equality between the male and female spirits
:,vithin. That being'two-spirited" is a comfortable level and you are able to recognize
that. You are not, it is something that you learn throughout your life. He told me that
someone who is a contraire, a"contrary" person that is like that from the beginnine and
they walk backwards. Oh, Dustin Hoffinan and Chief George Brorvn, movie, he said that
a "berdache" and "ccntrary" are both recognized in this film.
There was so much infurmation. I left the intervierv feeling relieved, as if a fog
had been lifted frorn rny head. There are many tenns that get mixed up vrith each other.

When you are speaking about a "berdache", you are speaking about a "berdache" !,ou are

not speaking about a'two-spirited" person. In the literature even,\boriginal researchers
misconstrue the term. This is probably because they are using the same historical sources
that are misconceptions. If they actually look into their ou,n histories and teachings they

would learn that they are, in fuct, very different terms and not the same. Another reason
might be because the "berdache" and two-spirit people might have had similar roles in
terms of ceremonies and they were mistaken and lumped under the one term.

#1:

Ferson
He kept saying how these teachings need to be changed, you know people
need to learn about thern. Br¡t that it is not an Elders' place. In order for an Elder to
teach these teachings the people had to come ask. They won't _iust go out.

He also told me that he was sort of going around and telling me all this different
information in a circular form. Like the teachings, but he won't come out and directly
answer me but that it I work at it, if I work at, I will be able to find enough material to
write novels on it and do research. He says that he knows lots of people that see
themselves as being two-spirited and that there are two-spirited gatherings in Winnipeg
where ggandparents, aunts, uncles anC friends and people that all recagnize the fiuo-spirit
teachings go for ceremonies. When a person goes to a ceremony, that when he goes and
he prays, he goes into the bush for the summer, that he leaves behind his Enelish name.
That is part of being'two-spirited" also, it is being able to separate yowself and know
when to use that part.

He uses the example ifyorn ca¡ breaks dowru you have to open the hood and look
at it like a female would, like makine a cake or sonnething, you use all these different
ingredients and you realize what is missing and you go back and put it in. That is the same
with a broken dor.'m car, instead of getting frustrated and angry ycu have to look at the
situation and realize what it is you need. He said that all of that is being part of being
'two-spirited". It is being able to recognize and being comfortable with yourself and
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know when to use the different spirits within you, for different situations. If the world
were being cornfortable lvith this, he feels that crirne rates would drop, over half the
percent because people would know how to handle situations differently then they doThat we suppress that spirit inside of us and that this'two-spiritedness" is available, is not
available but is recognized in all sorts of different cultures and so on. It is inside of
everybody anC everybody has this abilit¡r to be'1wo-spirited" but people suppress it. He
used me for example, I have a male spirit inside of me and this male spirit might want to
come out and show itself and it becomes scary and frightening, you suppress these Èelings
and people become unbalanced. It is all a matter of being balanced with yourself and
I.oi-uvurÌ< wvtluvr
!4vlw.
^^*f^r+oL.lo

just wanted to add a couple of other things that I remembered. I{e informed me
that ant'one and an'rtþing can be't.wo-spirited". Therefrre, scrne*,hing frorn a blaCe cf
grass, to a tree could be 'two-spirited". Simply because they have, they are recognized as
spirits they are spiritual entrty and within them they are part of mother earth and father sun
and they themselves could be'two-spirited". A bird, a duck, he used many examples from
nature could be seen as'tv.ro-spirited" to emphasize the point that a¡ryone could be'twospirited". It is matter of organizing within yourself that you have the male and female
spirit. You have that twin inside of you that can come out or shine and be used in varying
situations and experiences. It is a very spiritual thing, it is based on the individual and
theu comfcnrt lev.el.
I

A.s a srnall

child you would not often recognize that you t'r'ere a lwo-spirit. This

particular person came from a line of medicine bundle carriers and pipe holders and he
recalls his father taking on roles that were often seen as women's, or from the women's

perspective.

#1:

Person
He also informed me that he himself is a'tontrary" and is recognized as
such in the community and a'ocontrary" person as I mentioned does evervthing backwards
so they will ride a horse backwards. They will do all these things backwards. Instead of
laughing they'll cry, and he also told me that alot of "contrart''people are opposed to the
"berdache". But not always, again it depends.
Sometinres a two-spiril person can be recognized as a child, or that there is this
person in the area that is recognized as 'two-spirited" person. That they are married, they
have childrer¡ grandchildrer¡ no sign, no homosexual tendencies, hornosexual
relationships. But that interestingly enough, there is one person that is seen as 'twospirited" is very effeminate and people that don't know, often take on the assumption that
he must be gay, or must be homosexual. He is married, he has kids, he is the first one tc
make jokes about it because you have to be able to make jokes about it and play with it
because it is a sign of being comfortable with who you are. Ifyou are able to do that, then
you are able to teach others and you are able to be comfortable \À/ith it- Ifyou can't make
-iokes and understand and be comfortable with it then you are not, it is part of beine equal
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and being balanced. Many of the world's problems would be eliminated if people were
balanced, physically, emotionally, and spiritually.

This interview was avery valuable lesson. It answered many questions and rnade
things seern clearer. Prior to the intervier,v I was unclear as tc the exact connection
between berdache and two-spirit A.borieinal people. By using PAR and the voice of the
people it became clear that a person can be both berdache and two-spirit but that berdache
is a direct result of European literature.
One of the most important pieces of infürmation came from this interview, the fact

that two-spirit people have been around as long as this person has been alive. Two-spirit

Âborieinal people have been around for hundreds of years. It is most interesting to hear
this based on the fact that the literatrue clearly states that the term is a construction af the
recent decade. The Elder interviewed, recalls his own father living his trife as a two-spirit

Aboriginal person and raising a farnily. It is interesting that the elder mentioned this,
because this is not information that could be gathered frorn the

literature. It is abaut

balance and recognizing both spirits inside of you and treating them as equals.
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Chapter5-EmÉeryiew#2

Ðate of Interview: JuW 24.2001, Person #2
The second interview was set out differently from interviev"'#1, in that this interview is an
actual voice. The second person that agreed to be intervier,r'ed and participate in this
pro,iect permitted the use of a recording device. This intervier,v in particular, spanned the
course of one year and numy meetings. Due to the leneth of this inten.iew, on\z a portion

of it is visible in the pro_iect. Both the participant and rnyself have the interview data in its
entirety and upon request it mav be viewed.

Frelin¡ima¡"y Questions:

Rishona:
Ferson

#2:

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Rishona:
#2:

\14'ìat is your name

(or coded identification)?

Myungen Nimbe - Standing Wolf lspirit Namel

\\&at is your

age?
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What is your gender?

Person
as 3'd gender.

Generally speaking I identify with the male gender but other circles identify

Rishona:

What is your sexuality?

Person

#2:

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Bi-sexual I have had experiences with both men and women.
Where are you from? Town, City, Frovince and/or Reservation
Ojibwav Nation (50 rniles north of Winnipeg.)

R.ishona:

What band group are you affiliated with?

Person#2:

Oiibway.
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R.eseanct¡ Q¡¡esÉioms: Fensoxaa[ HisÉonv

R.ishona:
Person

#2:

Rishona:

At what aee did yaurcalþe you were two-spiriteãl
At 4 or

-5.

V/as this a self-realszation, or was the notion suggested to you?

#2:

Ûh no, it was definitely on my own. I just knew that part of me identified
with m5r sisters and part of rne identified with brothers and I knew somehow, some way it
ï/asn't the same for them. They were just who they were (laugh) and I was right down
the middle. I thought I had the right to have a dress as much as my sisters and tr thought I
had a right to play as much with the boys_iust as his brothers.
Person

Rishona:

Was there a particular experience that made you realize that you identified
"two-spirited" person? So, was there something at the age rvhen !'ou were 4 or 5 that
made you realtze I arn not the same as my brothers.
as a

Ferson #2: Yes. In particular, it was the fact that I knew I was at$acted.to boys as
much as I was to girls.

Rishona:

But you were only 4 or 5 so were you sexually attracted to them or you

_iust shared...

#2: Just interested in them. It might be that way for all children I don't know.
But I knolv for me, it was reaþ strong, I wanted to leam rnore about bo.l's,,iust as much
as I did about girls. Well maybe a little later on when I was I or 9 that is when I started
thinking on sexual terms. I thought I tiked boys_iust as much as tr like d girls. Sometimes
I only liked boys, other times I only liked girls.
Person

Rishona:

Does your community of origin and/or your family know that you identifii
as "two-spirited" oerson?

#2: They do nowz yes. They didn't before and my community, I don't know
about toda¡ but back when I was a kid in the 70's, it rvas extremely homophobic. So
anyone who wasn't really feminine or ifyou are a girl and really masculine and if you are a
boy you were always teased whether \.'ou were two-spirited or not, yoì.r were teased and
ridiculed, and made fun of and all of that. So it was really, really negative violent
environmenlPerson

Rishona:

So even you at the age of 4 or 5 wanted to wear a dress and all these types
of things, they didn't know, your family didn't know?

#2:

Person
Well I think kcause I was such a little kid they just thought that I was just
a little curious child. But then as I got older then I started realtzrngthat I really, really was
different and I didn't fit in with boys and I didn't fit in \,vith sirls. I íust didn't.
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Everything I liked was basically unique. I wasn't interested in the same things they ali
u/ere. So -iust naturally, I was accepted more by girls then boys even though they always
hung around me (laugh).

Rishona:

Did you recently-iust tell your familv?

#2: No, it was a process over several years in the early 80's. It took about a
month or so for everyone to sort of get used to the idea and it took about five or six years
before they all sort of got used to the idea that,that is who I was. It wasn't just a phase.
So it was a very gradual process over several years.
Person

Rishona:

That makes sense. Does your community of origin use the term two-spirit,
or does it use another term?
Person

#2:

Rishona:

Most of them do now.
So, they didn't obviously when you...

#2: No we started using it about ten years ago. So they are only starting to use
it now and a lot of people are more comfortable saying two-spirit then gay or lesbian or

Person

w.hatever,

Rishona:

I find that really interesting that you say that the people started using the
term about ten years ago, because in some of the literature that I have read. There is
some stufffrom the First Nations two-spirited orgamzation in Toronto and also in the
RCAP in the literature there. It says specifically there that the term was coined in the last
ten years. But, I have encountered somebody else who has told me that the term has been
around for as long as they can remember. But, it specifically said in this literature that
there was a conference actually held in Winnipeg where the term was a collective decision.
I,iust found that interesting because somebody eke told me that they have been using it for
ages and the word is an English term and if the word has been around forever then why
would it be an Enelish word as opposed to an Aboriginal term?

#2:

Person
Well, what I learned about it is that it came into use around 1988 -i989
somewhere around there- The phrase two-spirit does not exist in the language describing

who we are. Ifyou try to translate two-spirit into any ofthe languages, it means
something entirely different. But in some languages it means -you are possessed, in other
languages it means you are, you have a split personality. So it doesn't fit in, it is just a
conternporary term to identifi¡ us a part from the general populous of the gay, lesbiaq bisexual transgendered people.

Rishona: So this person could possibly identify with the same way the contemporary
people use it, but just have been identi!¿ing with it from years ago.
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#2:

The term has been around for decades it is just that it wasn't commonly
used. They are thinking that it might have come from an interpretation from one of the
languages. There is a word for who we are in all of our languages.
Person

Rishona: When you say that are you referring to words such as: Winkte (V/ink ah
tah) and Nadle, Nadlhi (nat lis), haux'an.
#2:

The way I heard was Natlis. In Ojibway it is either V/inkte or that could be
Cree. I am not sure, I do not even know all the languages. There is a researcher in
Minneapolis, who is a linguist and he has found over 30 different terms he found, original
terms to describe who we are. As far as two-spirited goes is that it came out of an
interpretation in the late 80's. At they adopted it at a conference and they have been using
it ever since then. V/e are still different, if you are an Aborieinal person in the gay
community, you are still different, you are still not accepted. You are not one ofthentr so
to speak, you may b" gay, but you are still Native (laugh).
Person

#2:

You are still looked at the same way, general society looks at you are
Aborieinal. Anyway, I like the term because it does not refer to sexuality, specifically. I
was never comfortable with any terms that referred to just your sexuality. There is a
whole person there, spirit, mind, and experiences and a life story. Ifyou say someone is
gay or homosexual then that is all they are seerL they aren't even seen as a humari being by
most people. I _iust dislike that term. A lot of straight people are comfortable with it
because it doesn't bring to mind any images ifyou are gay or someone is a homosexual
they have these images that come to their mind that grosses them out or whatever. But
when you use the tenn two-spirited it's like they are more comfortable with it because you
are_iust a little bit different then them and they don't have to conjure up all those images,
that's my guess. I don't know, I have never actually asked a straight person what they
prefrr. But most now that I know, they say two-spirited.
Person

Rishona:

Does your community of origin view'two-spirited" people inpositive or
negative way? If negative, do you have any insight as to why your community views the
concept of "two-spirited" as a negative component of Aborieinal culture?
Person

#2:

Yes there are some people, quite a few, who are advanced in their own
development and accept two-spirit as we are they think it is all rieht and even fewer who
think that we are gifted and that we do bring special qualities to our communities or
society. A few ofthem who do.

As far as negative, negative part of it, yes there is a lot ofpeople who still really
view it as negative. Most of it comes from Christian or Catholicism and that whole
influence. Even in the really orthodox Native cultu¡es today it is still influenced thatway
because no matter where you came from whether you grew up traditionally or not, the
Church still had a big influence on you when you were growing up. A lot of the cultural
stuffwent underground it was still practised it but they went to Church to stay out of
trouble. So anyway, I think that is where a Iot of that comes from. Prior to that religior¡
sort of infecting everyone, I can use that tenn, two-spirit people were looked at as a
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blessing in their societies because of our different abilities that we were born with. Our
understanding of men and women and our innate nature to care for people. So a lot of
tirnes if there were orphans we took care of the orphans. For widows, widowed men and
u/omen we helped take care of them. V/e took care of a lot of the really sick oeople. In a
lot of,the tribes we were the medicine collectors, we collected all the medicines, so we
'We
were the medicine people.
were the people who brought the healing to the
community. So it was a very special, well establish place in our societies prior to contact

basically. Then when the Church started influencing mying what they still say today it
effected everyone, everyone's attitude. So the attitude that most of grew up with is that if
you are gay or anvthing like that, you are to be hated. It's okay to hate you. It was an
accepted thing. For a lot ofpeople still like that, they find out you are two-spirited, they
just don't talk to you, anymore, they won't look at you and in some cases ifyou party
with them or whatever, they will start fights with you, based on that knowledge. So yeall
the violence is still there and the homophobic attitudes.

Rishona:

Are there difflerences in the role of 'two-spirited" people depending on the
area from which they orieinate?

#2:

Person
As far as I know there is yes. From what I heard, from the Ojibway part of
it is where we existed in Ojibwav's society is, we were involved a lot in counselling aspect.
Basically, like marriage counsellors, or family counsellors and medicine people. We were
the ones that went out and picked many ofthe medicines and did the medicine ceremonies.
Many ofus were the medicine men and women. We were the ones who performed all the
medicine ceremonies. Counselling asoect of it, my own personal understandine of it is.
just because of our, the way we were born is that we have deeper understanding of both
genders. the most people do. A lot of men who cannot figure our why women think the
way they do and vice versa, they don't understand why men do the things they do. We
were born right in the middle of that we were born with both perspectives, so we are able
to counsel both sides, basically. I think that is why we would have been involved in
nuuriase cournelling and all that kind of stuff

R.ishona:

Is that specific to -iust the O_iibway?

#2:

Person
That is what I heard from some ofthe Ojibway people who did research.
One of the other ones. I don't know if it was from the West Coast. it could have been the
Lakota- They also believe that we were involved in the different ceremonies that came,
they came through our dreams and it came th¡ough the two-spirit people to their
communities. The dreams were about the different kinds of ceremonies that we have to
do. So. it might have been the Lakota that believed that our role, that we were referred
to as the in between people. We were in between the dream world and the reai world that
saw us as in between people from real world and dream world. We'd pass the messaqes
back and forth- That's the only basic ones I've heard of, so far.

Rishona:

Now you mention a bunch of roles that two-spirit have, do a lot of twopeople
spirit
today are they continuing on with these roles or trying to?
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Person #2: Yes, amazingly. I see it more in the personal care fields, a lot of two-spirit
people are nurses. nurses aids. they take ca¡e ofchildren a lot. nursery to grade three. a lot
of them are teachers in that range. A lot of them are the main care givers in families if
thev are allowed to be. If thev are acceÐted in their families. then thev are almost always
the main care givers thev are the ones that almost alwavs take care of their whole familv.

Rishona:

It

has almost been transferred over

to today's society, so instead of being
an educator in a traditional communitv. you may now be ateacher. instead of healer you
mav now be a nurse-

Percon#Z: Yes. It's like a built in behaviour, I believe

anyway that we are born
and today we end rrp workine in fields that are related or similar to traditional lives.

with

Rishona:

Are many of thern helping their communities in some way? Do you know
people
anv
that are living in their communities doing this type of work?

#2: Throughout the US and some I know in Canada. Yes, they are involved in
really important positions like that. Back home one of the women_. two-spirited, always
been involved in health care, diabetes education, counsellor, she has been a chief. So, she
is alwavs in the arcathat involves the whole communitv. Same with an man in Alberta. I
forget which community he is frorr¡ but he is involved in a lot of the same work,
addictions. terminallv ill peoole and then it has moved to oeople with AIDS and AIDS
education and that kind of stuff Always, not always but more often then not, involved in
areas that involve some kind of care giving. Everyone that I know. child care. wellness.
especially helping out with kids. A lot of two-spirit people have a natural ability with kids.
Myself. a lot of people wonder why I am not a father because they always say I would be
a good father. I just love being around kids; I just don't want any of my own right now,
evenfually. So yes I think a lot of it is transferred in to today's way of life.
Person

Persona! Eleft¡¡!ficn

Rishona:

In your own words, what ß a two-spírff person? How did you come to
define yourself as a two-spiril person? Is it possible for anyone to be 'two-spirited"?

#2:

Two-spirit person is somebody who has the perfect balance or at least
relative balance of the male and female gender identity, the yin/yang ty-pe energy. They
have the ability to have the same kinds of relationships with men and women. They can
easily plav both roles. They could mother a child or father a child, whether you are male
or female. You could also easily play both roles as a typical masculine or typical feminine
activities, and masculine while in today's world it would be sports, and heaqv equioment
operator, construction those are all typically male gender activities. A lot oftwo-spirit
people can easily do that kind of stuffif you're a wonum and vice versa with men. A lot
ofthe men cook, sew, bead, take care of kids. That's the other part of it to, a lot of the
two- spirit people in their communities were all the artists. They are the ones who
Person
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created all the beautifi.il artistry, in a lot

ofthe societies. I think that was true for most of
the cultures ofthe world. Farticularly here I know thatthat was true. All the beadwork
and head - dresses were rnade by a lot of two-spirited people. My orvn identity is tlrat's
the way I see it for me it's a balance between beittg a nïrn and woman. I really do believe
that there is a female spirit that dwells in my life because I dream about her all the time. I
have seen her at different visions/ceremonies and so forth and she is a really strong
woman. But my understanding is she is a spirit from a long time ago.
Person #2: One ofthe visions that I had at the ceremony was she was the woman in
that village who took care of everybody. She was this really strong wofiürì and there was
a famine or something terrible that went on that affected the whole oillage. She was the
one that went around and helped everybody. She helped them cope with whatever was
going on and I don't know if she died around her late twenties or early thirties or what but
she seems to have always been at that age even when I was really young. There is this
1¡/oûutn that would appear in my dreams, but the reason I say she is a spirit from a long
time ago is ûom this world anyway she is seeing the modern world of Europeans for the
first time through my eyes. When she existed they didn't have any concepts of who
Europeans were, it was just all the people that were in North America. So the few times
that she came to me while I was awake, while I was conscious, it was like she was looking
around at all these different people and wondering who they were and wondering why
some ofus look different now. We have different colour skin and hair and so I really do
believe that there is a male and female spirit within us. Just from my owïr experience I
can't help but to believe that. So sometimes we joke around by saying I've got to take
care of my female spirit now, we will do things that women will do and it is the male spirit
that comes out when you want to take care of something a little more aggressively or what
have you. It really does seem thatway to me. So in my mind that's the way it works, is
that there are two spirits \Mithin me the male and fernale gender.

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Rishona:

How did you come to define yourself

as

two-spirit? To take on that

August 5ú of 1991.
So your anniversary is approaching

#2:

Yes, 1O-year anniversary. A friend of mine in Vancouver, she told me
there was this big gathering taking place cause I lived in Vancouver then- Down in
Eugene Oregon and she said it is all First Nations people, and they are all gay, lesbiar¡
transgendered, bi-sexual and what have you and it is called a two-spirited gathering. Just
without even thinking about it the term two-spirit just felt good, the first time tr ever heard
it. Eventually I asked, I said why do they say two-spirited and she said well that is who
they identi$r us as- I was never comf,ortable with the term gay, especially homosexual. I
can't stand that word (emphasized). I don't even like heterosexu"l or bi-sexual. I don't
like those terms at all because they focus specifically on sex and I don't like that at all.
Everybody's sexuality is one slice of their entire existence that's it. The rest of the time
you are a human being and you exist and you have every other experience that we all do
so I never ever use those terms. People will always say oir, are you, cause all my friends
Person
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who identif as gay they see me going out with girls before and they see me with guys so
they always say that I was bi-sexual. I just hated thatterm- So I met other people who
identified as being bi-sexual but I wasn't like them for them it was all about sex, it was
about who they could have sex with a rnítn or a woûuìn or what have you.

R.ishona:

You didn't feel there was a category you belonged in?

Person#2; Yeah, so after a certain number of years I just thought okay when I am
with my gay friends, I'll say that I am gay and when I am with people who like women,
guys who like women also or women who like guys also I will say thatl am bi-sexual.
When I am with my straight friends I will just say I am straight and that is what I did for I
don't know about five or six years maybe. Whoever was there, that's who I'd identify
with. That seemed to be the only way it would work. So when we went out there and
we heard about this gathering I think there was around one hundred and fifty people or
one hundred and eighty people there and it was the most incredible one of the most
incredible experiences I ever had. It was so, I felt like I had found my lost family, like I
finally found somewhere that I'd belonged. Just for the way I was. There was actually a
very physically gender bender person that I met there. This elder who was very, very
much physically in the middle of the road between being amanand a woman, just different
ways, when we sat together. tr would think it was a u/oltr¿tri and then two seconds later I
would think it was a nurn. I just kept sayng she because she was so much in the middle
that I couldn't, my mind just couldn't put this person into one place. That is when they
explained to me about the 3'd gender. There are really 3 genders. The¡e is the male,
female and the gender in the middles and that's where we all belong and that's what he
explained to me. That's kind of where my definition of what two-spirit comes from. It
just made the most sense at that time- We are the ones who are in the middle we have,
'we are born with the understanding of what it is like
to be a women and what it is üke to
be a man especially, on an emotional level. Emotionally we have the same, we experience
emotions the same way awonürl does and we can do it with a Íìan because I know in
some psychological fields there is a, they know that men and women experience things
differently. Easically the man reacts to something and then experiences it emotionally.
S/omen experience it emotionally and then they react to it- Something like that, it's kind
of like they are tilted to the opposite spectrums to each other and we are born with both of
those in place that is how he explained it. It just fit so well with me. Finally I got this
termthat I could use that I could finally identifi myself with that works for all of who I
am. Because I am always and it focussed more on me as a human being and my spirit as a
spiritual beittg rather then who I have sex with. That's the way it has always been. So
that was when I füst identified as two-spirited and very, very rarely will I refer to myself
as gay today, just occasionally when it's the only term that would work for whatever
group of people that I'm with, then I'11say that. But otherwise I don't use it all.

Rishona:

That makes sense. Is it possible for anyone to be two-spirited?

#2:

Person
I don't think so (laugh). V/e have had these discussions before at gathering
and some people prefer to call themselves gayllesbian/dyke
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R.ishona:

Some Aboriginal people?

Person #2:

And to me that comes from the mainstream gay community. But there

are...

Rishona: Eut to them that would be who they are right? Like, if they don't identify
with having both a male and female spirit then and they are a male and attracted sexually
to another male then maybe they have chosen the term appropriately.
Ferson

#2:

Rishona:

I think so. IVhatever fits.

Ifthe

shoe fits, wear it.

#2: Yeah there are people that feel that way and to me that's fine and there are
people
other
who just say well I don't need to call myself anything special. I am a woman
or I am a nuÌn and I am just like everybody else. I don't really believe that because we are
not (laugh). If we were just like everybody then no one would even notice that we are
there. But the reason that we stand out and the re¿Ison we go through areally difficult
time growing is because we are different, we really are different a lot of us are physically
different, we are behaviourally different, we are emotionally different then other men or
women. I don't believe we a.re the same, I really believe we are a third gender.
Person

Rishona:

What about people in other cultural groups? Is it possible for other
cultures to have two-spirited people? or is that just for Aboriginal people?

#2:

Yeah, in terms of the way I understand the term two-spirited, it has to do
with your ability to understand both male and female gender to live both roles. Yeah I
think if exists in every other culture. We recognize the fact that there is a whole variation
between beittg excuse, the terrr¡ heterosexual and homosexual. That there is a whole
gradient ofpeople in between but there are some that arc mostly heterosexual, but they,
once in a while they have the urge to go and sleep with someone of the same sex. Then
there are those who absolutely will never ever have anything to do with the same sex. Do
you know what I mean? It's not like you are just one or the other. So, yeat¡ I think it is
possible for anybody to be, to fall into, to me if qualify as being two-spirited you have to
fall somewhere in the middle you can't be on one end or the other. There are gay men
and women who are strictly just into their own gender. They've never ever had sex with
the opposite gender. It was always the same and for them they don't have any concepts of
what it is like to be a woÍurn, like say for a gay man they don't understand especially a
really masculine gay men they just have absolutely no concept ofthe female world what so
ever. They just totally disconnected from the other half of the rÀ/orran species, to them I
can't see them as being two-spirited 'cause they don't have any of us understands, and
vice versa with some women2 they are like that.
Person

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Where as a feminine gay male...

I would think of him as two-spirited

because he would be

born...
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Rishona:
Person

#2:

Rishona:

Whether or not he is Aboriginal or not?
trVhile

tr

always ref,er to thern as two-spirit if they're Aboriginal.

Just naturally?

#2:

Yeah, it's just an identity thing. A contemporary identity term. If I could,
if I knew how to say it in their language then I would refer to them in their own language,
to what they really are but I don't so. But I wouldn't call a non-Native person twospirited I would just call them gay or lesbiar¡ or whatever, transgendered.
Person

Rishona:

If

someone is heterosexual or uses that terminology but identifies as two-

spirit?
Person

#2:

Rishona:

That works I mean that, cause yeah...

And you didn't know that from a far you would just identiff them as being

an Aboriginal man let's say

#2:

Well yeah unless they came up and said I am two-spirited. But, yeah that
I meant you are predominantly one or another or you are definitely down the
middle. There are people who I know who are predominantly heterosexual. They don't
go out and have sex with anyone ofthe same gender but their understanding and the
balance that they have between their male and the female sides is so much in place or so
balanced that they could very easily sit with a group of other two-spirited people and fit
right in and not stand out at all. Yeatu so I believe that two-spiritedness has to do with
how balanced you are in the middle there, not necessarily who you have sex with. That's
my basic poirit.
Person
is what

Rishona:

We've already some what talked about this as well, but what do you
associate the term two-spirit with?

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
Ð

Homosexuality
Another sex besides male/female (third gender/ fourth gender)
Male and female spirits
"Berdache" or any other term
Spiritualify
Other (please speciff)

#2:

It would be a few of those. Two-spirited to me, I associate it with (1)
spirituality, or spiritual beliefs. Male and female spirits and third gender, I wouldn't with

Person

berdache.

Rishona:

No?
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#2:

Berdache, no, it's my understanding of that term it is like queer, I don't
like the term queer either, it's like "nigger".
Person

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Okay that's what berdache is?
Vy'ell, from my understanding of what berdache means,

it was the French

term for...

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Rishona:

The passive male in a homosexual relationship.

Yes (laugh).
I've done my reading.

Person #2: Yes, basically that is it, yes, it didn't have anything to do with who we
were as a persorì, it was just Iike "fag" or "queer" or whatever right that was just the term
they used to describe.

Rishona:

Who?

#2:

Person
The French, it was in some of their literature and it was sort ofpassed on
and it trickled its way up into today and contemporary language. So there are a lot of
people that are dead set against using that term at all.

Rishona:

It's extremely derogatory and from my understanding
used by researchers and anthropologists to describe ...

Ferson

#2:

it is a term that was

Anyone who is two-spirited.

Rishona: Anyone in Aboriginal communities that might have beer¡ taken on roles
that could today be identified as two-spirited, so, healers, medicine people.
Person

#2:

Oh.

Rishona:

Educators, but they would sometimes wear women's clothing and do
women's work and these researchers would focus on the clothes that they wore and their
sexuality as opposed to focussing on what they were doing in the community and./or
asking thern, it was merely from an observation perspective. Sorry you were going to say
something?

#2: Yeah, it wasn't at all in terms of how they fit into their own societies, well
they didn't even recogruze that we had societies, most of them ¿myway. That is the other
part that I forgot about, is the warrior societies, they also, a lot oftwo-spirited men and
women made up that society as well. They were considered the braves too, because they
were the ones, if your tribe or your village was moving to another spot and you
encor¡ntered a foreþ tribe it was the two-spirited people that went out first. Just
Person
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because of the way they were and they were seen as sort of like the powerful people in
their society. So, they went out to meet and greet whoever was there first and sometimes
they would be killed and other times they would make contact. There are some accounted
stories by the European soldiers that came, not the Spanish down Soutï¡ but up North
form the British and the French where they would meet these, well I know they used the
term passive a lot then, these men that appeared like women. A lot of times they did that
because it threw offthe enemy, or whoever it was they were meeting. Because they didn't
know if it was a man or woman coming, a lot of them would not kill a wonuul. So, this
person was able to approach them rcally closely before they would just kill thern

Rishona:

.And they

didn't know it was arnan or wonuri based on the clothing they

were wearing?
Person

#2:

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Rishona:

Yealu they would sort of be like gender benders, so they wouldn't...

You have said that before, what do you mean by gender bender?
'When

you can't tell if it is a man or a woÍum.

So, very androgynous looking?

#2:

Person
Yeah, androgynous is the term. I know especially in the East that
happened, the mentality atthat time was that they just wouldn't kill a woman, cause in
general it was always the rnen that went to war. In the East, the women, it was the
matriarchal societies, in the East so they are the ones that ran the communities and the
men would go out and fight wars, or hunt or whatever. Any work that involved more
muscle, basically the men would go to. Yeah that was another thing I heard.

Rishona:

Where have you learned what you know about two-spirit people? \tr/here
have you learned it, from?

#2:

Other two-spirited people over the last ten years from the gathering, alot
from the gatherings, oh that's the other thing the other modern thing today, is that a lot of
the two-spirited people are the more educated ones form the communities. They are the
ones that go the furthest in their education, if they don't commit suicide in their teens,
which is very common- They are the ones that go on to university and get their
doctorates or what have you. That was the a¡rother thing they did a survey in the midnineties or something and they discovered that.
Person

Sexuality Component

Rishona:

Does a person's sexuality play a part in the role of a 'two-spirited" person?

#2:

Person
fulost of the time I would say yes. For one thing you are not going to
experience things the same, ifyour sexuality is much different from sort of the general
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population you are just not going to feel the same and you will seek experiences the same
way as others would. So, yeah I think sexuality is an important part of who you are as a
two-spirited. There are some, who are completely celibate and they betrieve that's just the
way it is for therrq so they stay celibate.

Rishona:

But what would be the correlation between sexuality and two-spirited?
Because you have said before that someone can be a heterosexual or placed in that
category, married, children and still be two-spirited. You are saying that most of the time
for most people.
Person #2: Most ofthe time it does play a role, basically, if you are attracted at any
point or any time in your life to someone of the same gender, that will affect you in a
significant way compared to somebody who is only heterosexual or only attracted to the
opposite gender. Then that's the way it is for most people. So, you just experience things
the way most people do- But ifyou are attracted to someone of the s¿ìme sex then you
are just not going to be the same. You are going to do things a little differently, you are
going to feel different about who you are. For some people they are just fine with it, they
are just like, hey I am going to try this out, they'll do it. But I think in general, the ability
is there to have a sexual relationship with somebody of the same gender. An interesting
thing though, in a two-spirited community, you'll get two feminine men wouldn't go out
with each other, in general. They'll go out with someone who is more masculine then they
are and same with the women, you wouldn't get two "butch" women going out with each
other. They'll go out with somebody who is more feminine then they are. That's a
conìmon occurrence and there are those who are basically masculine but not really, really
rnasculine. I mean it happens, you'll have two really "butch" women or two really
masculine men together. In general, it is like, say if two feminine men are together ærd
they are going out with each other, people will sort of tease them as being lesbians. As if
they were two regular women who were you know getting a little bit to close and vice
versa with two really "butch" women. That cornes up but I don't think it is a major issue
or anything. It is like a natural selection, ifyou are both feminine you won't be attracted
to each other. So, it is almost like a heterosexual slice comes out there somewhere
(laugh). But, yes I think it has to do with just the fact that if you are not just heterosexual
then you are going to behave differently it will affect you differently just by the nature of
the beast, it will cause you to be a little more in the middle. If you are a rnan and you are
attracted to another man, even if you are masculine, you are going to have some
understanding of what it is like for a woman to be atfracted to a nürr- You have to have
some of that emotional or emotionality there in order for that to happen. Do you know
what I mean? That's my understanding ofhow it would relate to two-spirited.

R.ishona:

That was going to be the last question, but I will forget this one if I do not
you.
ask
You have mentioned third gender, is there a fourth gender?
Person

#2:

Rishona:

I have heard people

say that, but nobody has ever explained what that is.

So, you as a two-spirit person identiS with a third gender.
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PersonllZ:

Yeah, just because.

Rishona:

So you don't consider yourself male, fernale you consider yourseH

something else?
Person

#2:

Rishona:

Predominantly I identi$ with the male gender.

But you are not entirely, so you take on...

#2:

Person
No, because there are parts of me that are so much like a woman, that the
females itt my life, like my sisters or my other female friends think I might as well be a
\¡/oman because I can understand it so well.

Rishona:

Okay. V/ell what I understood fourth gender to be is that there was male,
female, and then there would be male two-spirit people would be maybe third or fourth
and then female two-spirit people would be the other. They would take up third and
fourth separately. That is how I was explained
I do not know if that is accu¡ate. But
I also heard that if a two-spirit person was in a relationship with someone that was not,
how does it work? If you were in a relationship with somebo dy that is not two-spirit...

it.

Person

#2:

Which I have been.

Rishor¡a:

Then that wouldn't be, in your eyes maybe that wouldn't be considered to
be a homosexual relationship because you see yourself as bei.tg part of a different gender
does that make sense?
Person #2: Yes. I have been with women who are just heterosexual and I have been
with a couple of mer¡ there was nothing about them that had anything to do with being
gay, absolutely nothing- Other then the factthat they were having sex with another man,
but it was just that brief little period and then that was it and they just went back to being,
living their lives the way they always had. I don't know how to categorue thern

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Rishona:

And would two-spirit people be together?
Yeah.

Right, so a two-spirit male would be with another two-spirit male and that

would be...

#2:

That would be *y most ideal relationship, gg.go/o of the time I am simply
not attracted to anyone who is Aboriginal because I arn, I don't know, I am just not.
Person

Rishona:

Because you are?

Person#2:

Yeah" because it just feels like they are a relative I feel like on some level
we are related, maybe we are, literally related, I don't know. It could have to do with
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that when I grew up on the reserve that all the experiences I had with my own people have
been really negative, so rnaybe that's it I don't know. There are a few that I met, I just
thought it would be so cool if we could be together because then we could sort of
continue on our own cultural path and not have to worry. Because there are people that
rnarried non-Aboriginals, when they come to the ceremonies it is always a difficult
situation because their spouses can't participate in the ceremonies. Because they are not
Aboriginal, so they sort of have to stay out ofthe lodge at times, or whatever and that is
kind of hard on the relationship and I wouldn't want to go through that.

Rishona:
#2:

Yeah that is difficult.

Person
going on.

I would want my partner to

Rishona:

Are you talking about two-spirit gatherings or any ceremony?

Ferson

#2:

be able to participate fully in everything that is

Just regular ceremonies.

There is a lot of information to digest in this first meeting with person

#2. He

gives such rich daÍa that it will definitely take some time to reflect upon. Person #2 makes
some very interesting points quite early

on. I found him to

be very informative when he

spoke about how the term two-spirit is not offensive and people instantly think negatively
when they hear the term gay or homosexual, not to mention all the secondary prejudices

that.Aboriginal two-spirit people experience, based upon that factthatthey are Aboriginal
and lead an alternate lifestyle.

He also helps put into perspective the contemporary roles oftwo-spirit Aboriginal
people as for example in personal care homes. This was a difficult hurdle for me to over
come in the literature because it is hard to bring a past tradition into a contemporary world

view without having a bridge or link. Once person #2 mentioned the current professions
that two-spirit Aboriginal people may do in an urban setting it helped to understand the
transfer into the modern world.
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Another point that is fundamentally crucial is his definition of who a two-spirit
Aboriginal person is. According to person# 2,

Two-spirit person is somebody who has the perfect balance or at least
relative balance of the male and female gender identity, the yinlyang type
energy. They have the ability to have the same kinds of relationships with
men and women. They can easily play both roles. They could mother a
child or father a child, whether you are male or female (Person #2, July 24,
2001).

I think that this definition

is absoluteþ ideal and puts two-spirit Aboriginal people into

perspective. This definition is by a two-spirit Aboriginal person for two-spirit Aboriginal

people. Sexuality is not mentioned anywhere in this definition and it is a perfect summary
of who they are; people who have the perfect balance of male and female. These are
individuals that can have the same type ofrelationship with both men and women. This

definition is so perfect and exactly to the point, that anew definition for two-spirit
Aboriginal people, by two-spirit aboriginal is created. This is their voice reclaiming a very
beautiful and sacred part of the Aboriginal tradition that has been misplaced.
On a final note for this tape I really felt that when person #2 was speaking about
his spiritual side and his female spirit that every researcher should be so fortunate to hear a

füst account from

a

truly spiritual Aboriginal person- Physically and visually he is a male,

but to hear him describe his female spirit, it becomes very real- This is a balanced person
who has a complete understanding of both the male and female genders and can relate to
both sexes.

Tape# 2luly 37,2001

Rishona:

Do you think anyone who identifies himlhersel{ as a homosexual

is'two-

spirited"?
Person

#2:

No. Next question. (Laugh)
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Rishona:

Okay therL well. (Laugh)

Percon#2:

No, I don't because, there are people who are just they are strictly into
their own gender and they have no interest or understanding ofthe other genders at all. tr
have met women like that and men where they just ifthe other gender fell offthe face of
the eartfu they wouldn't notice or care.

Rishona:
Ferson

#2:

Where as a fwo-spirit person would care is what you are saþg?

You have sort of intimate relationships with both genders.

Rishona:

I have three parts to that question the next part is do you think anyone who
identifies him/herse$ as a'two-spirited" person is a homosexual? I think we touched on
that a little bit last time.
Person

#2:

I think for the most part, yes I would

say that anyone who identifies as that
for the most part is or can have a gay relationships. But I know there are people who
aren't and I have met people who to me are truly two-spirited and they didn't even call
themselves that until it was sort of bestowed upon them by others. Yeah that just had to
do with their level of understanding of all the variations ofpeople between heterosexual
and homosexual and their understanding to me was sû deep that X just fett and thought of
them as a two-spirited person. Even though they had never had sex with someone of the
same gender they still understood what it was all about. They understood what it was like
almost, to the point that it would seem like they would've had to ofhad that experience in
order to understand what they did, but they haven't and I can't see them lying to me. I
mean there was no reason for them to lie, everyone they associated with knows who they
are and they had friends who are gay and straight it just didn't maffer. So, yeah basically
80o/o yes and20Yo possible.

Rishona:

Okay. So, the last part ofthat question is; in your opinion is the term
'two-spirited" synonymous with homosexuality? Why or why not?

#2:

Person
Nope, I don't think it is synon¡mrous- Why not? Because of what I just
said there are people with, it is just my own personal definition of what two-spirit is. It
has to do with being in the middle and having the firll capacity to understand on an
emotional, physical and spiritual level what it is like to be a ûütn or a woman. And I think
that's inborn you don't just become that way along the wa¡ you are born with that kind of
insight. So, yeah I can't say its synonymous because like I said, I have met people who
have never had sex with someone of the same gender and they have as much

understanding as I do about what that's like, what that's about.

Rishona:

This is my favourite part, the spirituality section.
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Spinituaåif'y Componenú

Rishona:

Do you think the role of a two-spirit person is a spiritual role?

Person #2: Yes (with sigh). Absolutely, that was my fourth answer to the your
previous question (laugh). That to me is what the biggest missing link is with today's
two-spirit community. Coming from the only community we knew up until a decade ago
was this whole "gay", this whole "homosexual" thing. So we are having to identify with
them just because ofwhere things were at with us. I think that is still sort of oarry over
into today, in that the focus on the sex, sexual part of being who we are wasn't put there
by us it was put there by basically by religion the Church, and primarily Christian...

Rishona:

Do you think it is overplayed?

#2:

Person
Yes. That is why so many people, just if someone is gay that is all they
see thern, as is a homosexual- Like someone who has sex with someone ofthe same.
They don't realize there is a whole person there, and I think that is like, it is like an illness
to me that has to be healed in that community.

Rishona:

Is there a split? I don't if there are people that are two-spirited, I mean
people
there are
that are two-spirited that are not, do not identify themselves as
necessarily being homosexuals, so would they, do you think in tumthey would be maþe
offended? Or is there a split between the definitions and identities, like someone who
doesn't see it as being sexuality role are they less tikely to participate?

#2:

Person
I don't know I haven't encountered aoy splits yet. Just everybody, it is
such a new terrn, that everyone is sort of still working out what the definition, is, for
myselfl have. I have worked it out for myself and how I consider if somebody is two-

spirited or

not.

But I haven't out there I haven't seen a major split.

Rishona: when you say you yourself have worked it out and you know how you
would identify if somebody was two-spirited, so would that mean that you might consider
someone two-spirited but they may not consider themselves to be two-spirited?
#2:

Sometimes, yeah- Sometimes I just in my own mind that is the way I see
go
therg I don't
up to them and say you are two-spirited. But I just, that is just the
strongest intuitive feeling that I have about them.
Person

Rishona:

And are there some people that identi$ as two-spirited and really aren't?

#2:

Yeah. (Laugh). Yeah, well, particularly men, some of the men that I
know, they have no. Actually, not so much with Native men. But a few of them they just
have no, they have never had a relationship with a \¡/onürn- Generally they are the more
rcally masculine types, and they to me if they just don't have that kind of understanding
about the opposite gender or the in between gender then I can't for myselfl don't look at
them as being two-spirited. See, that is the most ímportant part ofthe whole definitior¡ is
Person

6l

the spirit part of it. Without that component there, I think \¡/e are just lost. If you are just
a person that wants to have sex with somebody ofthe same gender, that's all you are too
me. nt is t*¡e spinitual compometnÉ thaÉ is Éhe dormiraant and xnosú irmpoa.ûamÉ part of
being who we ane" It is not the fact that I might hop in the sac with another man or that I
have been with a wonran before or what have you. I reaþ feel that personaþ sex has
very,very little to do with it. To the point that it can be barely included in the definitior¡
because there are studies that have been done with men who are in prison. They are not in
arry way homosexual. But because of the situation they are in they will have gay sex while
they are there- But it still doesn't make them homosexual, they will just as soon as, they
are out of that situation the oniy thing they want to be with is woman. They have no
desire to be with men at all, but because that was the only way to fill that sort of need that
they had while they are in prison they had gay sex.

By the same token but on sort of opposite ends of the scale there are people who
can sort of force themselves into a sexual situation. But that doesn't mean that is who

they are. And I think that happerx with a lot oftwo-spirited people who sort of think that
they have to get married, have kids and have sex with the opposite gender, just to feel
normal- But the reason why that happens is because people are so focussed on the sexual
part of it. Do you know what I mean? \ilhere as if they focus on the spiritual side of
things there lives to me would become much more filling.

I identified myself as a spiritual being ten years ago including every part of
who I am. The fact that I could have a relationship with a rïut as much as I did with
wonuln or girls when I was younger. That just seemed so fitting that I finally had an
identity for my spiritual se$ because up until then I didn't. Whatever I believe spiritually
seemed to have only fit into these religions in a traditional world or in a Church or what
have you. They were very specific like you are amar\this is where you are, you are a
lvoman this is where you are, period. Of course I never fit into any of that. So, when
Once

the spiritual component of my being was introduced to me, by going to this gathering and
actually witnessing this spirit of all of these people while we were there and not paying
attention to the sexual aspect at all. That was the most incredible, profound experience I
ever had in my life. To be in that group ofpeople of I don't know 150 or whatever it was
and how powerful everybody's spirits were. How free flowing they were and how strong
are understanding and capacity to help each other and understand each other and heal each
other that was a really big part of it. There is a certain kind of healing that goes on when
we a.re together like that. It doesn't happen anywhere else. I get healing when I go to the
lodge but there are too fitÍuty people there that still think that there is something wrong
with who I an¡ so they sort of keep me away in that sort of circular energy that heals
everyone is blocked here and there. It is just not as free flowing, I find as it is at the twospirit gatheriogs. To me it felt like we were in this big cocoon and this energy was just
flowing through all of us. We were all sort of open to it and it was just a really beautiful
experience and that's how I identify myself first and fore most is a spiritual being and the
sexual aspect is minor it is just not the reason I identi$r as being two-spirited at all. It just
isn't. That was my point about these men in jaif just because they have sex with these
men in jail does not mean they are gay. So for me just because I had relationships with
men that does not rnean that's who I am. So back to this other thing, about that is what I
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find the most important aspect that is missing from the whole community, even the gay
community af large.

Rishona: On that note though earlier we were talking about how other people have
placed sex in the definition. So for example, when I was talking about Sue-Ellen Jacobs
and how she has used the term to refer to the former berdache, the transgendered, the
transsexuals, gays and lesbians, drag queens, butches, all sorts of things. The one thing
that I noticed in that definition is that there was nothing about spirit or spirituality; it was
all Westernized tenns.
#2:

af the tirne they always focus on the sexual aspects of it. The
simplest definition that I have come up with for being two-spirited is anything that isn't
feminine or masculine heterosexuality that's it.

Person

99Yo

R-ishona: Ifyou were to write a book and you were to say, the definition of twospirit Aborþinal people is anything that is not feminine or nnsculine heterosexuality.
Which means?

#2:

Person
Anfhing else (laugh). Whether you are a masculine wornan or feminine
nuìn or a masculine man with avery deep understanding...

Rishona:

It basically means that you can be any person as long as you identify both
and female spirit irside of you and treat them as equals. So whether you choose

the male
to jump in the bed, what you choose to do in the privacy of your own home does not need
to be part of a two-spirit persons' life. Basically, what you do in your own home, in your
personal life with somebody else does need to come into a definition of two-spirit people.
Person

#2:

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Yes.

Correct.

Does that make sense?

But it is still inclusive though.

Rishona:

You wouldn't be excluded because ofwhat you do in your home. Right,
so nobody would be excluded from this tenn, but yet it does not need to be part of the

definition.
Person #2: Yea[ it is like hurrittg gay sex basically is not a qualifier of whether you are
two-spirited or not.

R.ishona:

to be, when it is listed like that. Gays and lesbians that to me
says, if I am having sexual relations with another female that suddenly qualifies me to call
myself two-spirit. Do you see where I am wondering about the discrepancies because this
is sort ofwhat I am trying to say there is more. I completely agree with you and I was
very excited to hear you say, that the spirit is the reason that you have chosen this for
yourself and that it is the one thing you don't hear people talk about enough.
But it

seerns
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Person#2:

Exactly.

Rishona:

And I personally. The reasori, or the main reason why I am even doing
this is because of spirituality, I think that is alarge component that has been misplaced.
The term that you used links this is what links two-spirit people to two-spirit people of the
past.

You know that is what links two-spirit people to anybody. Exactly what you said
that is what makes them who they are, the spirit part. Because that is the part that is the
least talked about.
Person

#2:

Rishona:

It

is basically excluded.

Yes.

#2:

That is why I think a lot ofpeople are more, a lot are more heterosexual or
straight. Gay over the years came to be a derogatory terrq but then of course the gay
cornmunity embraces then¡ the word queer. I do not like the word queer at all.
Person

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Rishona:

What do you think of it in the terms of two-spirit people?

You mean b"ing included?
Yes.

#2: I don't know some people do, ifthey want to, if that is what they feel they
identify with then so be it. For me personally, I never would. I jokingly use the term
queer sometimes but it is justlike "nigger". Black people calling themselves "nigger"
now, I find that really sad. I guess gay is probably about the most comfortable tern1 or
the most, the term that I am most comfortable wittt, in general is gay, just because it
doesn't necessarily focus on your sexuality. As much as saying homosexual, I don't
know the term homosexual is almost like a dirty word to me.
Person

Rishona:

Okay,I

see.

#2:

Person
It is a little less focussed on sexuality. So all those kind ofterms I just
don't agree with, I would never use them. They all come from the gay community, they
are sort of re-empowering themselves by embracing these terms that were used in a
derogatory sense against thern I don't know how, but they feel like they get some how
empowered by using the terms on themselves. The strange thing is now
hear
somebody who isn't gay calling somebody a queer it is more offensive then if a gay person

ifl

says

it.

I still feel that way

as well.

Rishona:

I have another question for you just on the topic of Western teffns and so
on. You would associate yourself or identi$ yourself as being two - spirit. Correct. But
you wouldn't call.yourself or identify yourself as being gay?
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Ferson

#2:

Rishona:

Like I said before sometirnes I do.
Depending on where you are.

Ferson #2: .Iust depending on the situation, like if I am with a bunch of people who
don't, who have never even heard the terrn two-spirited before, then I wül just say I am
gay.

Rishona:

Now I noticed that you are wearing...

Person #2:

The rainbow.

Rishona:

Yeab the pride colours, now that is associated witlu the rainbow colours

are associated with being..Person

#2:

Rishona:
Ferson

#2:

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Rishona:

Gay.

Betrg gay.
Yeatu flaugh) that's fine.

I'mjust curious.
There are still parts ofme that identify with the whole gay community.

Of course.

#2: There is a lot ofthat community that is very dear to me and I like the
rainbow idea. There are prophecies in the Aboriginal comrnunity, different societies or
First Nations about the coming of the rainbow people, that is the people that have all the
mixed blood. They are the people that will mend all the wars. Maybe it is a rnirror.
Person

Rishona:

Colours alone are also very significant in the Aboriginal culture alone, are

they not?

#2:

Person
Yeah they are very, very significant. Even in the Midewir¡ the Midewin
flag is almost like a rainbow flag. It has all those colours in
So, it is like a neat
coincidence, if,that is what it is, that the coming of the rainbow people. Those prophecies
are all similar, it has to do with these people who will come about, who we believe are of
rnixed heritage. They are the ones, who will mend all the wars and help everyone get
along, bring a lot ofpeace to the world. Coincidentally (laugh), in the gay commurnty a
lot ofpeople are very psaceful, very loving, very fun loving and very funny. v"ry, almost
childlike qualities that have survived well into our adulthood lives, in the sort of broad gay

it.

community. In the two-spirit community we are finding out that a lot of our roles had to
with similar things like that. We were very important people in our societies and we
brought a lot of good things, we on-try brought good things into our villages or families or
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what have you. It was medicine, healing, counselling, taking care ofwindows, orphans
and the artwork; it was allrcally good important things. So, yeah I have sort of embraced
the rainbow idea from the broad gay commuruty.

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Rishona:

Do you consider yourself to be a spiritual individual?

Yes. Yeah- I do.
How so?

#2:

There are things that come to me or I can see or experience that I can't
really put into words. There are drearns that I have; they don't fit in this physical world at
all. It just, I don't know how to describe it, at different times I have tried to explain it but
there are experiences that happen ir my life that they can't be anything other than spiritual.
Because they just don't fit into the physical world at all. Our spiritual life to me is very,
very intimately corurected with our whole, the whole psychic aspect, our intuition. I think
intuition is like our spiritual intelligence, that is either drawing us to or repelling us to
different situations that we know on some really, really deep level will affect us in this life
time, or maybe even after this life time. So, that is a very, very strong part of my life. It
is very active important part of my life. There are things that happerL it has to do with
people I really love too. There are things that we know that we communicate without
really sayng words to each other. My dad, adopted dad, passed away in December, it
was probably one of the hardest times I ever had with somebody passing away, cause he
was one of the most important people in my life. We called him two-spirited because he
was like us, he just had this most incredible and he did have relationship with a nürn when
he was younger. But he found out that wasn't really who he was, it just had to do with
the reaction. He had to experience this when he was a kid and he thought that maybe that
is what he was, so he tried it out, it wasn't (laugh). But he was just the most awesome
man and when he left this world, it was really, really hard and then I just started hearing
him all the time just sayng these different things that he said to me while he was here.
Sort of reminding me of some of the things that he talked about in our spiritual lives and
basically all it is, is that a life ended here but he still goes on. Our relationship is still alive
and well, between me and him. I do still hear him talking to me and I still talk to him and
I have seen him once in my dreams so far. It is like he went straight on to a really deep
place in the spirit world, he went there right av,ray. Some people it takes them a while to
get there once they leave here, but he went straight there, where ever that is. Most
people might think I am a bit nuts when I say stufflike that, it is just, it doesn't phase me,
sort of speak I just have an understanding that way and that's the way it is.
Person

Even with my monL my birth mom who passed away when I was a little kid, she
visits all our lives, the four youngest ones, she visited all of us as we were growing up.
As each of us, had children she would come and visit us in our dreams and we would
introduce the children to her like for those of my siblings that had kids. They would
introduce their kids to her and she comes and visits us all the time. In times when I am
awake, I just feel her being there like she is just coming to see how we are doing. It's
things I don't talk about with a whole lot of people because a lot of people because they
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have no understanding of stufflike that. It doesn't matter what religion they are from or
whether they are religious or not. Some people just have it, that kind of understanding
and other people don't. I can tell mostly who does and we can talk about it, cause we
don't get to talk about it that often about things that happen to us, sort of our little peeks

into the spirit world.

I don't know if I mentioned it last time, the woman who that I feel whose spirit is
in me, she is from a long time ago. My understanding is that she walked the earth more
then 500 years ago. She is a really strong woÍurn in her community and she came to me
rvhile I was awake. I have dreamt about her before and I have seen her in different
ceremonies when we were doing vision quests. I have seen her but I didn't know that, I
just sort of kept wondering who is this woman that keeps appearing in all my visiors and
all my dreams and so forth. Then I finally understood that is the other reason I really
believe in the terrn two-spirited. I don't think it just popped out of the blue, I think it was
born into English language so we could communicate what it is we are. So, I was sitting
there, it was the first time I went to the Midewin ceremonies and everybody had gone to
bed- I just wanted to sit outside by the fire until it burnt out, and there was just some
burning ernbers so there was very dim light orangish, reddish light shining on things. We
were right by the road and this woman was standing right, I closed my eyes and I was
looking at the stars and all of a sudden I realized there was this woman standing there. I
was waiting for her to talk and it looked like she was smiling and it almost looked like
there were two other women behind her, standing just a little ways behind her. I looked
up and I was waiting for her to talk and she didn't talk and when I looked down I realized
she wasn't standing on the ground, I could see right past, she l:urd a long dress, I guess
you can call it. It kind of looked like it was made of buckskin (laugh), some kind of dark
brown material anyway. She wasn't on the ground, maybe about two feet above the
ground and that moment I almost got really afratd. I just got this instant sort ofpanic and
it was like she said, don't freak out you are being silly ifyou are going to freak out. So I
said a little prayer that if this is a good thing then let it be, if it is not a good thing than
protect me from it, basically that was my prayer. I just felt really good and was like she
came to see me in this physical world. She came to see who I was because I had been
going to see who she was all the time in the spirit world in the dreams and in the visions.

Rishona:

'When

did you realszn it was the same?

#2:

That night, when I saw her at the füe. She just came and stood there and
She kind of looks like my mom, when my mom was really young. All
those kind of experiences they continue to happen through out my life and other times I
will be going about and I will just hear voices telling me, sort of warning me about
different situations or urging me to go this way instead of that way. I think it is all there
for the goodness of my life while I am here. Because none of it has ever led me to
somewhere bad, it has always led me away from pain and destruction and violence all that
kind of stuff. It's always led me away from all of that. 'Whenever I follow it, whenever I
follow through my intuition even good things always happen. Something is telling me
inside of me that just knows. if something is right or not and halfthe time it is not a
judgement on somebody else, it's just in here, in my gut- Usuaþ I just follow it and if I
Person
had a look at

me.
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don't then some really bad shit happens and I really regret it (laugh). IfI know I
shouldn't be doing it and I go ahead and do it anyway then I usually regret it anyway.
Prayer is a really important part of my life, it happens all the time, anytime, anywhere. I
find prayer is extremely powerful it is not just what do you call that, you know like a
construct, just put there by sorne religion.

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Rishona:

Do you need to pray, do you pray anywhere or do you need...
Nope,

l

pray anywhere.

By yoursel-f?

#2:

Person
99Yo of the time it is by myseH. It is privately. occasionall¡ and
sometimes in sweat lodges I'll just pray out loud, because it is just a safe environment.

Other times I will pray with someone. Usually, rny Christian friends, they love to pray out
loud, they always pray out loud so occasionally when I'm with any of them I'11pray out
loud with them. The Christian friends that I like are the ones who understand that what
they believe is their own belief a¡rd has nothing to do with me or my life. I can really
express my own experiences and it is okay with them and that is cool. When people start
correcting me or telling me the way it is then I just don't bother. As far as being twospirited and the spiritual aspect of that, that is what I really believe thattliat is what it is
about. Helping everyone not only other two-spirited people, but helping everyone,
everyone's journey here be a good one. I have lot s ofthings I have to work out I have
lots ofproblems and lots of setbacks and faults and what have you. But if I had to
compare to myself to lots of people I know I am doing really well (laugh). I know for a
factthat there are things I need to work out otherwise I think I would just vanish.

Rishona:

V/ell that is a process of life isn't it thougfu to work and always better

yourself.

#2: So, I believe that we were gifted with these deeper understanding of
situations because that was our place in hfe, to help people work things througk¡ not to
provide answers for therrq but maybe provide insight and help draw out the right answers
for themselves from themselves. It is always to improve our lives, while we are here. It
is not about converting people and getting them to believe what we believe is right or
promoting homosexuality or trying to make other people go gay (laugh). I have to laugh
because I hear that all the time, I don't know if that will ever go away.
Person

This portion of the interview was a continuation of how person #1 identifies as

atwo-spiritAboriginalperson. Person#1 makes avery goodpointthattwo-spirithas
to do with being in the middle and having the full capacity to understand on an emotional,
physical and spiritual level what it is like to be a ñuul or a wonum. And I think that's
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inbonr you don't just become thatway along the way, you are born with that kind

of

insight. So, yeah I can't say its synonymous because like I said, I have rnet people who
have never had sex with someone of the same gender and they have as much

understanding as I do about what that's like, what that's about (Ferson #2, July 31, 2001).
This is so critical in highlighting exactly that piece about sexuality. Sexuality is
irrelevant that maín characteristic is balance and understanding, if you possess the
understanding, it does not matter who you have sexual relations with. It is far deeper then

who you have relations with it is a born intuition that you carry with you on your life

journey. People who are not having sexual relations with the

same sex can still possess

the ability to be two-spirited, both Ferson #1 and #2 feelthis way.

Tape #3 Dec. 21,20t1
SÍde.4. (T'he Gathening)
Person #2: Often times we always søy,pafi ofthe whole best experience of going to
the gathering is the actual trip there and back because it is usually far offsomewhere.
People always have stories of how they got there, usually a really difficult struggle
physically getting there, like the car breaking down or whatever. They get lost and what
have you, this was pretty tucked into the mountains so you really had to know where you
were going. There were little signs stuck up on paper and the moisture made them fold up
and fall down- Didn't have big signs. Anyway, \¡/e were leaving there just before the
border of Manitoba/Saskatchewan and we drove through the wickedest storm in my entire
life ever and one of the girls that I was with she is horrified, absolutely horrified of storms,
especially thunder and lightening. She was just turning pale and starting to shake as we
were approaching it- It was the hottest day of the summer> last summer when we left it
was37 Celsius here. We are cruising along and thank God there is some cloud coming
over there, thin bale and then we get over just past Brandon and we see this big anvil thing
coming a¡rd on the bottom of it we can see this roll that comes on the bttom. Whenever
you s€e that you know a wicked storm is coming. I forget what they call that. It's just
like this big cloud then there is this thin roll that is rolling towards you. Anyway, those are
the things that turn into tornadoes. Especially when you see green and the sky looks
green. Of course right at that area you ascend, it is like 800 metres higher and so we are
driving into it. It was so deadþ there was water all over the highway and it was coming
down so fast we didn't even get a chance to pull offthe highway. For us, that was the
doorway we went througfu even I was scared. It was midday and we could not see ahead
ofus. All the traffic stopped, I was going about 30 and I was like ol¡ my God.
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Rishona:

Were you driving?

Ferson #2: Yealu I took over once we got to the storm because both of them couldn't,
one ofthern was hiding on the floor on the back, she couldn't even look up (laugh).

R.ishona:

(laugh)

Person #2: It was so hon'ifying you literally couldn't see anything other then about l0
feet ofthe road around you. It was just grey dark, dark grey. It was very scary. It got
quieter and quieter and quieter and at last none of us were talking. What's happening?
our we going to get swept away,I was expecting to fly offat any second. oh and the
wind was, the trees were bending right over. So anyway we get through this and it is just
beautifuf beautiful sunny day. It did something to us psychologically, it was like we left
whoever we were our lives, everything was just left behind, we were just these little
newborn heading offto this gathering. That is the way it felt. V/e had a beautiful trip
there, strange things happened all the way there. The gathering itself was in this mountain
resort and it was just one of the most beautiful places ever. It was a big lodge with
roolns, showers and everything and then a big field that went out to the river, I don't
know what they call the river. It was maybe about 200 feet wide and this lush green gr¿lss
right out to the river and there is where the big fire was and the sweat lodge. Then there
was huge 300 feet fern tress on either side just beautiful, beautiful place.

Rishona:

S/here was it?

Person #2: Near Mission B.C. the Shahalass lodge in 8.C., around the August long
weekend. We had the most beautiful thing, this is the fi¡st time this ever happened, the
people, the h'ibe from that area they came and did and a welcoming ceremony to us.
Which was really beautiful a mother, her two sons, and a daughter and their two sons and
a daughter, her three children's two sons and a daugtrter all came. The father couldn't
come because he was running the fish shop. They sang these beautifirl songs and
welcomed us to their territory and especially welcomed us as two-spirited people. None
of them were two-spirited and it was just beautifuf totally beautiful. These kids were just
so proud of who they were, they weren't shy and they said our kids are going to do this
dance for you, welcoming feast dance. They started singing and, these little kids just went
out in the middle ofus and started dancing away which as you know, Native kids are
usually shy but these kids had no qualms about their identity at all. This is who we are
and they went out and danced and it was really nice. We invited some drums for the
po\ry-wows, we had the local area drur4 another drurn group, like a bigger drunU and then
a prairie drum grouP, so there were three kinds of drum groups there for the pow-wow.
There were people that I haven't seen in five years that showed up there, which were
really good friends, since I left B.C. It was good to see then¡ the ones who survived
(laugh), they are doing really well, they moved on to professional careers. It was reaþ
good to see that and to hear that they are doing well. You get so used to hearing that one
passed away and that one is a severe alcoholic and this one is in the hospital and this one
committed suicide (laugh) like that kind ofjust goes on and on. So, you are kind of like
so how, is so and so doing and you are kind of afraid it...
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Rishona:

Is that something that is prevalent in the two-spirit community?

#2: Yes. Definitely. Especially. Like here, my group of friends here, were
always annzed. that all of us are still alive considering the lives we lived and the way things
were. Like me liting on the street and all of us being severely into drugs and a lot of
them were into prostitution and all this kind of stutr, right. The fact, that none of us got
HIV and survived, some of us have over come are addictions. I think there was about a
100,120 people around there. About three quarters, were male sort of speak (laugh).
Dr. Terry Tafoya was there, he did a really good presentation. There was some conflict
because there was this guy there that the grandmothers, we call therr¡ they are only in their
40's and 50's but because we don't really have any elders yet in our cofilmunity everyone
just calls them the grandmothers, including the men. Some of the men are called
grandmothers too (laugh).
Person

Person#Z:
were like

The staffinvited all their family to come and meet us just to see what we
and have a look (laugh).

(laugh). It was really nice, come on over, come

Rishona:

(laugh) They don't have three eyeballs.

#2:

Person
So that was kind of interesting. They did some sweats, but I didn't go in
any sweats. The other part of it to is that people who have issues, it brings their issues to
a forefront, as well. So some people have a really hard time when they get there. It is
the first time they are experiencing a safe place where they could let it all out and not hold
anything in and not wear any masks- So it is like all of a sudden they could just be who
they are and a lot oftimes a lot ofpaíns comes out because most ofthe time they are
repressing
When you are out there in the world you repress it even more and you put
on even more masks to try to seem normal. So you know, a lot of people deal with a lot
of stuffthey come to tetms with a lot of things. But overall it is a beautiful healing
experience.

it.

#2:

Then we did a pow-wow. It was just reall¡ really beautiful. The best
thing of all was all of the non- two-spirit people there. Who come and expressed a lot of
beautiful things about, you know, there is enough space in this world for all of us. There
is no need for all ofthis crap that people dish out particularly with religions and that we
are all part of the family and all this kind ofprejudiced didn't exist before. It is like they
know on some level deep down inside of them that we've always had arightful place in
our communities.
Person

Rishona:

These are Aboriginal people that came and said that?

Person #2:

Yeah.

Rishona:

From all over or a specific

#2: From all over that area" like the singers, some of them were from
'West
Edmonton and Interior B.C. and the
Coast. That's why I was hoping to meet with
Person

7l

you right away because I remembered a lot of specific things and I didn't write anything
down. Usually I keep ajoumal.

Rishona:

Is there anything, are there little, you've mentioned the sweat lodges that
you didn't go to. Now were they being oflered all throughout the day, anyone could go?
Person

#2:

Yeah.

Rishona:

So what would people that weren't involved in sweats do? Were there
other discussions?

#2:

Person
Yeah. It is like feast after feast after feast for one thing. Most
ceremonies are like that. Lots of food. People usually hang out 80% ofthe time.
Everybody is laughing just laughing letting out so much good feelings. Telling stories and
jokes and whatever and humour is incredible and we went for hikes a couple times. We
went for hfües over these two little mountains. Then you come down and there is this big
rocky cliffthat you climb down and then we all went swimming in the water there and it is
fresh glacier water. It's cold (laugh) but it is awesome there is something, I don't know
you've ever heard the expression living water" like they talk about this living water that
adds all this life energy and you drink it and it helps you with your health and everything.
Now I know what they mean because all of us that swam in that water, it was like literally,
a spiritual bath. When we carn€ out, we were so changed we all felt as if we were high
there is just something about it, it just has a kind of energy it's not like swiruning in a lake
here (laugh). You come out, you feel like you've been cleansed spiritually, mentally as
we[ not just physically it is just 4 I don't even know how to describe it, it is just a really
beautifi¡l feeling. There is no shame, there is no guilt all of that is gone, you come out
ærd you are just a fresh human being almost that is the way we all felt. So it was worth
this journey over these two little mountains to get there and we went there every other
day. So that was about a three hour journey there and back.

if

Rishona:

Were there leaders, were there people that were leading these things?

#2: Yeah- There are usually people that are appointed other than the hosts
who run it. The host did an awesome job. It was him and just like I think four or five
other people and they just did an awesome job. Everyone was well taken care of and it
was very well other activities they did presentations, they did little workshops.
Person

Rishona:
Person

#2:

'What

were some of the seminars and workshops on?

Well Dr. Tafoya did two, I missed two of them that's when I went to

Vancouver.

Rishona:

You missed both his presentations?

Ferson #2: No, I missed two other presentations. On drugs and alcohol addictions
think there was one on family violence that I missed.

I
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Rishona:

\l/hat did Dr. Tafoya present on?

Ferson #2: He did similar to what he did before but with newer information on
sexuality mostly related to men or there genders he did a presentation on genders. That is
the part I wanted to talk about actually.

R.ishona:

Did he talk about third gender and fourth gender.

Ferson #2:
are from.

Yeah. He talked specifically what those genders were

and what tribes they

Ferson #2: Yeah. I can. Ahhhhhhh... from what I do remember from what was being
said was that there is physically a fiurrl and a wonìÍtn and on both sides there is specific
genders. For the man there is the gender of being in between amÃnand a woman,
psychologically and physiologically those are two separate genders and same with the
women. But the women had an extra gender, and I can't remember specifically what it is
was, but I know that women had another one, or maybe two.

R.ishona:
Ferson

#2:

Rishona:
Person

#2:

so then really there is more then the third and fourth gender.
Yeah, there is several.

Right. That sounds like there is a fifth and sixth.
There are several variations.

Rishona:

And these, are the way he was presenting it would have been directly
linked to two-spirit people, these people would identi$r themselves as being two-spirit?

#2:

Person
Yeah. However they did that in their own languages. There is a woman,
one woÍtÍur who comes she is one ofthe grandmothers. They always do a comedy skit,
they are really funny. Anyway, she was born and raised in the traditional two-sptit way
from one ofthe Southem states not Alabama.

Rishona:

Georgia.

#2: Georgia I think. No, no it is near the desert. Anyway Southern states or
somewhere. What's above Texas? There is l.,lew Mexico- Oh, New Mexico. She was
one of the only people that we know that was still raised that way. When she was born
they knew she was going to be two-spirited, but they had another name for it. So, for her
she was raised and encouraged and accepted in that way with her all her relatives and her
community. It was never like she was a big dyke or she was a lesbian. It was just
however they say it, that is who she was. She wasn't amanor wonran she was this, the
word they use. The only time she ever experienced any negativiry was when then they
left her area or liftle town or whatever sometimes they would tease her.
Person
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R.ishona:

Can you physically describe her, why would she have been teased? What

made her, how did she not look?
Person

#2:

I don't know what

she looked like when she was young but at this point
She has big arms, big shoulders, she always has a brush cut and

she looks masculine.
doesn't wear make-up or anything or pluck her eyebrows (laugh) or anything like that.
She is kind of masculine looking. She has kind of a husky voice (laugh).

Rishona:

Where is she frorq New Mexico? Where does she live now?

Person #2: She still lives down there. So, for her, she grew up knowing it was a good
thing, it was positive experience for her. So we all look at her like wow (augh).

Rishona:

I

guess you can't maybe you can't really answer this, does she identify
herself as b"ittg, like in terms of sexuality would she, does she classify herself as beittg
two-spirited or does she use the word lesbian? Is sexuality a big part of her life?

#2:

Person
Yeah, she has another female partner. When we are joking around and
everyone is socializing we will use those kinds of terms like dyke and lesbian and all that
kind of stuff. But when we are sitting down in the circle, during ceremonies and that she
will use her, whatever it is in her own language or she will say two-spirited. Sort of like
when it is in a serious context she will say, I don't know what she says when it is all the
women there thougþ cause they do have things for just the women and just the men.

Rishona:

What do they do have for just men?

#2:

Person
Probably all the same things, specific sweats, certain kind of sweats. Say
they are doing a sweat on healing from abuse, it might be only men- For me personally
that's the way, what I've learned with the lodge, the other lodge I've gone too, is that,
that is the way it is supposed to be, there wasn't supposed to be co-ed sweats. There are
supposed to be two, like one for men and one for women. From what I heard, my
understanding is that for two-spirited people, the ones who are very much down the
middle they went to either one. It was okay for them to go to either one.

R.ishona:
Person

#2:

Rishona:

Is it still?
Some places

I

have heard of

it happening.

What about at the two-spirit gathering, were there co-ed sweats?

#2:

Person
There was before, but the last few
was at this one.

Rishona:

if

I have

gone to there hasn't been, there

Oh there was.
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Person #2: But I didn't go to it. There \¡/as a couple there and then the rest were all
just meq just women. so, you still divide it up it that way, even though you can be
extremely feminine and you only wear women's clothes.

Rishona:

Was there representation of that type of person there, that oniy wears

women's clothing?

Person#2:

Yeah, oh yeah.

Rishona:

Do they only wear women's clothing year round no matter what they do?

Ferson

#2:

As far as I know. It's not like drag you know where they put on a modern

dress.

Rishona:
Ferson

#2:

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Rishona:
Person

#2:

Rishona:

No.
They look like Kookums, like they will wear...
They look like?
Grandmothers.

Ot¡ okay.
They wear those long like a dress

tr guess

you could say.

Like a moo-moo.

I don't know.
You don't know what a moo-moo is, it is like a long one piece, wide..-

Like a skirt?
Like a night gown (laugh).

#2:

Person
(laugh) Yeah, the ones who have come, that is what they wear usually and
they just look like a grandmother most ofthe time. The women that have come there,
they just wear overalls.
Person

#2:

table.

So, people go and they make

During a lot of the workshops they had, they always have a little crafts
stufffor their give away.

Rishona:

Is that a big part of any ceremony, or is that specific to, or more specific to
the two-spirit people?
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Person #2: V/ell having a crafts table there, I have only seen that at the two-spirit
gatherings. The give away is part of all services.

Rishona:

I will tell you why I ask. When I went to the two-spirit organization in
Toronto they were telling me how they do lots of arts crafts. I was like okay but what
else do you do? And they were telling me how they have arts and crafts on this day and

arts and crafts on that day. Feople come in and do crafts and we have discussions and we
do some HIV awareness. I was really confused because now maybe there is something to
that though, maybe there is something with arts and crafts being connected to two-spirited
people that I was missing.

#2:

Person

The only intrinsic thing about it for us was that often times I heard that we
were the artisans of our communities a lot of times they sat and did all the kind of
beadwork and they sort of invented all that stuff. I have heard that with Chippewa who
were part ofthe Ojibway linguistic family. So that is part of our whole, what do you call
it, there is a genetic behaviour that we have. That I have no problem agreeing with
because you know we are not, even though I could be a fearless warrior, I won't go out
and look for trouble or start trouble or try and prove that I am whatever, right? Where as
other men that is what they have to do in order to feel like they aîe aman. Same with
arts and crafts stufl I could sit down and do lots of arts and crafts and it doesn't hinder
my identþ at all (laugh). Where as another man might go that is girly stuffand they will
stay away from it. To me that is not prejudice or anything that is built in. I believe that
very strongly. I believed that before I heard all of these scientific experiments about that.

Rishona:

Now is there a specific, like you have mentioned pow-wows and sweat
lodges and those are ceremonies that any person can be involved in a¡e there or were there
any ceremonies that are strictly specific to two-spirit people?

#2:

They did mention different things. There is a way that we dance. Most
pow-wows, most everything always goes clockwise or with the sun and ifyou are twospirited you go the other way. That specifically only happens at two-spirited gatherings.
Person

Rishona:

Okay and what if a two-spirit person is involved in a regular pow-wow.
V/ould they go backwards?

Person

#2:

I have heard that discussed before

and some people said that in certain
tribes they did or they are referred to as Windego Cons, they are the ones that did
everything backwards.

overþ

Rishona:

Is there some

Pe,rson l+2:

The Windego?

Rishona:

Yes, the person that walks backwards. What are they called?

Person #2:

The person that walks backwards?

then between two-spirit people and...
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Rishona:

Yeah.

Ferson #2: The windego cons. That is ojibway, as far as tr know. I don't know it
seenß to me that a lot ofthe \Mindego cons are two-spirited. So, I would have to say
there is some link there or overlapping.

Rishona:

So, when they teach two-spirit teachings, are there specific two-spirit

teachings?

Person

#2:

Not since I have been going.

Rishona:

So having a rnan wear a dress would be considered to teach other men
what not to do, right? That is the idea behind the backwards, the person that does

everything backwards, right? Is that they would do the opposite of what the norm would
be.

#2: Well for instance at the lodge, the Midewin lodge where I go they have the
V/indego con to come in. Yeatu actually you are very similar, you are on the right track.
In order to know it is daylight you would have needed to have seen darkness, in order to
know thatit is cold you needed to have been in the warmth. It is similar to that. So they
would do different things to know that they are going in the opposite way that the rest of
us are supposed to be going. The dancing circles and so forth. That is part of it, the rest
of it tr am not so sure about.
Person

Rishona:

okay. But at the two-spirit gathering, you guys would go counter

clockwise.
Person #2: Yeah, when we dance, and that was really hard for me to do at first. I had
never even heard of it. But now it seems natural, it's because we are different.

Rishona:

Do they teach you that, do they say we are different this is what we do that
is different from what other people do, or this is how you car, do they say this is how you
recognize someone that is two-spirited? Or what ifyou encounter someone that you, is
there anything like that?

#2:

Person
Specifically. Say even today when you are doing sort of traditional things
it is very, very slowly makes its way back into our traditional cornmunities. For instance, a
non- two-spirited rnan wouldn't go help women do specific things. But ifyou were a
two-spirited man you could go and help them, so you'd know that, that man was twospirited if he went along with these women to do specific things.

Rishona:

What would these specific things entail?

#2:

Things that are typically women's work, like gathering water. Most, a lot
oftribes the women were always the water bearers and picking medicines. Some tribes
that was exclusively the two-spirited people who did that picked the medicines. Of course
Person

l7

today it is about half and half from what I can gather. I am trying to think in modern
terms. So, there are specific things that only women would normally do. A lot of women
do the beadwork and making all the outfits and everything. A srnaller portion of men
make their own outfits. But to do the really intrinsic stuff, X mean intricate stuff. I don't
know nay non- two-spirited man who does it. It is always women or two-spirited men
that do it. But it ís not like that is the law, that is the way it happens.

Rishona:
Person

#2:

No, no obviously there is...
That is the way it happens. Normally at different ceremonies it would

The Gatherings are still avery new and recent piece in the two-spirit culture.

.

A

gathering takes place every couple of years and two-spirit Aboriginal people from all over
get together to discuss, learn, teacl¡ heal and retreat in a healthy and spiritual atmosphere.
This type of knowledge is not available in the literature. To learn that co-ed sweats take
place and that two-spirit Aboriginal people are supposed to dance backwards, is

rewarding. The Gathering has so many positive affects, and is based on spiritual balance.
Sexuality is not discussed. It is a time for sharing knowledge ofthe past to better each
person for the future.
The way person #2 passionately speaks about the journey and the Aboriginal
people welcoming them to their home is uplifting.

It

people that came from all over to share their stories.

is incredible to hear of the many

It

is also good to learn that there are

fiuny people who were brought up as a two-spirit, like person #1, and that there are also
nuüiy more like person #2 who fioally found the balance after years of unanswered pain.

It

is this type of atmosphere that generates a positive outlook. These individuals will be able

to teach others and educate others so that people can be who they are without being told it
is wrong.
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T'ape #3 Side B

Rishona:

I

Person#2:

Or any other ceremonies?

Rishona:

Yeah. What would be the primary differences that you would be able...

just trying to understand what makes, basically, what makes a two'What
spirit gathetitg, * opposed to gathering for a pow-wow or a feast.
would the main"
ifyou could identify three to five main differences between a two-spirit gathering and a
Pow-wow or a feast or a big get together on your...
am

#2:

The primary, the major difference is that the defined borders of being a nran
and a woman are not there. We roam freely from one end of the spectrum to the other.

Person

Rishona:
Person

#2:

That was very well put.
The other thing is it's...

Rishona:

Would that be obvious to someone's naked eye? If someone came that
wasn't, didn't know where they were or what kind of gathering they were going to, if they
saw all 120 of you would they in their heads be able to say: There is a broad spectrum of
people here.
Person

#2:

I don't know.

Rishona: Or would they just think, or would they be able to look and say these
people look like...
Ferson #2: Yeah, actually, probably every view is expressed by the non- two-spirited
people who came. This woman showed up there on the first day and she had just heard
about it and she wanted to come and check it out, because there are different ceremonies
that travel all over the place. So, she came and she was involved and she was eating with
everyone, but nobody ever said gay or lesbian or anything like that. Everyone was just
going about their business, visiting, talking and getting ready to go to ceremonies. It
didn't even occur to her for the first half day she was there. She just thought oh, these
are all these people1414la and she didn't think anything of it. I don't know how she
finally came to the, got clued in that it was not your usual gathering, because otherwise
nothing in particular stood out to her. I mean there is a lot of women that look like
women there is a lot of men that look like men.

Rishona:

Absolutely that is why I am asking.

#2: Those that are all in between dídn't really stand out because when you are
in that environment it's...
Person

Rishona:

Just people.
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#2:

Yeah, just people and there is no hard edges it is a[ soft rounded edges,
you know. So everyone just blended in very easily and it wasn't. So I think overall she
walked in to that whole community of,the way things were. It didn't even occur to her
that things were, because ifyou go to a Eegular ceremony there is, to me (ernphasized)
there is rnen are always trying to prove that they are men, at the Midewin ceremonies.
They are always haoing to define themselves by their differences with the women. The
lvomen, are always having to prove that they can get the job done, that is what I find at
regular ceremonies.
Person

Rishona:

That would be another main difference.

Person #2: Yeah with a regular ceremony, where as here it is, there is no proof. I find
everyone a lot more honest at the two-spirited gatherings. Because this is all I know, this
is what I am expressing, this may or may not be right, but this is all I know at this point in
time. That is how they express it and it's...nobody ever has to prove much, it does come
up occasionally. But I find that at regular ceremonies people have to do that all the time.
It seems like the men more then the women. Oh well, I am a man this is what I have to
do. The role plaþg is really apparent at regular ceremonies.

Rishona:

Do people try to play into who rhey think they need to be?

Ferson #2: Yeah, it's very evident to me- It's like oh I am a wonïrn I have to do
things this way, I have to be like this, I have to cry more easily, you know whatever and
the man it's like I have to be stronger to absorb the pain. Where as at the two-spirited
gatherings it is like it doesn't matter ifyou are a Íurn or a vvonmn. trfyou are butch or
feminine you just express what you feel and it doesn't matter who you are, you could cry
or laugh, I think that is arealTy important difference. For me I feel it is a sense of relief
when I am there it is like I don't have to play any roles it's like this is who tr ar¡r, here it is,
that's it. When I do that at the regular ceremonies people just don't know how to respond
to me but is like, I don't know they just don't know what to do with me. Even the chief
of the lodge doesn't know what to do with me. I am not going to put on any roles to be
there and fit in and they are not equipped to handle me (laugh). Where as other two-spirit
people go the regular ceremonies and they play all the roles, they get right in there with all
the roles so it is like ot¡ okay well you'll go in that category.

Rishona:

At the gathering did they discuss any ofthe current debates that are
happening between organizations and elders and people who identify as two-spirit people
and who can use the term and who should not use the terrn. Did any of that come up?

#2:

Not in any of the discussiors I took part in. In terms of the term twospirited, it is a new terrr! so when people come up and, they a.re words that we use in all
of our languages so when people come and say this is what it me¿rns and that is it. It is
fike what I say is the correct and true way of using the terrr¡ they are full of shit because it
is a brand new term. The term never existed, you can't say two-spirited in any ofthe
languages. The language they use, like the Ojibway language, there is no word for rnan or
1¡¡onurrì it is just, you're a mother, you're afathe4 you're a son, you're a daughter. I'd be
Person

BO

called Myungen hlimb€, I wouldn't be called him. Do you know what I mean? The
words are suggestive, like when we point with our lips. If I went, you know, the
medicine is right there, that would mean you are carrying the medicine, it wouldn't be she
carries the medicine. Do you know what I mean? So that is why there was no problem
1¡¿ith this whole gender thing, cause there was no gender specific language.

Rishona:

Is that fypical ofmost Aboriginal languages or just ojibway?

#2:

Person
Many except the Lakot4 Dakota and Nakota, as far as
language just for women and a language just for men (laugh).

I know. They

had a

Rishona:

Now when you say that do you mean it was the same language but they
had different grammar for men and women so you knew who was speaking it and when
they were speaking?

#2:

Person

Yes.

Rishona: Did you find that most people at the gathering referred to themselves in an
Aboriginal term or as two-spirit or as gays and lesbians?
#2:

Actually all those who know the terrq like there were a few people there
who knew the term and that's what they would say.
Person

Rishona:

So, if they for example they belong, or part of the Winhe,they would say

Iï/inkte.
Person

#2:

Yes.

Rishona: If they were part of rlaux'an,H, L u, x, do you know how to say that? H,
a tJ, x, ' , 4 \ I only know how to spell them all, I don't know how to say them.
Ferson

#2:

Rishona:

No (laugh).
Then they would use that term.

#2:

Yeatu or ifthey are a Navaho, they would say Natlis. A few times people
thought of the Ojibway word but... As far as I car¡ for me only knowing English, it is hard
for me to remember the other names. I don't know, there is a certain kind of cohesion
that happens at these gatherings, that doesn't happen anywhere else. Everybod¡ I don't
know, it is like everybody goes into a different mode when they get there, it's like, it's
almost as if there is hidden knowledge that we have that we don't even know about that
doesn't come out until we get there. People, who have been partying for the last twenty
years, will all of a sudden remember all oftheir ceremonies. Oh and the one beautifirl
thing that I like best is since all of us are coming from different cultural areas or
backgrounds, we are rotating the fire keepers because they light the sacred fire at the
beginning and it stays lit for the whole time. You know from almost every imaginable
Person
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tribe and culture in North Americ4 they are all there. So, this one morning it was my
turn to go and watch the füe early in the morning and everybody has sunrise ceremony, so
I did the sunrise ceremony I know about from the Ojibway and fulidewin stuff. I have
only been to one so I did what I could remember from it. This other guy from Lakota got
up and he came and did his and yet another person got up from one ofthe Ceolotion or
one of the Coastal tribes and it was just so neat the way it happened. Because I go there
and I am looking after the fi¡e and then the sun was just starting to come up. So I started
doing what I needed to do and then this other person came and another one, I think there
was four of us all together. But all four ofus were doing our own different ceremonies in
total, total unison. It wasn't planned, it wasn't like we were trying to keep up with each
other we were just doing whatever we knew. trt was just amazngthe way it was so, say
atthe Midewin one or the Ojibway one they will kind of crack jokes about other tribal
people. V/ell that's your tribe, we don't do that here or what have you, right. Where as
here it is like, it's totally accepted and we learn from each other about whatever cultural
stuffwe know. It's openly shared and we understand that yes that is Lakotaand yes, this
is Ojibway and yes that is Celolution and it is no big deal. I just thought ir was so
beautiful the way we all did the sunrise ceremony without any judgement or hindrance to
one another, alTat the sacred fi¡e.

Rishona:

And that is a ceremony that comes from your own group, not, anyone can
do that right, anyone can do the sunrise ceremony?
Ferson

#2:

Rishona:

Yeah, if you know wh¿t to do.

Right.

#2:

Yeah, if you know what to do, but that goes with your tribal group, not
specifically two-spirited. Stufflike that I really loved and the intermingling of all the
different kinds of songs from the different areas, the West Coast songs, the Eastern songs,
you know the mid-west songs whatever. They all have different drum rhythms and
different types of drurns and it was just beautiful the way it all just intertwined so
smoothly, that was one thing I reaþ liked about it.
Person

Rishona:

I am really curious to know and I was waiting to ask you because you
just
might have
said it. Were there people there at the ceremony that if asked or so forth
would not, that there sexually was not, like it didn't matter if they were asked by someone
that didn't know if they were heterosexual or homosexual, were there people there that
would have identified as heteross¡sals, but were still two-spirit at the ceremony, if you
know?

#2:

Person
Well there was one woÍuur there that was like that, she didn't come out
and say it, she didn't talk about having a girlfriend or anything like that. She had children
and a husband, but nobody ever just came right out and said it.

Rishona:

Right, no, yeah.
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Ferson #2: But she never, ever expressed the fact that she had a girlfriend or arrything
üke that. She always just said us two-spirited people ... nobody felt like she wasn't twospirited, do you know what I mean? she was totally part of the group. she was a
medicine picker, and she just knew that, that's who she was. I noticed that she never,
some of the other women they will flirt around and whatever and she wasn't like that at
all. But she was still totally accepted as part of the group but nobody ever asked her
specificaþ. So she rnay have been, you know, one of these people.

R.ishona:
Person

#2:

But it is not something that came up, it wouldn't have mattered.
No.

R.ishona:

So, someone that was married with kids or so forth and identified as being
two-spirit would have been completely 100% accepted at this ceremony and not have

felt...

'/tt
i1

Person

#2:

Rishona:
Person

make it

As far as I know, yeah.
Okay.

#2:

Because there are people who have come who are heterosexual and they
a point all the time to say I am heterosexual, I am heterosexual, I am heterosexual.

Rishona:

Why do you think they do that?

#2: I don't know, most heterosexuals always do that, that is just their nature
(laugh), they can't help it (laugh). I have always noticed that thougt¡ the ones who are
heterosexual who come, who are just specifically heterosexual they always seem to go out
of there way to make sure that everyone knows that. Yeah, I find that alot. Like at the
other gatherings where they have come, oh I am not one of you I am heterosexual, they
always sort of make a point of getting that across to everyone. I am sure not all, because
there are some people who I thought were two-spirited but they weren't, who came to the
gatherings and they sort of got up an announced to the group that they were heterosexual.
A couple of times, it was, on one hand all we ever hope for is to be included in the broader
community, but the resistance comes from when to be included we have to become like
everyone else inthe broader community and relinquish who we are naturally. That's
where the resistance comes from but there is still a very strong need to be accepted and be
part of the broader community. So often times we get people who aren't two-spirited
will come into the gatherings and they say stufflike you know, we shouldn't be separating
ourselves from everybody else because we are atl trying to work together here. 'Why have
these ceremonies separately when you can just come to the normal, they always say
normal ceremonies and live a normal life, like everybody else. For us that is lfüe, a white
person coming to us and sayng why can't you just be normal like us (emphasized), you
know, why do you have to be an Indian (laugh)? But that is what is seems like when
people come to us and say stufflikethat- Because if it was true, if we could be "normal"
lnthat commtrnity we would have been a long time ago, but we are not. trVe are always,
Person
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v/e are exiled, not by choice we are left out not by choice you know, that is the way it is
done to us. They call us by whatever name, you are different, you are not like any of us,
stay away or whatever;tløt was mostly taught to them by missionaries and people like
that. So we have to have separate gatherings because of that, if things were okay in our,
in the broader communities we wouldn't even be having specific two-spirit gatherings
because we would always be included in everythingthat is going on. For those of us who
do include ourselves uU like for me, the Midewin ceremonies and every other two-spirited
person there, it is by choice. It is not so much that I want them to accept rne but it is for
me to accept them into rny world and i think that is the change over that a lot of people
make when they start going to regular ceremonies. We reahze it is a choice to have them
in their lives, it is not the other way around. There are people there that don't accept me
either...
R.ishona:

That don't accept you at?

Person #2:

At the Midewin ceremonies.

Rishona:

Becauseyou're...

#2: Two-spirited, they come frorr¡ it is so obvious that there is a heavy
Christian influence in the ceremonies of today, it is obvious I've even heard the bible
quoted sometimes, even though it is supposedly a traditional thing. Almost everyone who
is involved in our traditional ceremonies have gone through religious schools.
Person

Person #2 brings up an extremely crucial point in this section. He discusses why

two spirit Aboriginal people have their own gatherings. Why is it not possible for them to
be part of the larger gatherings? He points out that m¿my Aboriginal people were taken

through the Eruopean education system religiously and were taught to condemn their way

of life. People have always asked them why they can not be normal. He makes a good
point that for many two-spirit Aboriginal people they were exiled from the larger
European communities as well as their own. If they could have been "normaf'They

would have been but this is not a choice.
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Tape #4 (March 19r20,82) T'wo-spinit R.eso¡¡rces

Rishona:

How do you feel about various organuations such as the Rainbow
Resource Centre and Nine Circles Community Ftrealth Centre adding two-spirit literature
to their resources?

#2 I think it is a reaily good idea- I think it's a really excellent idea because a
people
lot of
aren't familiar with the term and those who are and a lot ofpeople who
aren't even sure what it means. That little bit of material thæ have, it is good that they
have sonne resource they can go to learn a little bit more about it or maybe add stuffto it if
they know. I haven't read and gone through what they have there yet. I am not sure what
is there so (hahaha). Maybe it's a bunch of crap. The idea of them offering inf'orrnation in
afaclliry like that I think that Nine Circles is a really good facilþ too. I wish some Native
organuations could come together and work together like that. So I think it is a good
place to start anyway.
Person

Rishona:

Do you see this as a positive step of awareness or do you see this as
possibly stepping on sacred and spiritual ground that should be left offthe shelves. I
know you kind of answered that already, but I'd like you to elaborate if you could on the
sacred and spiritual components; because I think that much of the literature that they may
she$ as anywhere may not show the entire picture. I don't know how you feel about that.
Ferson #2: Well. For sure I see it as a positive move because there is nothing out
there right now and there is anot awhole lot of places anyone can go for any sort of
spiritual, cultural or traditional stufi very few are two-spirit or not. So for someone to
come along and say that they are deseçrating something sacred by sharing that information
I think they are full of shit because we are only relearning a lot about our own history
u/ithin are o\ryn community and nobody out there has the information all down pat in a
book that says this is what you can do and this is what you can't do. We are alljust
rediscoveringtl:ø;t as time goes by just from within ceremonies we get direction or some
actual legends thatmay have survived or stories and even from books that Europeans
wrote during the earlier years about who we were and what are impressions of who we
lvere. It is like an amalgamation of all that information and I think that should be available
to anyone who wants to learn about it. There are ceremonies that happen that will never
be written those will always be private and the media sort a speak would rever be allowed
into it. I think sharing information is a positive move.

Rishona:

Just out ofcuriosþ what would you tell someone like if someone disputed
that and felt that w¿ìs wrong and this is sacred and it shouldn't be talked about how would
you debate that issue with them what would you say to help convince them that it is
important.

#2:

First of all, I would question what their motives were to not share
information, like why would they be holding that back and why wouldn't they make it
available to anyone. I would ask them why they continue to act like they have something
to hide. I don't believe thatthere is anything shameful about who we are and that we need
Person
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to keep anything to ourselves. I need to know what other reasoïìs they have other then
that is what my first impression would be oh we have to hang on to this little morsel, keep
it a secret; which I am totally against to begin with. I think it should be open to everyone
and you know we have beautiful spirits too share. I think it is unnecessary. So they would
have to convince me of what those reasons are and maybe I might even agree with them.

Rishona:

Alright, do you know of any myths or legends or historical accounts,
documentation ofphotographs or traditional knowledge that you feel will enhance this
research project.

Petson#2: Yes. There are photos by oh my god, I can't remember his name. Around
the turn ofthe century he took tons of photographs of all of the North American Indian
Project, I think it was called. I can't remember his name. Anyway he has pictures of
people where you really can't tell whether they arc men or women and their garb is mixed.
Something a fiuln would tradiiionally wea¡ also something a wonurn would traditional so
there are some photographs around so that Dr. Sakoy4 I might have mentioned him
before. Yeah Dr. Sakoya from the states.

Rishona:

Dr. Terry Tafoya.

#2:

Person
Terry Tafoya he has a lot of pictures, well not a lot but some that he keeps
with his portfolio or whatever that he uses in presentations. He knows of a lot of myths
and yeah there are other people that I have met in the gatherings over the years who have
shared their stories about what their roles were and I may have spoken of them. Their
roles were to be their families historians. Some are wedding counselors a lot of them were
medicine people.

Those books I may have mentioned before Spirit in the Flestu Two-Spirit People
and those are the two books I remember right now. They, collect some of the information
that was written by the Europeans over the last couple hundred years.

Rishona:

Have you read both of them?

#2:

Person
Yes, but it was within the last ten years (laugh). I just remember some of
the stories about how sometimes they would send two-spirit men forward almost like a
decoy if strange people were approaching. Other then that I don't remember much else. I
lent them out and they never gave them back.

Rishona:

That's fi.rnny, my Two-Spirit Feople book is also currently missing.

Vanished.
Is there ariything else you would like to tell that would heþ me to understand the
term two-spirit as a final thought?

#2:

Person
I hope we can recapture in our lifetime in the next several decades is that
we can be reintegrated into our own traditional traditions in each of our tribes all over the
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continent and there would be a normalization agarn. Cause we know that suicide rates
among Native teens is really high. Of all the suicides, most are identified as being gay or
lesbian and it is not because, they don't commit suicide because they are gay ü lesbian it
is because of the way they are treated. The rejection and the pressures that they face by
being unable to conform to what everybody else is. But when people gro\¡/ up in a family
situation where they are treated normal expected to do everything that everyone else can
do. There is nothing wrong with them. Two-spirited doesn't weigh them down in
anyway. So that is what I hope we can accomplish in are own tradition. That is what the
Gatherings represent, they are always about a healing process. Boast who we are, say
screw thern, to hell with what you say. More like how can we fit in and how can we
contribute?

Rishona:

one more question that I just thought of. As I was going through
some of the stuffthat you have previously said we were discussing where the term twospirit originated from and you were telling me a story of how a woman dreanrt of the term.
Am I wrong? You were discussing how a wonnn had a dream and in it was the word
two-spirit and that is when she brought it forth to the gathering, the meeting in 1990,
when people chose to use that terrn Did I dream this?
Person

#2:

Rishona:

I have

(Laugh)
Because

I actually couldn't find it anywhere and I was convinced you told

me this story...

Person

#2:

Well, it may have come to you in a dream (laugh).

No, honestly it may have come to you in a dream but that is the way it may have
happened. I know I didn't tell you the story (augh). Yeah.
Over time the one story I remember hearing was frorn the first two-spirit gathering
I went to in 1991. There was this middle of the road gender bender person who came and
spoke to me and described the difference between men and women and how we are
emotionally put together and a two-spirited person is somebody who embodies both of
those mechanisms they can understand and experience and feel things the way a woman
can even if they arc amar\ vice versa with womer¡ they can experiences things the same
way men do. And anryay it is the embodiment of those two things that people who are
two-spirited don't necessarily have. They don't, they aren't bom with that understanding
of those mechanisms in place. Which is why a lot of two-spirited men are so close to
women and vice versa two-spirited women are reaþ close to men. A lot of times they can
get along just like that. The differences between who they are is very few or very ruuïow
in distance you know what I mean.

Rishona:

Do you know how the term two-spirited originated then? Where it came
from and if you went to a gathering in 1991 - was that the first two-spirited gathering
held? Because the term just came about n 198911990 correct? So, 9l' would have been
the füst gathering.
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#2:

To my knowledge it was already being used. TVhen the poster came out in
vancouver that year everybody abeady knew what it was. people who were going
akeady knew what the term two-spirited meant and all I was told at that time was a
gatherng of all Aboriginal people who were gay, lesbiar4 transgender, bi-sexual or who
just had a deeper understanding of who men and women were. That's what I was told at
the beginning. I was like oh, what is that? And as far as, I think I remember asking a few
people atthat time and one ofthe organizations just said that it was a contemporary term
to express who we were. The embodiment of b,oth the male and female gender, each
gender represents a spirit a¡rd so therefore we have two-spirits (laugh) some people
jokingly say we are possessed but thât's not true.
Person

Rishona:

I don't know where this

dream thing came from, but I must have totally
imagined it. I actually can almost see you and I sitting here and you telling me all about
this woman that dreamt of this term- And there was a rneeting in V/innipeg where the
term was originally coined and she said it at the meeting and everyone felt that this was the
most appropriate term and I vividly remember us having this conversation but for some
reason it didn't come out in the tapes- That is very unusual.

#2:

As fil as I know the first official gathering was here in Manitoba and that
was in 1989, then 1n 1990 in the States n 1991 and that is the one that I went too. But I
know it had its origins here so you may have well h¿ve met someone who told you that
sorry.
Person

Rishona: How did the term catch on so quickly. Even though you said it was used
before how did it suddenly become this official terrn We have discussed before how other
people have used this term there has been this "following" of people that now identify with
this terminology. So tr am wondering how it suddenly caught on to the point that there is
now gatherings now looking for the literature and I am wondering how the term actually
began to catch on in the last thirteen years or so.
#2:

Person
V/ell, I know for me personally and a lot of the people that I have spoken
with are along similar lines for one thing we never reaþ felt that \¡/e were part ofthe
larger gay and lesbian community. Not really being ostracized, but never really feeling like
part of that it just somehow didn't represent who we were and then of course not being
accepted in our or¡vn comrnunities. I think people embraced that tenn because it was
something that came out of our self. It was on a spiritual level that we could relate to and
for me it was the idea of identifying myself with something other tharì sexuality because I
knew thatthat was not all I arrU you know.

In fact, it is hardly who I am (laugh) but we knew we weren't.just like everybody
else. Like this typical sort of heterosexual community that.. - So I think it caught on
because it is something that came from within our o\ryn community and it took the focus
offthe sexual part of it and focussed on the fact that we are varying degrees of human
'When
beings like between men and women.
you identify as two-spirited the reaction is so
different then ifyou came out and said oþ I am a lesbian or I am a dyke or tr am agay
man. You know what I mean?
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All those words carry a certain amount of baggage. When you identify as twospirited people seen to be more open to that term because it doesn't force them to focus
on your sexuality and i think a lot ofpeople caught on to that really fast. But my family, a
lot ofmy family is more comfortable saþg two-spirited then sayng gay. Do you know
what I mean? It is a term that they can throw around and not feel whatever then by saying
ga¡ lesbian or homosexual.

Rishona:

Okay, I think we are just about done. I just wanted to. . . I recently came
up with this theory and I wanted to know what you think about it. I was reading through
some written information about other interviews that were conducted. As well as this one
and I was comparing them and people that were interviewed previously and there were
just a few questions that basically asked thenu it was almost open ended questions that
asked them how they felt about b"ing two-spirited. The interview took place at Nine
Circles Community Health Centre and it was interesting because each person and I don't
know if this was done deliberately, I don't know much about the interview but each
person seemed to be at a different stage.
First person - really ffigly, it basically came out like this is really stupid and I don't
know what this means and this person was in a bad state, abused alcohol openly said
that. Was at this interview but didn't really feel part of it.

As it went on, someone sort of felt that it was really new to them and they couldn't
really see the difference yet. And they didn't really understand this whole spiritual
component.
And there was a couple ofpeople that said how it is true and they to recognize the
factthat there is a spiritual connection. That they were really important people historically
and so I sort of came up with this theory that based on how Aboriginal people were
treated by Europeans that they had been taught to somehow be ashamed of this very
special gift. That nuny of these people were not taught that it was a positive thing. So,
they had not been necessarily...
So, I came up with a circle that starts offwith a person and you can add in many
things, but it starts offwith a person thinking that they arc gay. An Aboriginal person that
thinks they are gay and then they think it is a negative thing because of all the connotations
not necessarily that someone not Aboriginal would go through but a different spectrum of
that. You know also because they are not fitting in \¡¿ith their community and all sorts of
things like that. There is other elements, and theru they go from being angry and it being
negative to talking to people, other Aboriginal people that identify. And they start to leam
about the traditional and historical and they start to talk to other people who identify as
two-spirit and then they go from there and it is now seen as a positive thing. So it has
gone from this angry unhappy negative to learning, which has so maîy other positive
slants where they are now thinking that it is a positive thing and then they continue on and
the two-spirit paa is a positive and spiritual component. That is sort of how I put it ir my
head.
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Ferson #2: I really like that theory and it is dead on as far as my own personal
experience was the arch in which I came from to where I am now is almost exactly along
that line. Coming from a Christian background and growing up with a really intense self
loathing about that aspect of who I was and sort of agreeing with everyone on how much
you should hate homosexuals and all this stufi but also at the same time realtztngthat
that's not all I am that is only one aspect of who I arr¡ you know. I could have
relationships with wornen, I did. What about that part am X to feel okay about that ard
not this and you know. But I grew up really hating that aspect of rnyself and tr think
probably a lot of other people did too, grew up hating that aspect about me. And I did go
through all the severe alcohol, drugs and all that kind of stuff. Around the time that I
went to the füst gathering was the longest stretc[ I was sober for a year at a time before
thât. I think I was drinking for about two years straight. Then I sobered up for about nine
months that time and on the ninth or tenth month is when I went to the gathering. That
was the turning point for me, that was the turn around where it was okay, now I have
found a group ofpeople which we could discuss and experience the other aspects of who I
am and that is what I've learned. All these people were so happy, so accepting and so at
peace with who they were. That was such a profound experience for me to see that in
other people. I was kind of like oh my god, maybe it is okay who we are and as time goes
on you learn that it's no mistake that we're the way we are it's part of the master plan and
it always has been. You know I've heard some people say that we are out ofbalance and
f've come to believe that we are the people that restore balance in communities because of
those differences that we are born with. So that is a learning curve that you go on and
overtime you learn all the positive aspects about who you are and the advantages about
who you are those are a lot more valuable then the prejudice and hatred that you
experience out there in the world- It is so minute to what you can experience by
embracing who you are and learning about your whole spirit or spirits rather then
focussing on the part that people hate you know what I mean? So, yeah I think your
theory is dead on and I've come across all those people myself. Like you know, I'm gay
and I don't need to be described as anything else, and I never argue with anyone, also that
this is where they are at and that is fine, for me. I know where I am and I think the more
at peace you are with yourself, that's what people respond too, that's the sort of vibration
you put out and very very rarely do I e4perience hostility towards me now compared to
when I hated myself I did experience a lot of hostility then and even though at the big
lodge, the Midewin lodge, people, it's almost like people have no choice but to except
who I am because I am so at peace within myself that they can't find anything to sort of
hate about me (laugh). And I think that's a good thing and in the end I think that is what
the whole journey is about is its not about whether everybody else out there accepts who
you are, but that you accept who you are. That was the first thing I heard too. That the
journey is not out there, it is in here within your own being and when you discover that
things just get much easier and I really believe that. That was the one of the first things I
heard at the gathering. Probably one ofthe first speakers I heard there.

Rishona:

Alright.
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This last section is an excellent bridge to understanding the current two-spirit

Aboriginal person and their lifestyle. Since this was the final meeting, there was a lot

of

clarification and summaruatton. It was also worthwhile to mention that when asked how
they felt about other two-spirit Aboriginal people not wanting to share knowledge about
their past, their traditions and their customs, he wanted to know why they did not share.
Person #2 felt this to be a very vital and essential point

"I would ask them why they continue to act like they have something to
hide. I don't believe that there is anything shameful about who we are and
that we need to keep anything to ourselves " (Person #Z,Mrarchlg,2002).
I think person #2 sud it best when he was asked for

any final thoughts and he had

he said the following 'T hope we can recapture in our lifetime, in the nex[ several decades,
so that we can be reintegrated into our own traditional traditions in each of our tribes all

over the continent and there would be anormaltzation again" (Person #2,March 19,

20t2).
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Chapten 6: ,A,malysis of'Inúenv¿iew Ðata
The main tools that were used tnarnlyzng the data were the two interviews and a

contemporary article that interviewed seven individuals who identify as two-spirited. The
article was published tn Swerve in March 2AAI. Swerve is a monthly local V/innipeg news
magaítne catering to individuals who live an alternate lifestyle (gay, lesbian, bi-sexual,
transgendered, cross-dressers, drag queens and two-spirit Aboriginal people). The article

featured seven individuals who gathered together at Nine Circles Community Health
Centre, in the circle room to openly discuss their place and role as two-spirited Aboriginal

people. The interview style varied from the two conducted in this project in a few ways.
The two interviews in this project were one-on-one and I had previously prepared a list
sample questions. The interview at Nine Circles was a group facilitated discussion

of

with

each person discussing how they identify as two-spirited.

In order to synthesize the data collected in the interviews, it was imperative to
reduce it to a simple format. Following each interview, the data was tra¡scribed in raw
format, which allowed the opportunity to re- reflect on the information provided. The

interview template was pasted on a blank document and the empty spaces were then filled
in \r¿ith the appropriate information. Following the transcription, each set of interviews
was printed in its entirety and placed on a long table.

At this point, basic similarities and

differences were noted. Due to the small number of interviews it was much simpler to

view the areas and themes where participants differed from one another. Once the data
was placed in categories it became considerably easier to digest them. One factor that
aided in analyzng this project was the belief in the participant's own story.
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Interviewing the participants allowed me to follow the path that they took in order

to identify as a two-spirit Aboriginal person. It was the opportunity for an oral history to
be documented. More importantly, the interviews offer a counter balancing voice to
decades of historical literature pertaining to two-spirit Aboriginal people.

It

is safe to say

that because of how Person #2's ancestors were treated historically, that he suffered
trauma and torment because of who he is today, a lwo-spirlr Aboriginal person. Person #2
talks about how his family and community were not so open to the idea that he was two-

spirited. He openly discusses how they are not to blame but that they were comrpted by
European missionaries and affected by Church teachings. He was ashamed of who he

might be and when he confronted the possibility that he was in fact atwo-spirit Aboriginal
person his family and communify teased hirn
Everybody has a story to tell; their feelings are real; how they got to the place they
are in is real and, most importantly, their story is worth
and need to feel that their stories are worth being

telling. Feople need to be heard,

told. The topic, however,

is extremely

complex and the participants' journeys may all be very different. It is also affected by such
factors as colonization, residential schools and other such variables.
Shulamit Reinharz (1992) discusses downplaþg professional status during
interviews and proposes trying to think of the process as one of learners and listeners.

That is exactly how this project met with success. The intentions were simple: listen and
then transcribe what was said and then learn from it.

During the interviews, close attention was paid to how the participants spoke
about the terms lwo-spirit and "homosexuality". Clear and concise documentation was
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taken regarding the participants' reactions to terms such as spirituality, sexuality, gender
and cultrue.

Another component ofthe interview process was the collection of thoughts on the
terms "gay" and "lesbian" and why there seems to be a preference amongst Aboriginal
people for the term two-spirit.

It

seems evident that some people who use the term two-

spirit to self identty rlmy also use the terms gay and/or lesbian according to whom they
are with (Person #2, July

24,2001). However, the major focus of the interview process

was the importance of sexuality versus spirituality in two-spirited Aboiginal people and

which facet of their lives was more important and more definitive of their personality and
selÊimage.

In the beginning many questions were raised about the contemporary lives of two-

spirit Aboriginal people. Through the series of interviews many of the questions were
answered. The term lwo-spirit includes the word spirit, which could be interpreted to
mean that the term denotes a spiritual nature. Flistorically, spirituality was a component

that was lacking in the literature and played a major role in composing the appropriate
questions to draw out information about the missing spiritual component. How could a

term that is made up of the word spirit not be based on a spiritrnl component?

Aboriginal people have begun an exploration back to their roots to explore their
spiritual history and culture. Surprisingl¡ only four out of six interviewed in Swerve
Magazine felt that the term had any type of spiritual weight to
researcher conducted felt that

it.

Both interviews that this

it was extremely spiritual. In my own refleotions I would

say this is because of the place they are at in terms of their own comfort level.
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A longer more in depth interview with these individuals may help us to understand
why they do not consider this rotre a spiritual one. It is only feasible to hypothestzethøtlt
is because they have not yet accepted the balance of the genders within themselves.
process to achieve this, especially

It

is a

ifyou were not brought up to welcome this form of

spirituality and status.

Spiritual refers to sacred customs and roles within Aboriginal culture and communities.
The syntax spiritual and different were often used synonymously when two-spirit people
describe their past to present journey of how they identify as a two-spirit Aboriginal

person. For the most part, the spiritual aspect of two-spirited people came out after they
began to search for knowledge about who they were as Aboriginal people. Once they
began to explore the term two-spirited and everything that

it stood it for, then a domino

affect took place. A new belief and self-confidence arose and these individuals \¡/ere more
than just "gay"; they were not just sexual beings. In fact, the very same people who feel

the term holds spiritual truth also feel that it is not about sexuatity, and it is "more than
being gay'' (Olson,2001; Person #1, April 18,1999; Person #2, July 24,2001).

However, because ofthe fine line that many ofthese people walk in being
traditional and contemporary and associating with the larger gay community, prejudice has
affected some of the two-spírited people. Only four people in Swerve expressed that they
had been affected by prejudice. One in particular, Person C, focused on teaching

acceptance. Person C struggled with understanding why people do not accept one
another and if only we could teach children to be kind.
Just be good to one another. Is that so hard? Why is it? I just want to
know. I've been attacked by my own people. I've been fag-bashed; I've
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just not figure it out. There is so much
hate on the streets. The reason is we are not teaching our children the
proper way. That is it. We have to teach our children to be kind and
gentle and to treat one another with respect (Olson, 2001, p. 10).
been hurt by our own

people. I

can

Ferson C, never discusses how he identifies or what the term means. His objective was
cleafly to break away from negative thoughts and have people be kinder to one another.
Ferson D discusses association prejudices. In other words when she fi¡st came

around the gay community she thought it was limited to prostitutior¡ drugs, alcohol, and
sex (Olsorq 2001 , p. I 0).
leads to

It

is this type of misinformation that perpetuates stereotypes and

prejudice. "There is some prejudice in the gay community. We are looked down

upon. In the Aboriginal commturity, some people call us down, they call us fags. That
hurts" (Olson, 2001, p.10).
Once a person accepts who they are and their life as a two-spîrited Aboriginal
persor1 they begin to ask questions. They ask family and other Aboriginal people who
may have knowledge of their histories and the roles they played

historicaþ. Five of the

people, when asked if they felt they were valued historically, felt they were. "Two-spirit
people were valued long ago" (Person D, in Olson, 2001, p.10). Individuals who were not
exposed to a cultural upbringing tend to find comfort that two-spirit people held a sacred

role traditionally. This is the connection. Having this knowledge gives people a purpose.

Ifyou

can make a connection to land and a group ofpeople you are giving people a

purpose. If people are constantly being told they are bad and their lifestyle is wrong they

will believe that. If they are taught the reason why something is the way it is and the
corurection to today then you are creating a positive link.

It

helped me a lot to hear that in the olden days, two-spirit people were
respected. Sunounding myself with iwo-spirit Aboriginal people helps me
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accept myself more... We say we don't care if other people accept us, but
deep down we do need others (Person E, in Olsor¡ 2001., p.l0).

For those individuals that were not raised with the support and knowledge

of

traditioml teachings, finding similarities between their lives and their ancestors aids in
creating balance in their contemporary lifestyles. To get to this place is a journey within
itself.
The first person that was interviewed in Swerve Magazine appeared really angry.

It

basically came out that this is really stupid and the person did not understand why they
were there or knew what the term two-spirit meant. "To be honest, this whole two-spirit

identity thing doesn't make sense to me" (Person B, in olsorl 200L, p.10). This person
was in a bad state. The subject (we call person B) abused alcohol a¡rd while being at this

interview, said he did not really feel part of it.

I've never had any cultr¡ral training, so to look what I feel and who I am
through those eyes seems empty, and there's nothing real backing that. I'm
trying to come to terms with it and knowing it and it still feels not real, arry
more than being in church for that matter (Olsoru 2001, p.10).

Person B was at the beginning of his journey and could not really make of anything at this

point.
Others were already reaching a point where they could relate to where Person A
had come from and were accepting balance and spirituality in their

lives. "In my language

two-spirit means more than gay, it has a spiritual aspect" (Person D, in Olsor¡ 20A1,

p.l0). Person

G was very happy that Person D had mentioned this because within the

two-spirit community there has been much discussion over who can use this ter¡n
V/e have come up with this term; it is ours to use. Yet white people are
using this term. They say it means male and female, but it means more than
that. V/e are reclaiming who we a.re, as berdaches, as people ofthe tribal
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nations who had roles for two-spirit people (Ferson G, fuL Olson, 2001,
p.11).

It

is interesting how each person interviewed, whether

'tn

Swerve or the two in-

person interviews, all in some way have taken something from the term two-spirit. Each
person is on a journey either to continue to leam their traditions or to leam them for the

füst time. For many oftherr¡ they were not treated with respect and are now accepting
who they are as two-spirit Aboriginal people. These are the people that will be vital in
ensuring that history does not repeat itself These are the people who can teach the

traditions. For many of them their families are now just realizing what a gift they are

as

people.

I was outed to my family by a cousin,

and was shut out by them for six
years because of what Bible teachers said to my parents. They believed I
was tied to a very sick part ofthe world. In the late 80's my older sister
became involved with traditional teachings and got my parents involved.
They learned that to have a two-spirit person in the family was a great
honour and all of a sudden tr was re-accepted into the family. I thought the
teachings must be okay if suddenly I'm accepted in my family again. So
I've been learning for the past ten years (Person F, in, Olsor¡ 2001, p.l l).

This pattern seetns to be quite common. Person #2hada similar experience and is now
very involved with the Gatherings and being a positive balanced person.
One major difference between the two in-person interviews and the two from
Swerve is how the individ"als in Swerve believe that to be two-spirit is more than being
gay but they still discuss things in terms of sexuality. The two in-person interviews both

acknowledge that it is not synonyrnous, having same sex relations is not a defining

characteristic. This may be a result of where the individuals are on their path of balance.
Ferson

#l

was brought up in a traditional home that recognized his gift and treated

it

as

such. He was fortunatettlø;t he came from a long line ofrnedicine carriers who were also
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two-spirited (Person #1, April 18, 1999). Person #2 believes that he has so much more to
offer than sex. He is a person first and a sexual being later (Ferson #2, July 3I,2001).
The five interviews fuom Swerve are nof quite all there yet or have chosen to identify in a

different way. Person A identifies two-spirit as a gift and it is part of his spiritual

direction. He also says "I'm out in my work and my life and have always been thatway,
although my family didn't know what gay was" (Person A, ir¡ Olson, 2001,

p.l0).

Person

D had a similar thing to say "My co-workers and the kids know that I am gay. I didn't
have to tell them. The speech pattern and body postures told them what
(Person D, irì, Olsor¡ 2001,

p.10).

I could be"

She does, however, say that in her language

means more than gay and has a spiritual component (Person D,

two-spirit

h, Olsor¡ 2001, p.10).

This is very fascinating and it would be interesting to see where their thoughts are in five

to ten years from now.
Person E also identifies as being gay and two-spirit but has taken an interesting

point of view. He sees it as an easier way of voicing and identifying who he is. It is more
difFcult to say your gay.

I heard the term two-spirit that

helped me with what I was going
through. Instead of labelling myself as being gay or bi-sexual, it was better
to say I was two-spirited. At least I didn't have to say I was actually gay
(Person E,
Olsor¿ 2001, p.10).
trVhen

þ

He does say that it helps him to know about the old days and that he has chosen to
surround himself with two-spirit Aboriginal people as it helps to accept himself (Person E,

iq

Olson, 2001, p.10). No one is clearer about separating the two terms than Ferson G.

She is very clear by

saþg "I can't

make a separation; therefore,

I'm so gladthat Ferson D said that two-spirit means spiritual

I

see myself as

two-spirit.

as well as gay (Person G,

h,
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Olsor¡ 2A01,

p.l1).

This is a common theme. Feople are uncertain how to identify and

whatta do. I believe this is based on years of being unwanted and

shamed by society

for

identifting with both the male and female. Interestingly enougl¡ not one of the people
interviewed inSwerve refrrred to two-spirit as a balance between men and women. They
spoke briefly of their lives in the present and took comfort in the role of their ancestors in
the past.

My theory about the journey an individual takes in order to identify oneself as a
two-spirit Aboriginal person is based on how Aboriginal people were treated by
Europeans. Over the course of time they had been taught to somehow be ashamed of this
very special

gift. That

It seems that

many of these people were not taught that

it was a positive thing.

all the people interviewed both in this project and in Swervehave a story to

tell about how they a:rived at the conclusiorx of who they are. When we thematically sort
through the very rich dat4 it is apparent that there is a definite path which quite sirnply
analyzes and defines how

two-spirit Abotiginal people find

course this is not firm fact, but

it

seems to

a balance in

today's world. Of

work for this project and these participants.

The theory can be called an ldentification Model and can be thought of as a line that starts

offwith

an Aboriginal person believing helshe is gay. Due to their education from

European influences, this is seen as a negative aspect. The person is struggling with their

own identity and often turns to drugs and alcohol to alleviate the pain. Naturally, the
person's behaviour changes and relationships change with families and communities. The
person questioning their identity then begins to speak with other Aboriginal people and
this angry, constant negative component begins to shifr. The person then begins to learn
about traditional Aboriginal culture, and the learning process is underway. The person
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discovers and learns that this negative burden is in fact, a tremendous gift from the
Creator.
From this point, the journey takes the person who is questioning their identity, to
learn about traditional and historical components of what

it is to be a two-spirit Aboriginal

person. They continue to talk to other people and link up with other people who identify
as

two-spirit. A transformation takes place where the individual goes from feeling alone,

and not part ofanything, to an epiphany ofacceptance and identification

ofa concept that

has deep spiritual and scared roots within their culture. The path begins with anger,
loneliness and unhappiness and progresses to education which has so many other positive
slants where they are now thinking that being a two-spirit Aboriginal is a positive thing.

The individual continues on and the two-spirit part is a positive and spiritual component.
This is how it all comes together in a format that is clear and concise.
Obviously, it is slightly different for each individual. When the theory was
explained to Person #Z,he said the following, 'I really like that theory and
it is dead on as far as my own personal experience was the arch in which I
came from to where I am now is almost exactly along that line" (Person #2,
March 19,2002).
Coming from a Christian background and growing up with a really intense
self loathing about that aspect of who I was and sort of agreeing with
everyone on how much you should hate homosexuals and all this stuff But
also at the same time realizingtlnt that's not all I am that is only one
aspect of who I arr¡ you know (Person #2,March19,2002).

It seems that

only Person

#l

did not have any type of transition into understanding the role

of a two-spirit Abongnal person. This could very well be attributed to the fact tl:ø;t
Person #1 was taught by grandparents at an early age about the elevated status of this

role. It

was a part

ofthe culture and tradition. Person #1 was never taught to be ashamed

of this role, but was proud to recognsze, treat and understand both the male and female
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spirit inside of him (Person #1, April 18, 1999). It is very important to draw attention to
this point. This point illustrates the very complexity ofthis project. T'he literature and all

who had a voice in this project are very clear that they were ururware of this term or
anything to do with it until the recent past. The elder is very clear on the term being part

of his life forever. It is possible that this community was aware of the term and that it was
not as wide spread until the more recent past. During the interview person #1 did not
know why people thought it was a new term or a new concept. Due to the history of the
term and all that is surrounding how a person speaks about this phenomenon it is no
wonder that varying points are not only heard but valid.
On the other hand Person #2has had an incredibly fascinating journey and most

enjoyed sharing stories of his life. He is very clear about who he is and how he has
reached his place of balance. Unlike person #1, person #2 was not told of these traditions

by family members but was often ridiculed and tormented for being different.

In order to keep some continulty and to allow Aboriginal people to have a voice, it
is imperative that organszations step up to the occasion. Two-spirit Aboriginal people

identify as such in a variety of ways, as seen throughout this thesis. Many of these
individuals or individuals that are entertaining the notion that they know they have gift,
need to be able to access data and knowledge.

It

is vital that knowledge oftraditional and

contemporary two-spirit Aboriginal people reach Aboriginal communities and

orgawzations. They need to be the bridge to protect the knowledge from been lost and
more instrumentally to keep youth fromhaving a bad self image because of shame.

t02

T'namsiúiom

to the

T'enm¡

T'wo-Spintt amd Two-Spinit Orgamåzaúüoms

This next portion of the Chapter examines the transition to the termtwo-spirit

from the terms gay, lesbian, bi-sexual and berdache. It describes how the term caugh

or¡ who was using it and who was prohibited from using it and why. Along with the trend
towards this inclusive and powerful terrn, mâny organizations, affiliated groups, and
gatherings were established to recognize the beließ and cultural heritage of two-spirit

Aboriginal people. How and why this happened needs to be examined.
Examining contemporary organtzations and gatherings provides the opportunity to
see and understand the people such organizations and gatherings are servicing. As well,

it

helps to gain an understanding of why these groups have added two-spiríted people to

their resources, and their goals and objectives. This serves as another source

of

contemporary information that will assist in identifting two-spírit Aboriginal people. It is
also considered an alternate method of pinpointing a definition for the term two-spirÌÍ.

It

allows knowledge to be passed on and shared amongst staffand the people using the
service.

This will not be an in-depth analysis, but rather a brief overview of the

organizations' goals. The information for the overview discussion was obtained through
documents supplied by the orgainzations and informal interviews with the staffønployed
by these organzations. This will aid in understanding the variety of services provided by
each group.
The term two-spirit is a term that came about at a conference in Winnipeg,

Manitoba in 1990. Exactly how and who initiated the introduction of this term is not

clear. However, the term is logical and fits the people identifying with the term perfectly.
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The basic concept of being two-spirited is this: each individual is made up of a spirit;

if

yotrecogmze both the male and female spirit within you and treat thern as one, then you
are

two-spirited. The people in attendance were those who had, in the past, been labeled

as berdach¿ and were currently lost souls who felt that they had no place and no identity.

They did not feel a connection or link with in the gay and lesbian larger community

-

they

felt they were more than just sexual beings (2-Spirited l't Natiors, 1998; Person #2,
2001,).

Throughout the conference, people shared their own experiences and stories. This
lead to a domino effect where people began using the

tetmtwo-spÌrit. It was comfortable,

it was safe and it was of the peoples' own choosing. The term gradually became
commonly used to identi$ and describe an entire group of people. This group included
everyone from the former berdache to contemporary homosexuals. Jacobs, Thomas and
Lang (1997), in their definition, include avafiety of terms. Those terms in Aboriginal
languages and those with a spiritual flare were not accounted for.

It

is well known that before European contact, some traditional communities had

tutmes for those people that housed both the masculine and feminine spirits (2-Spirited

I't

Nations, 1998). These names had a much greater purpose than just to identiS the people

-

these names reflected a recognition

ofthe

sacredness

oftwo-spirited people. It was

thought that'two-spirited people will walk where everyone else is afraid to and will go
where no one else will" (Two Spirited, 1997).

Spirituality was a large reason for the use of the term. It is a term that
encompasses all meanings and is based on the spiritual and sacred components of the

Aboriginal culture. Aboriginal people had their or¡rn terms in their own languages that
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they used to identify themselves. Winlae (pronounce wink-a-tah), oola,ve and haux'an ate
a few examples of tenns that are used in Aboriginal languages

to describe the spiritual

people who identi$ both the male and female spirit inside themselves (RCAP, 1996; Two-

Spirited, 1997).

Two-spirit females and males are seen as a mixture of masculine and feminine and
not something completely different from both man and woman. In fact, two-spirited men
and women are viewed as separate genders of their

own. This is regardless of whether

their status and/or roles may be a combination of the culturally defined roles of men and
women (Jacobs, Thornas and Lang, 1997)-

Two-spirited people today have been faced with the influence of

'Western

European ideas and Christianity. The binary systern of how men and women were viewed,
along with their purpose of procreation" influenced people that this was the only way to

live and anything else was sinfü. Gender variance and same sex relationships have corne

to be seen as identical by many Aboriginal people. Currently, there are still some males
and females, both on and offreservations, that carry the traits of an alternative gender.
Jacobs, Thomas and Lang (1997) report that many Aboriginal people who live as gays,
lesbians, bi-sexuals, as well as those who identify as alternative or two-spirit gender, füce

rejection and discrimination both on and offreservations.
Due to the shame that had been placed on Aboriginal people by Europeans,

Aboriginal people who recogfizadthat they were "different" were often forced to choose
the gay or lesbian label to fit their needs. There are obviously few exceptions to this
phenomenoru but were often picked up by a grandmother or more senior member of the
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family who was familiar with these characteristics (2-Spirited People of the 1't Nations,
1ee8).
Since the term two-spÌrit caught on, many organizations have begun to research
and use this terminology to suit the orgarnzation's needs. In actuality, there are few Two-

Spirit organizations in North America. One, in particular, is located in Toronto, Ontario.
When visiting and exchanging ideas with the oryanÞation, it became apparent that the way

in which they have chosen to identify the organuation is suitable for them and the users
the facility. The two-spirit organzation in Toronto offers a variety of programs, one

of

of

their most utilized bei.tg volunteer care teams for people lirrittg with HIV/AIDS.
Other programs include courseling, anti-homophobia education, newsletters, condom

distribution and beading craft a.fternoons. These programs are in place to offer education
and support to those in need. The organization insisted that these were people who are
gay and lesbian, but use two-spirit as terminology (2-Spirited People of the

l"

Nations,

1998).

A major theme and component ofthe organization was that it offered daily arts
and crafts programming.

Ironicall¡ this did not

seem significant at the time and seemed

rather odd. However, upon firther education and an interview with person # 3, it became
evident that two-spiriÍ people were often the artisans and crafts people of the

communities. The orgulzation also offered progrrims and counseling for those people
living with HIV and AIDS (Two-Spirit,1997).

A portion ofthe literature from the organuation touches on the sacred and
spiritual roles that two-spirited people held within their communities. However, the bulk

of the literature pertains to sexual orientation and related topics. If the term two-spirit is
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about taking back part of the Aborþinal history and culture, while incorporating

spirituality, then where in this oryantzøtion does spirituality play apart?
The two-sptrit organzation in Toronto put together an instructional manual to
assist people in leading a culturally appropriate and sensitive workshop on two-spirited

Aboriginal people. A portion of this manual includes an overall focus on what the Federal
and Frovincial governments have done in terms of laws affecting gay and lesbian people.

The manual includes a brief history of the roles that lwo-spiritedpeople played in

their communities. It illustrates the vital role that two-spírit people held within their
communities such as, "medicine people, visionaries and warriors" (2-Spirited people of the

l't Nations,

1998,

p.10). The manual also identifies that two-spirited people have a role

today, including "counseling, healing, being pipe carriers, visionaries (seers), and
conducting oneself in accordance to our belie{ which is to respect all life" (2-Spirited
People of the l't Nations, 1998, p.10).
The manual defines two-spiríted Abonglrlral people as "Aboriginal people who
identi$r themselves as gay or lesbian" (2-Spirited People of the 1'tNations, 1998, p.10).
They balance this by also stating that the term refers to more then just a person's sexual

orientation and who they sleep with. However, aside from mentioning their place in
today's society, Iittle spiritual acknowledgment is made.
Due to the population demographics of Aboriginal people that are infected with

HfV

and the AIDS virus, the organization has taken an active role in incorporating

education and tolera¡rce stand points towards teachings on same sex relationships, HIV
and AIDS. Another beneficial piece to this manual is that it includes other available
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resources and similar groups in various locations and cities throughout Canada. This is a

major piece in terms of linking up people with knowledge and resources.
Overall, the manual is a well-balanced combination of past and present. Spirit and

spirituality are components of this teaching, and it is the only resource examined that
makes mention of the International Two-Spirited Gathering. Out of the four resource
orgarnzations examined for the information that they contribute to the two-spirit

Aboriginal community, it is the only one that has any type of documentationthat is current
and was developed by a person that identifies

¿ls

a

two-spirit person. The other

otganizations lack any information and resources.

Another resource for Aboriginal people that identify as two-spirited is the Rainbow
Resource Centre. The Centre is a resource for anyone who identifies as gay, lesbian,
transgendered, transsexual, bi-sexual, or two-spirited. The Centre has a library that they
are looking to expand and keep current.

It offers avaúety of focus groups, support

groups and resources for people who identiff outside ofheterosexual parameters. The
Centre's resources pertaining to two-spirit individuals are minimal. In fact, this project
allowed this projects' resources to be shared with the Centre.

Among the initial brochures and pamphlets distributed by the Rainbow Resource
Centre, the only mention oftwo-spirited Aboriginal people was in one of the headings.
Other than that, there is no mention of two-spirited Aboriginal people anywhere. There is
a list of support groups but none for those people who identiff as two-spirited.

Unfortunately, this results in such individuals not making use of the Centre and not gaining
access to the resources they need. This is another valid reason why these organizations

need to be linked and coordinated.
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It

is vital that places offering services and resources be cormected to one another.

It will only benefit all the people wishing to be involved. It should not and does not
matter which level someone identifies on" they are who they are and are entitled to use any
service they

wish. If one feels comfortable placing alabel or identity upon onesefi then

one is entitled. However, rf an orgatlzation is serving this population group, then

it

should become part of the organszations overall objective to be inclusive and gain
knowledge and understanding in order to better service the people. It is fair to say that
many of these organizations are implementing this objective, but they still have a long road
ahead before this is achieved.

At the onset of this project, the Aborþinal Aids Task Force was an initial resource
for information about people who identified as two-spirited. However, the people that
used this organuation were those Iiving with

HIV

and

AIDS. Today the organization

has

combined with a few other orgaruzations in V/innipeg, Manitoba to make up the Nine
Circles Community Health Centre. Currently, the Aboriginal Aids Task Force is being
dismantled and dispersed evenly throughout the other areas in the Centre. The Centre
does not label people but at the same time associates the termtwo-spirít vøth gays and

lesbians. However, they have made much progress toward searching and locating

information about people who identify as two-spirit.
Nine Circles has a library that they are currently updating and hoping to add
information relevant to and pertaining to the lives of those who identify as two-spirited.
The Centre also has a very large spiritual component; despite the fact that they are
mandated as a health Centre to serve those living with

HIV

and AIDS, the Centre has

taken a very holistic and Aboriginal world view approach. The facility has a circular room
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that is used for smudges and ceremonies. As well, it can be used as a meeting place that is
non-threatening and very spiritual.

Spirituality is a large part ofNine Circles Community Health Center. Through
their holistic view it is evident that they work to help balance a person. This balance
includes mind, body and spirit. Nine Circles Community llealth Center strives to achieve
all of these components under one roof (Nine Circles Community Health Centre, 2002).
The Centre recognizes that Aboriginal people make up a large number ofthe
Centre's users and therefore are going to great lengths to best serve this population

dynamic. One way that Nine Circles Community Health Center is achieving this goal is
through education of both staffand patrons. Some areas included are, Aboriginal culture
and

IIIV/AIDS

and methods of teaching the public about

HIV

and AIDS awareness.

It

is

a very user-friendly environment. Many of the patrons are also educators that go through
an intensive volunteer

progftlm. The program usually takes them on a new journey that

enables them to go out into the larger community and teach the public about a variety

of

topics including HIV/AIDS (Person #4,2002).
Recently the Nine Circles Community Health Center advertised to

filltwo

positions pertaining to the lives of lwo-spirit Aboriginal people. The Nine Circles
Community Health Centre is aware, regardless of how the individual chooses to identify,
that a significant number of the Centre's participants are, in fact, two-spirited.

Nne

Circles Community Health Centre does not question how two-spirit people identi$ as two-

spirited, but respect this position. They have made a strong aftempt to fill a place for
them at the Nine Circles Community Health Centre. This area of service is relatively new

to the Centre and they

are

just at the initial stages of developing resources in order to
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improve their relations with the Aborigtnal two-spir¡l community. With proper education
and focus they should be able develop a strong relationship of balance, trust and respect.

The International Two-spirit Gatherings, on the other hand, have avery spiritual role.
Once a year, a different city and delegation host the Annual Two-Spirit Gathering. The

Gathering is a safe environment for people who identi$ as two-spirit to come to and to
connect with other two-spirit people. The Gathering is usually held over a minimum

of

three days and offers a variety of ceremonies and discussions. Sexuality is not a focus nor
a requirement for attendance. The only requirement is that you are Aboriginal and identify
as a

two-spirit Aboriginal person (Person #2,December 21,200I).
Once at the Gathering, a person is free to choose which discussions and

ceremonies they wish to participate in. Some of the ceremonies at the gathering include a

variety of sweats and dances. There is no drinking or use of illegal drugs allowed at the
Gathering and the people that attend are from all over North America. They come to
share their own personal histories of how they identify and how they began the journey to

lead their lives as, two-spirit persons. They discuss the special qualities they possess,

housing both the male and female spirit inside themselves.

It

is a true blessing and, at the

Gathering, attendees offer thanks to their Creator for allowing them to mediate between
male and female spirits (Person #2, July 31, 2001).

The Gathering allows the participants to be free to the spiritual elements around
them and to connect with other people who identiff as two-spirited. "There is a certain

kind of healing that goes on when we are together like that. It doesn't happen anywhere
else" (Person#2, July 31, 20AD. The environment is safr fromjudgement and negativity.
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Feople are there to leam and communicate

-

they learn what is happening in other

communities and are given the opportunity to share their perspectives and stories.
The gathering itself, at this present time, is probably the most stable and grounded
element within the larger lwo-spirit community. Presently, the gathering is an open

environment to anyone who identifies as a two-spirit Aboriginal person. The gathering
brings together all components of the two-spirited world leaving behind drugs, alcohol and

sexuality. It is a spiritual, intellectual, restful retreat that combines academia, healing and

motivation. Presentations and discussions take place with keynote speakers and panels on
subjects like history and contemporary knowledge. This environment is the ideal situation

for

a person

identifying as atwo-spirit Abonginal people. Other organtzations should be

tapping into this fountain of contemporary, current information.
These four organizations, clearly illustrate that there is a need within the

community to service the Aborigtrnl two-spirit population. It is up to each organization
as

to how they choose to serve the community and for what purpose. However, it is now

time to adapt, change and incorporate any knowledge, information referrals and services

to this population demographic.

It

is also clear that through the brief description of each contemporary organization

that they too have their own definitions of how atwo-spiril Aboriginal person should

identify. The organization in Toronto defines two-spirit

¿rs

someone who is gay or lesbian.

The Rainbow Resource Centre treats two-spirit Aboriginal people as an extension of gay
and lesbian but have not defined the term and offer minimal resources. The International

Gathering, only asks that you identrfy as two-spirited arñ leave sexuality behind for the
gathering and focus on spirituality. Finally Nine Circles Community Health Centre has

1t2

also not clearly defined those who identify as two-spiritedbut recognize that they are part

of their consum€rs and resources need to be made available. It is obvious that two-spirit
people, Iike many other groups of people make up varying sects and are different. Each
argantzation offers what they can and if it suits the person's needs then they are welcome

to be a part of that arganuation. However, it is for this reason that organaations need to
be linked up and have a liaison that can act and represent the varying views and opinions

atñ dtrect people to the appropriate resources.
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Chapfer 7: Comcl¡¡siom
The term two-spirit can be used and defined in a variety of ways. Historically, they

of

were viewed as the satanic low lives that could not understand the simple binary system

men and women. The systerr¡ as stated in the Bible, said that men and women are placed

on this earth for the purpose of procreation. Therefore, Aboriginal people who did not
come within the parameters set out by the Europeans were forced to go underground or
hide their culture. The settlement of Europeans in North America caused an uproar in the
sacred harmonious communities ofAboriginal people. The new settlers forced their ideas,
customs and language upon the Aboriginal people, making them give up their beließ and

trade them for new ones. This was the beginning of the journey from the then berdache to
the now, two-spirit.

Many clues throughout the literature and the interviews have indicated that there is
much more to being a two-spirited Aboriginal person than sexual orientation. Sexuality
became the main focus, and Aboriginal people have lost sight of the spiritual and sacred
meaning.

The interviews indicated that the term'two-spirited" has been around for decades.
The Elder that was interviewed was taught by his grandparents all about the role of a two-

spirit Aboriginal person. He recognizes both the male and the female spirit and feels that
his role leads to an elevated status.

At ceremonies he is able to perform both the male and

female roles. He also states that he is not a homosexual, nor does he understand from

where this definition arose (Interview #1,1999).

As a spiritual person he takes his role very seriously and with a tremendous
amount ofpride. He feels also that the misconception of homosexuality may be a result

of
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researchers and their skewed perception ÉIe feels that the berdache is something very

different: many homosexuals may be two-spirited,but it is not a requirement.

Ðwing this project many different ways of looking at Aboriginal two-spirìt people were
chosen. Flistorical literature was examined to learn as much about two-spirit Aboriginal
people as possible. This is the path that led to the concept of interviewing contemporary

two-spìrit dboriginal people. The literature was lacking and did not appear to shed much
light on the sacred and spiritual traditions of the elevated status of two-spirlr Aboriginal
people.
As a continuum on the search to seek out just who lwo-spírit l+bongnal people
were, the path led to organizatiors and services. The organizations that were tapped into,
were in a simila¡ predicament. They too, were beginning to look back and explore just

who these people were and are today. Due to the fact that these organizations each have
their own specific needs and two-spirit Abonginal people have many definitions, it did not
aid in a firther pin pointed definition but rather emphasized the need to have two-spirit

Aboriginal people voice their own definitions.

It

was evident through the discussions with the few organizations that there needs

to be a link to help bridge the communication breakdown and service the two-spirit
Aboriginal people in all the areas required. Due to the variety of definitions, each
organÞatron is looking to become more prepared to service both spiritual and non -

spiritual individuals, as well as those who identify with a more contemporary use of same
sex reliationships.

The interviews with the participants, combined with the historical and
contemporary literature, as well as discussions with the organizations clearly indicate that
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two-spirit Aboriginal people have aplace both in the past, present and future of all
communities, not just Aboriginal. Due to the wide variety of definitions and knowledge,
they can be assets in many \¡/ays. They are a true example of a group of people who are
making a positive change in how they are viewed by themselves and others. Two-spirit

Aboriginal people have an invested interest in their communities and the interviews
indicated that they are concerned for the youtl¡ who have not come full circle in accepting

their special gifts from the Creator (Person #2,}l4larch19,2002). By speaking out and
educating people, they are hoping to eliminate the negative components of the circle
two - spir i t

of

Aboriginal people.

These conclusions were largely due to the Identification Model theory of how a

person reaches the place of selÊidentifying as two-spirit person is an excellent tool. Upon
discovering the theory, everything fell into place and it became much easier to synthesize
the data. When person #2 was asked about the ldentification Model and whether it was

valid or not, he agreed that for him it was exactly the path that he took in identifying
himself as a two-spirit Aboriginal person. When analyzngthe data and looking at
everything that was said it became very clear that the majority of the participants that were

involved in this project could be placed into the ldentification Model theory. For many

of

the participants they were unhappy individuals who felt very alone and lacked an identity.

Upon hearing the term two-spirit and following the steps of the model, they gained an
identity. The model is a tool that is a continual work in progress and over time can be
expanded upon and changed according to further research.

After interviewing other people and analyzngthe data a further exploration of the
current relationship between two-spiritedness and spirituality was reviewed. It is my
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belief that this research can help restore a spiritual tradition, which seems to have been

misplaced. This thesis has allowed another perspective and definition of two-spirít
Aboriginal people to be put forth. It was with their voice and it is their story, one that
needed to be told and needs to be heard.
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R.esearcËr CoaesemÉ F onnae
R.ishona .Í. Slutchutr< (Researcher)
Dr. Fred Shore, Native Studies (Program Advisor)

University of Manitoba
The purpose of this study is to research and explore what the term two-spiril means to those who use it to
self identiff. The reasons for this project are to collaborate with two-spirit people living in Winnipeg and
give them the oppornrnity to be heard. As well, this project will be submitted for a Master of Arts Degree.

Name of Participant
Place

Date

During the interviews a series of recording devices may be used by the researcher. These devices
may include any of the following: note taking, video recording, tape recording and/or cameras. The
resulting translations or transcriptions and/or images will be used for the purpose of researching and
documenting "two-spirited" Aboriginal people. All information will be strictly confidential. Participants
have the right to refuse any of these forms of recording.
The researcher will not use the recording devices, whether they are note taking, video recording,
tape recording, photographs from a mmera and the resulting translations or transcription and/or images
for any other purposes without written consent from the participants.

All information will be strictly confidential. Information from this project will be stored on the
researcher's computer and disc/s. Following the acceptance of the Master of Arts Degree all information
will be copied to disc/s, deleted from the hard drive and stored in a safety deposit box. In reports ofthis
project, individuals identified will be completely protected and any information that may reveal a part of
the participants identity i.e) community origin, will be properly coded to ensure anonymity.
All participants should be aware that their participation is voluntary. Participants have the right
at any time to withdraw from the research study and/or refrain from answering any question, without
consequence. Interviews will take place in a suitable environment that is equally comfortable for both
parties. Participants should expect data collection to take anywhere from four to twelve hours. At no
point will participants feel rushed or pressured during the interview and if more time is required then
another meeting will be scheduled.
This research study has been approved by the JFREB. Each participant will be left with a copy of
the consent form in the event that there are any complaints regarding procedure may be reported to the
Human Ethics Secretariat, 47 4-7 722.
As well, any questions may be referred to Dr. Fred Shore, my research advisor at 474-6084 for
referral to the Ethics Review Committee.
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I have read the above information

and

understand the terms of the consent form.
I agree to take part in the research study of

I

agree to use the information
According to the terms outlined
above.

"Two-Spirited" Aboriginal people.
Signafure of

Participant

Signature of Researcher

Date

I would like my own name used YES or NO
I would like another name used YES or NO
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